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New Release—April 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

When People Are Big 
and God Is Small
Overcoming Peer Pressure, 
Codependency, and the Fear of Man
EDWARD T. WELCH 
Learn how to need people less and love people more in this 
classic work by biblical counselor Edward Welch. This revised new 
edition features helpful updates throughout. 
Edward T. Welch is a counselor and faculty member at the Christian Counseling 
and Educational Foundation (CCEF). He is author of a number of books, 
including When People Are Big and God Is Small and Addictions: A Banquet in the Grave. 

Endorsements for previous edition
“Need people less. Love people more. That’s the author’s 
challenge. . . . He’s talking about a tendency to hold other 
people in awe, to be controlled and mastered by them, to 
depend on them for what God alone can give. . . . [Welch] 
proposes an antidote: the fear of God . . . the believer’s response 
to God’s power, majesty and not least his mercy.”
—Dallas Morning News

“Biblical and practical. The readers does not need a problem 
with peer pressure or codependency to profit from this book. 
Opens our eyes and directs us back to God and his Word to 
overcome the fear of man.”
—The Baptist Bulletin

“Much needed in our own day. User friendly as a resource for 
Sunday School or home bible study. Here is a volume that 
church libraries and book tables ought to have. Its theme is 
contemporary. Its answer is thoroughly biblical.”
—The Presbyterian Witness

“Refreshingly biblical. . . . brimming with helpful, readable, 
practical insight.”
—John F. MacArthur Jr.

“Ed Welch is a good physician of the soul. This book is 
enlightening, convicting, and encouraging. I highly recommend 
it.”
—Jerry Bridges

“Readable and refreshing. . . .  goes to the heart of an issue 
immobilizing the church. Exposes and repudiates the trivia of 
therapeutic theology with wisdom and compassion.”
—Susan Hunt

Category: Counseling

ISBN: 978-1-62995-807-1

Price: $17.99

Pages: 256 est.

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”) 

Available: 4/19/2023

BISAC: REL012070

Related Titles

When People Are Big and
God Is Small,
978-0-87552-600-3
$16.99

Addictions: A Banquet in the Grave
978-0-87552-606-5
$17.99
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New Release—April 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

The Gospel of Jesus
The Four Gospels in a Single 
Complete Narrative
LORAINE BOETTNER  
In the mid-100s, Tatian the Syrian assembled the Diatessaron—the 
gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John arranged in a single 
narrative. In 1933, Reformed theologian Loraine Boettner created his 
own diatessaron—a gospel harmony that can be used with benefit as 
a Bible study aid. The Gospel of Jesus is one continuous, highly 
readable gospel account that is, so far as is possible, placed in 
chronological order with locations and dates. With marginal 
references and clear indications of all editorial changes, this new 
giftable edition features the modern Christian Standard Bible 
translation and includes maps.
Loraine Boettner (ThB and ThM, Princeton Theological Seminary; also received 
honorary degrees in DD and LittD) is best known as the author of The Reformed 
Doctrine of Predestination, The Millennium, and Roman Catholicism. 

Endorsements
“Loraine Boettner’s integration of the fourfold canonical Good 
News helps new generations of Christians to encounter the 
testimony of ‘the original eyewitnesses and servants of the 
word,’ deepening our certainty in what we have been instructed 
(Luke 1:2). The use of the Christian Standard Bible, which happily 
combines accuracy with readability, makes this new edition of 
Boettner’s harmony both edifying and pleasurable to read.”
—Dennis E. Johnson, Professor Emeritus of Practical Theology, Westminster 
Seminary California

“Loraine Boettner was truly a phenomenal theologian, and I 
cannot suppress my excitement at the opportunity to 
recommend his work The Gospel of Jesus. Enjoy this volume and 
then share it with someone!”
—Harry L. Reeder III, Senior Pastor, Briarwood Presbyterian Church, 
Birmingham, Alabama

Category: Biblical Studies 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-023-5

Price: $29.99

Pages: 224

Binding: Hardback (6 1/2” x 8 1/2”) 

Available: 4/19/2023

BISAC: REL006710

Related Titles

Divine Providence,
978-1-62995-016-7
$27.99

The Reformed Doctrine of Predestination
978-0-87552-112-1
$19.99
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New Release—April 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

Daily Devotions with 
Herman Bavinck
Believing and Growing 
in the Christian Faith
DONALD K. MCKIM 
Herman Bavinck (1854–1921) was one of the most significant Reformed 
theologians of his time and continues to be a significant figure 
today. Intended both for personal and group use, this devotional 
reflects on quotations from Bavinck in order to deepen readers’ 
understanding and faith. Each of the eighty-four entries also 
includes a biblical passage to read and a prayer point or question 
for discussion. 

Donald K. McKim has served as a pastor in the Presbyterian Church (USA), a 
professor of theology and academic dean at Memphis Seminary, a professor at the 
University of Dubuque Theological Seminary, and an editor for Westminster John Knox 
Press. He is an award-winning author and editor.

Endorsements
"McKim brings us not only to the heart of Bavinck’s theology 
but more than that to the heart of Bavinck himself. He does this 
in such away that this book contributes to the knowledge of 
Bavinck and to the spiritual growth of each of us as readers. 
Faith can only prosper on the basis of sound, biblical theology. 
This book—another fruit of McKim’s lifelong digging in 
reformed theology—demonstrates this in a very practical and 
effective way."
—Herman Selderhuis, Professor of Church History at the Theological 
University Apeldoorn, President of REFORC

"Many of us have come to see Herman Bavinck's theological 
writings—now widely accessible in new English translations—
as a rich and reliable resource for solid Reformed thought. Now 
in these wonderful daily devotions Don McKim shows us that 
there are also spiritual gems in those theological writings that 
speak with profound wisdom to our souls."
—Richard J. Mouw, PhD, President Emeritus, Fuller Theological Seminary

"Don McKim has provided the church with yet another beautiful 
resource that integrates the rich legacy of the Christian 
tradition with private meditation and prayer. Interestingly, he 
has prepared this volume in a very Bavinckian way. The source 
of Don’s reflections is never Bavinck but Scripture. In this way, 
Don brings the reader to feed on Christ alongside a great 
Christian thinker and then to clasp hands with him in prayer. 
Highly recommended. "
—Bruce R. Pass, Brisbane School of Theology / University of Queensland

Category: Devotional 

ISBN: 978-162995-781-4 

Price: $15.99

Pages: 232

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”)

Available: 4/19/2023 

BISAC: REL012020

Related Titles

Come to the Waters,
978-1-62995-336-6,
$27.99

Heart Aflame,
978-0-87552-458-0,
$25.99
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New Release—May 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

Anxiety
Finding the Better Story
31-Day Devotionals for Teens
LIZ EDRINGTON
As a teenager, Liz felt overwhelmed by anxiety. Now that 
she’s a mental health counselor, she wants to pass on what 
she’s learned. With daily Scripture readings, breathing 
exercises, and additional mental-health resources, this little 
book offers you comfort and help in your anxiety. See how 
your anxiety fits into God’s big story—and learn how Jesus 
can bring you peace.

Liz Edrington is the fellowship groups and young adults 
director at North Shore Fellowship in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee 

Endorsements
“This is a book I didn’t know I desperately needed. The 
freedom and grace that it offers are a massive gift to the 
church. It’s so helpful, so practical, and so deeply Christ-
centered: I wish every teenager could have a copy.”
—Kevin Yi, College and Young Adults Pastor, Church 
Everyday, Northridge, California 

“I love this devotional! In our day of incredibly high levels 
of anxiety and stress, this book is timely, wise, Christ-
honoring, and powerfully life-giving. . . . We all need this, 
not just teenagers.”
—Kelly M. Kapic, Author, You’re Only Human 

“Liz Edrington invites students to understand their anxiety
—but even more to understand the faithfulness and 
goodness of their Father in heaven. Through this 
devotional, students really will discover themselves in 
God’s story and will thus be grounded in the peace of 
God.”
—Mike McGarry, Founder and Director, Youth Pastor 
Theologian 

“The perfect blend of comforting truth with practical 
mindfulness skills and journal entry topics. Every Christian 
counselor needs this resource.”
—Alice Churnock, Licensed Professional Counselor

Category: Devotional

ISBN: 978-1-62995-913-9

Price: $12.99

Pages: 96

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”)

Available: 5/31/2023

BISAC: REL012020

Related Titles

Anxiety,
978-1-62995-622-0,
$9.99

Anixety,
978-1-59638-418-7,
$5.99
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New Release—September 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

The Devoted Mind
Seeking God’s Face in a 
World of Distraction
KRIS LUNDGAARD 
Are you distracted, weary, and unresponsive to God’s grace? 
Drawing on the wisdom of Puritan John Owen, Kris Lundgaard 
shows how to find life and peace by cultivating a spiritually 
devoted mind.
Kris Lundgaard and his wife, Paula, served fourteen years with Mission to the 
World in Slovakia. As well as authoring several books, he has been a technical 
writer, computer programmer, pastor, program manager, and test-engineering 
manager. He and Paula have four married children and many grandchildren.

Endorsements
"Here is a book to be savored slowly. This is one of my most 
joyful devotional reads of recent years. If you want to grow 
in delight in Jesus and the knowledge of God, I warmly 
recommend it."
–Christopher Ash, Writer-in-Residence, Tyndale House, Cambridge

"Kris Lundgaard helps us to recover the witness of John 
Owen regarding the grace and duty of spiritual-mindedness 
so that we might, once again, glean the promise and 
responsibility of fearing God alone."
–Michael Allen, Professor of Systematic Theology, Academic Dean, 
Reformed Theological Seminary, Orlando

"Kris Lundgaard has once again offered a great treasure to 
the church. . . . In eleven brief meditations, The Devoted 
Mind directs us to the Reformed piety we so need just now, 
challenging our misdirected loves and redirecting our souls 
to the beauty of Christ."
–David Cassidy, Senior Pastor, Spanish River Church, Boca Raton, 
Florida

"The Devoted Mind invites us to get serious about God and 
to know much blessing in doing so. I found it a real tonic in 
my own walk with the Lord, and many others will be helped 
likewise."
–Greg Strain, Senior Pastor, Spicer Street Church, St. Albans, 
England

Category: Spiritual Warfare

ISBN: 978-1-62995-968-9

Price: $17.99

Pages: 168

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”)

Available: 9/6/2023

BISAC: REL012120

Related Titles

The Enemy Within, 2nd Edition,
978-1-62995-955-9,
$17.99

The Glorious Christ, 
978-8-88779-010-7
$17.99
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New Release—September 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

The Enemy Within, 
Revised Edition
Straight Talk about the Power 
and Defeat of Sin
KRIS LUNDGAARD
The sin that lurks inside each one of us is cunning, resourceful, 
and relentless. It is a foe we must know, and hate, in order to fight 
effectively. In this expanded edition of a time-tested classic, 
Lundgaard arms you with the tactical guidance to wield lethal faith 
against sin in everyday life. Drawing on the wisdom of John Owen, 
he challenges you to battle for holiness with confidence in Christ’s 
Spirit and victorious work on your behalf.
Kris Lundgaard and his wife, Paula, served fourteen years with Mission to the 
World in Slovakia. As well as authoring several books, he has been a technical 
writer, computer programmer, pastor, program manager, and test-engineering 
manager. He and Paula have four married children and many grandchildren.

Endorsements
"Lundgaard's book was one of the first books on my sin 
nature that I read as a baby Christian. It profoundly affected 
my life, forcing me to face Romans 7 squarely and end my 
false peace with this powerful enemy."
–Rosaria Butterfield, Author, The Secret Thoughts of an Unlikely 
Convert

"Fresh, contemporary, highly readable. Every Christian who 
is serious about holiness should read this book."
–Jerry Bridges, Author, The Pursuit of Holiness

"Kris Lundgaard has done the impossible. He has given us 
some of the best of Puritan theology in a language all of us 
can understand. This book will challenge you to radical 
spiritual transformation!"
–Richard L. Pratt Jr., President, Third Millennium Ministries

“Lundgaard displays his excellent skills as a diagnostician of 
the disease of sin.”
—Bryan Chapell, Stated Clerk, Presbyterian Church in America

Category: Spiritual Warfare

ISBN: 978-1-62995-955-9

Price: $17.99

Pages: 152

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”)

Available: 9/6/2023

BISAC: REL099000

Related Titles

The Devoted Mind,
978-1-62995-968-9,
$17.99

The Glorious Christ, 
978-8-88779-010-7
$17.99
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New Release—September 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

The Glorious Christ
Meditations on His Person, 
Work, and Love
KRIS LUNDGAARD  
Become more like Christ by meditating on his beauty. 
Originally published as Through the Looking Glass, this revised 
devotional work brings the wisdom of Puritan John Owen to a 
broad audience. 
Kris Lundgaard and his wife, Paula, served fourteen years with Mission to the 
World in Slovakia. As well as authoring several books, he has been a technical 
writer, computer programmer, pastor, program manager, and test-engineering 
manager. He and Paula have four married children and many grandchildren.

Endorsements
"This is a precious book . . . because of its vivid focus on 
Jesus and his glory . . . because of its piercing analysis of 
what goes wrong in Christian hearts, and what to do about 
it . . . because of the author’s skill in putting deep Puritan 
thoughts from John Owen into language that any believer 
from mid-teens on can handle. It is a fresh-flavored, doctrinal 
devotional of classic quality, which I enthusiastically 
recommend."
–J. I. Packer, Author, Knowing God

"This book is a treasure of pure, living, and accessible 
theology. Kris Lundgaard is a master tour guide who will take 
you by the hand and lead you through the majestic heights 
and peaks of the multifaceted glories of Christ. You will not 
regret going on this journey with him because you will fall in 
love with the One Kris is following: Jesus, the King of glory 
and the Lover of your soul."
–Eowyn Stoddard, Missionary, Mission to the World

"Kris Lundgaard’s remarkable pen gives us the Christ of the 
Bible—the cosmic Creator and Redeemer who fills every 
horizon—our all in all. Thanks be to God!"
–R. Kent Hughes, Author, Disciplines of a Godly Man

Category: Christian Life
ISBN: 979-8-88779-010-7

Price: $17.99

Pages: 200

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”) 

Available: 9/6/2023

BISAC: REL012120

Related Titles

The Devoted Mind,
978-1-62995-968-9,
$17.99

The Enemy Within, 2nd Edition,
978-1-62995-955-9,
$17.99
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New Release—September 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Christianity and New 
Religious Movements
An Introduction to the 
World’s Newest Faiths
DEREK COOPER 
Professor Derek Cooper delves into ten of the most historic, most 
prominent, and most recognizable new religious movements, 
focusing on ones with members whom people have a higher chance 
of meeting. Writing from a confessional yet compassionate Christian 
perspective, he provides an overview of religions such as Jainism, 
Nation of Islam, Mormonism, and Scientology—their origins, religious 
writings, beliefs, practices—and describes effective points of contact 
for Christians. Includes discussion questions and suggestions for 
further reading.

Derek Cooper (MBA, Cairn University; PhD, United Lutheran Seminary) is 
associate dean of the faculty and associate professor of global Christianity at Reformed 
Episcopal Seminary. He is also managing director of Thomas Institute. Cooper is the 
author of more than a dozen books, including Christianity and World Religions, Basics of 
Latin, Exploring Church History, and Introduction to World Christian History. He has 
traveled to more than seventy countries around the world and led groups on 
countless tours overseas.

Endorsements
“A rigorous, critical, yet compassionate engagement with a 
variety of the world’s new religious movements on their terms. 
[Cooper’s] book . . . is the product of true love and intellectual 
curiosity.” 
—Jose Abraham, Associate Professor of Islamic Studies, Fuller Theological 
Seminary

“Derek Cooper has provided the body of Christ with a useful and 
creative work.”
—Ken Cuffey, President and Professor, Urbana Theological Seminary

“I know of no other all-in-one helpful guidebook like this, and 
Cooper makes for a readable and reliable interpreter. This book 
is highly useful not only for classrooms but also for personal 
study.”
—Allen Yeh, Professor of Intercultural Studies & Missiology, Biola University

“Dr. Cooper gives a sensitive explanation of these ‘new 
religions’ to help equip the faithful followers of Christ with the 
tools necessary to understand, engage, and evangelize as the 
Spirit leads.”
—Larry L. Anderson Jr., Coauthor, Ask Me Why I’m Not in Church

Category:  Worldviews 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-591-9 

Price: $29.99

Pages: 280

Binding: Paperback (7” x 10”) 

Available: 9/13/2023 

BISAC: REL050000

Includes
• Jainism
• Sikhism
• Baha’i
• Nation of Islam
• Mormonism
• Jehovah’s Witnesses
• Wicca
• Scientology
• Atheism
• Nones
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New Release—September 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Remade
Embracing Your Complete 
Identity in Christ
PAUL TAUTGES 
In this Scripture-saturated devotional, pastor and biblical 
counselor Paul Tautges provides 90 meditations on the 
Christian’s complete identity before God in Christ. You are a 
saint who is reconciled to God, yet you are simultaneously a 
sinner and a sufferer. Day by day, discover how grasping this 
threefold biblical reality centers your thoughts and affections on 
the Savior and prepares you to stay on God’s good path as you 
live in a fallen world. 

Paul Tautges is a pastor, biblical counselor, and author of many books on
topics related to Christian living, pastoral ministry, parenting, and counseling, 
including Anxiety: Knowing God’s Peace. Paul is married to Karen, and together 
they cherish their ten children and a growing tribe of grandchildren. He blogs at 
www.counselingoneanother.com.

Endorsements
"If you have ever wondered what it means to be “in Christ,” my 
friend Paul Tautges offers a healthy guide that unpacks who we 
are as blood-bought children of God. And his new book Remade 
has arrived just in time, given the way so many people—
Christians, even—are searching for their true identity. Paul 
explains how understanding our position in Christ not only shapes 
our future but also gives meaning and power to our struggle 
against sin and perseverance through suffering. This excellent 
volume is must-reading for anyone who feels they need help in 
becoming the person Jesus wants them to be. I highly recommend 
it!"
–Joni Eareckson Tada, Founder, Joni and Friends International Disability
Center

"Few matters are more important to the Christian life than the 
matter of identity. We live best before the Lord when we know who 
and what we are in him. And this is exactly the subject of this lovely 
series of meditations from my friend Paul Tautges. As you read it, 
you will learn who you are in Jesus Christ, you will learn how he 
provides all that you truly need, and you will learn why it is fitting 
that you submit to his good and perfect will, even (or especially) 
when that will involves suffering and sorrow. This is a book that 
blessed me and one I am certain will bless you as well."
–Tim Challies, Blogger, www.challies.com; Pastor, Grace Fellowship Church,
Toronto

"These meditations are crammed with the best of practical 
theology, and I know that each one has been put into practice by 
the author."
–Edward T. Welch, Faculty and Counselor, CCEF

Category: Devotional

ISBN: 978-1-62995-236-9

Price: $24.99

Pages: 264

Binding: Hardcover (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”) 

Available: 9/20/2023

BISAC: REL012020

Related Titles

Anxiety,
978-1-62995-622-0,
$11.99

The Glorious Christ,
978-8-88779-010-7,
$17.99
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Midnight Mercies
Walking with God through 
Depression in Motherhood
CHRISTINE M. CHAPPELL 

Are you a mother who feels stuck in depression? You’re not 
the only Christian woman who knows what this darkness is like. 
When feelings of hopelessness, weariness, sadness, anger, 
anxiety, shame, and loneliness feel impossible to bear, it can 
seem like God is nowhere to be found. But there’s more to the 
story than you can presently perceive.

Biblical counselor Christine Chappell has walked these dark 
paths herself—and she wants to help you to see God’s heart for 
you more clearly as you endure sorrow and pain. As Christine 
recounts her own midnight journey through depression and 
explores stories of desperate sufferers who experienced God’s 
mercy in the Scriptures, she shows how God meets us in our 
despair and helps us toward his light—one step at a time.

Each chapter concludes with immediate help in the form of 
simple next steps, a Scripture verse for contemplation and 
comfort, and questions for journaling.
Christine Chappell is an author, certified biblical counselor, and host of the
Hope + Help Podcast for the Institute for Biblical Counseling & Discipleship (IBCD). 
Her books include Help! I’ve Been Diagnosed with a Mental Disorder and Help! My 
Teen is Depressed, and her writing has been featured on platforms such as 
Desiring God, The Gospel Coalition, Risen Motherhood, and the Biblical 
Counseling Coalition. She lives in South Carolina with her husband and three 
children. Visit her website at www. christinemchappell.com.

Endorsements
“Midnight Mercies is a must-read for moms who are 
struggling with depression, and I plan to buy extra copies to 
give away. Christine is my go-to person on issues of mental 
health, and her wise counsel, biblical examples, and 
firsthand experience make this book so helpful. As she 
vulnerably shares her journey of depression, Christine 
reminds readers that they are not alone in their struggle and 
that God will unfailingly meet us when we feel forsaken.”
–Vaneetha Risner, Author, Desperate for Hope and Walking through
Fire

“If you feel weighed down by the sorrows of motherhood, 
you’re not alone. Humbly sharing her own story and honestly 
confronting the questions we all face, Christine Chappell is 
both a sympathetic friend and wise counselor. In her 
thoughtfully written book, Chappell reminds us that while our 
pain is real, so is our hope, and we can trust the God who 
walks with us. I highly recommend Midnight Mercies!”
–Katie Faris, Author, God Is Still Good

“Midnight Mercies invites you to a rare pairing: an author who 
is willing to bring you into her darkest hours but who 
expresses her pain in the language of healing theology. 
Chappell doesn't shy away from the hardest problems or the 
hardest Scriptures, yet manages to find insightful 
encouragement in Christ again and again. I commend this 
honest, uplifting work to anyone, especially struggling 
mothers.”
–J. Alasdair Groves, Executive Director, Christian Counseling and
Educational Foundation (CCEF); Coauthor, Untangling Emotions

Category:  Family

ISBN: 978-1-62995-884-2

Price: $17.99

Pages: 136

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”) 

Available: 10/04/2023

BISAC: REL012030

Related Titles

Sufficient Hope,
978-1-62995-410-3,
$15.99

Created to Care, 
978-1-62995-642-8,
$15.99
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Wayward Children
Finding Peace, Keeping Hope
31-Day Devotionals for Life
STUART W. SCOTT
To parent a wayward or unbelieving child is one of the most 
difficult trials a Christian can face. Yet even if this is your 
experience, there is hope and comfort to be found in God’s Word 
and God’s character. This 31-day devotional provides daily 
readings to offer you encouragement, biblical direction, and 
practical action steps. You yourself are the perfect Father’s child
—let this devotional draw you to him, his wisdom, and his 
guidance every day.
Stuart Scott (MDiv, Grace Theological Seminary; DMin, Covenant Theological 
Seminary) is a fellow of the Association of Certified Biblical Counselors, the 
director of biblical counseling at Bob Jones University and Seminary, and an 
author and speaker. Previously he was a professor of biblical counseling at 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.

Endorsements
“Stuart Scott has humbly and wisely given us what I think is 
now the best resource available for parents of wayward 
children, because what parents in pain need most are small 
and daily doses of God’s Word to focus them on what they 
can and cannot do in the midst of their trial. I intend to wear 
out a copy myself and give away copies to others.”
—Brad Bigney, Lead Pastor, Grace Fellowship Church, 
Independence, Kentucky

“Stuart writes not only as a wise counselor but as a father 
who has been immersed in the very words he offers. 
Perhaps, like me, you’re not a parent but a spiritual mother 
or father to wayward believers: soak up this devotional book 
for comfort and perseverance in the face of those who 
choose the ‘far country.’”
—Ellen Mary Dykas, Director of Equipping for Ministry to Women, 
Harvest USA

“Stuart Scott’s Wayward Children presents beautiful wisdom 
for parents whose children don’t love the Lord. These 
devotions offer parents courage to persevere and hope in 
loving the Lord and their children.”
—Amy Baker, Editor, Caring for the Souls of Children 

“This is a wonderful resource that compassionately offers 
wise biblical help and hope.”
—Jim Newheiser, Executive Director, The Institute for Biblical 
Counseling and Discipleship

Category:  Family & Parenting 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-532-2

Price: $11.99

Pages: 96

Binding: Paperback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”) 

Available: 10/04/2023

BISAC: REL012030

Related Titles

Prayers of a Parent for Adult Children,
978-1-62995-826-2,
$9.99

Hope,
978-1-62995-737-1,
$9.99
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Changed Into His Image
God’s Plan for Transforming 
Your Life
JIM BERG  
In this time-tested resource for spiritual growth and disciple 
making, biblical counselor Jim Berg guides readers to understand 
their sinful nature, renew their minds, and live in a way that 
pleases God and allows them to better serve him. With a 
compassionate voice and keen understanding of the human 
heart’s condition, Berg charts a clear roadmap to genuine, 
biblical heart change in each chapter.

Changed into His Image features hands-on worksheets, 
application activities, and creative ideas for deepening a 
relationship with Christ. Both new and mature believers will find 
it full of rich encouragement and practical exercises to help them 
to grow in love for their Savior and service to him.
Jim Berg is a certified biblical counselor as well as a professor of biblical 
counseling at BJU Seminary in Greenville, South Carolina, and the founder of 
Freedom That Lasts Ministries. He is the author of numerous books, including 
Essential Virtues: Marks of the Christ-Centered Life and Created for His Glory: 
God’s Purpose for Redeeming Your Life.

Endorsements
“A friend once asked me to list the five best books I had ever 
read. Changed into His Image was, and still is, one of 
them. . . . An organized, thoughtful, resolute, and 
compassionate volume.”
—Mark E. Shaw, Founder, Truth in Love Ministries

“A foundational study. . . .Theologically sound and 
practically effective.”
—Nicolas Ellen, Pastor, Community of Faith Bible Church, Texas

“Few books made such an early impact on our church as did 
Jim Berg’s Changed into His Image. . . . Jim’s organization, 
style, illustrations, and thoroughness combine to make this 
book a classic for personal sanctification.”
—Kevin Carson, Department Chair of Biblical Counseling, Baptist 
Bible College and Theological Seminary

“A modern book of Proverbs. As a reader, you feel like a 
kind, wise, life-tested father is sitting down with you to share 
what he’s learned about the heart of the Christian life and 
living it out earnestly. Filled with memorable analogies and 
thoughtful applications, this book points you constantly 
toward maturity in Christ.”
—Alasdair Groves, Executive Director, Christian Counseling & 
Educational Foundation

Category:  Biblical Counseling

ISBN: 978-1-62995-978-8

Price: $29.99

Pages: 292

Binding: Paperback (6” x 9”) 

Available: 10/04/2023

BISAC: REL050000

Related Titles

God's Solutions to Life's Problems,
978-1-59638-932-8,
$29.99

When People Are Big and God Is Small,
978-1-62995-807-1,
$19.99
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Trauma
Caring for Survivors
Resources for Changing Lives
DARBY STRICKLAND  
Survivors of trauma often face extreme and overwhelming 
suffering. Their wounds are so complex—anyone who desires to 
effectively treat the vast impacts of trauma must offer 
comprehensive and intentional care.

Darby Strickland helps counselors and helpers to understand 
trauma and its effects so they can offer compassion and comfort 
that is both biblical and trauma informed. She presents the 
foundations of trauma care, so that readers can address the 
impact of a sufferer’s  experience, ensure the safety and stability 
of the survivor, and build trust with the hurting. These tools will 
help counselors and helpers to restore a sufferer to flourishing in 
their love for God and others. In this way, those who counsel 
trauma sufferers along the perilous journey of recovery can 
emulate our good and ultimate Guide . . . and learn to trust him 
for the results.
Darby Strickland counsels and teaches at CCEF. She is a contributor
to Becoming a Church That Cares Well for the Abused and author of Is It Abuse? 
and two booklets, Domestic Abuse: Recognize, Respond, Rescue and Domestic 
Abuse: Help for the Sufferer.

Endorsements
"In this mini-book, Darby distills years of counseling experience 
into a timely guide for readers to glean from. Writing with biblical 
compassion, counsel, and comfort, she offers a practical 
framework for engaging traumatized people wisely and well. If 
you care for someone whose life has been disrupted by the 
impact of trauma, you’ll benefit greatly from reading this 
resource."
—Christine Chappell, Author, Midnight Mercies; Host, Hope + Help 
Podcast, Institute for Biblical Counseling & Discipleship

"This book tackles the vital, yet controversial issue of trauma: 
how do you help people whose souls have been put out of joint 
by suffering terrible evils? Biblically thoughtful, attuned to the 
healing role the church can play, and highly practical (including 
an individualizable “Finding Refuge” plan), this is an excellent 
companion for those ministering to souls who feel shattered."
—Alasdair Groves, Executive Director, Christian Counseling and 
Educational Foundation (CCEF)

"Do you want to be a good friend to someone who’s been 
through a profoundly difficult experience? In this mini-book, 
Darby takes you by the hand as you come alongside your friend. 
Darby orients you to the experience of trauma and helps you to 
avoid common, well-intentioned mistakes. Take the time to read 
this book. Your friend will thank you. You will be a better 
ambassador of God’s comfort because you did."
—Brad Hambrick, Pastor of Counseling, The Summit Church; Author, 
Angry with God

Category:  Counseling Booklets
ISBN: 978-1-62995-986-3
Price: $4.99
Pages: 56
Binding: Paperback (4.25” x 7”)
Available: 10/04/2023
BISAC: REL050000

Related Titles

Is It Abuse?
978-1-62995-694-7,
$19.99

Domestic Abuse, 
978-1-62995-325-0,
$3.99
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New Release—November 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

A Treasury of 
Thanksgiving
Illustrated Poetry, Prose, and 
Praise
LELAND RYKEN  
Thanksgiving is a yearlong Christian practice. In this lavishly 
illustrated anthology, Ryken presents forty great thanksgiving 
texts—Scripture, hymns, and prose—with helpful commentary and 
devotional remarks.
Leland Ryken (PhD, University of Oregon) is the author of more than fifty books 
on biblical and literary topics, the literary editor of the ESV Bible, and emeritus 
professor of English at Wheaton College in Illinois.

Endorsements for Previous Book in 
Series
“The poems, hymns, and passages in this volume do more 
than remind readers of Holy Week’s events: they take us there. 
Here we walk with the crowds toward Jerusalem, sit with the 
disciples near Gethsemane, stand with Mary on Calvary, and 
run with Peter toward the empty tomb. A slow, meditative 
reading of this beautiful book holds the potential to make this 
Holy Week feel something like the very first, when the world 
was covered in darkness—and then burst into light.” 
—Scott Hubbard, Editor, Desiring God

“As the beautifully illustrated emblem books from the early 
days of the printing press and the spiritual journals of the 
Puritans sought to do, Leland Ryken helps us to meditate 
deeply on God’s Word by engaging our imagination, our 
understanding, and our will. By not only putting forward these 
‘songs, hymns, and spiritual songs’ but also guiding us through 
them, Professor Ryken leads us into profound devotion on the 
saving death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.” 
—Gene Edward Veith, Emeritus Professor of Literature, Patrick Henry 
College

“Leland Ryken does it again with this wonderful meditation on 
Holy Week. Through carefully selected poems and images and 
insightful, accessible commentary, Ryken takes us on a 
spiritual and aesthetic journey into the agony and the ecstasy, 
the power and the paradox of Christ’s betrayal, crucifixion, and 
resurrection.”
—Louis Markos, Professor in English and Scholar in Residence, 
Houston Christian University

Category:  Worship & Liturgy

ISBN: 978-1-62995-970-2

Price: $24.99

Pages: 204 est.

Binding: Paperback (7” x 10”) 

Available: 11/08/2023

BISAC: REL012040

Related Title

Poetry of Redemption,
978-1-62995-975-7,
$17.99
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Motivation and training for men of all ages

Evangelism can mean many things to many people. For some, 
it’s something that requires special training or a calling from 

God. For others, it’s something only done in a church building 
or arena. And for some, it evokes emotions of guilt and shame for 
failing to be a vibrant witness to unbelievers.

 Discover how over four decades of experience in training 
believers to share the good news in a clear and simple fashion 
has been expertly paired with the one essential tool for evange-
lism: God’s Word. The Evangelism Study Bible provides all the 
tools needed for sharing the gospel in a clear, simple, and guilt-
free way.

Using the highly regarded New King James Version®, 
The Evangelism Study Bible brings together a wide variety of 
resources, some never before paired with the text of Scripture. 

The Evangelism Study Bible not only provides the training to 
explain and make clear the good news of the gospel, it also will 
motivate readers to evangelize out of grace rather than guilt.

The Evangelism Study Bible
EvanTell Inc. 

978-0-8254-2662-9 • $39.99
Hardback • 6 x 9 • 1564 pages
BIBLE / New King James Version / 

Study
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
Available

• Great for those who have a heart for 
seekers

•  Specially priced through Dad and Grad 
season 2024

•  Useful for group Bible study and 
discussion

The Woman After God’s 
Own Heart Study 
Bible—Lavender
978-0-8254-4781-5 • $59.99

Questioning Evangelism
978-0-8254-4780-8 • $19.99

LIMITED
TIME

OFFER!
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 R E L AT E D  T I T L E S  U N I Q U E  S E L L I N G  P O I N T S

Your Adversary, the Devil
J. Dwight Pentecost

“This work uses the light of Scripture to expose the 
person and methods of Satan. . . . Pentecost gives us a 
very useful survey of information on Satan.”

—Christianity Today

Every Christian faces a powerful and cunning enemy—
Satan. Victory over this opponent depends on knowing 

his strategies and schemes and drawing on the empowering 
presence of the Holy Spirit to stand firm against him. 

As Pentecost observes, “No individual can be victorious 
against the adversary of our souls unless he understands that 
adversary; unless he understands his philosophy, his methods of 
operation, his methods of temptation. We hear very little today 
about Satan, and consequently many who recognize Satan’s 
existence and acknowledge that he is the enemy of their souls 
are ill-prepared to meet him. . . . We do not know what Scripture 
teaches about his person, his methods, his plans, his program, 
his devices. Consequently, we fall in defeat.”

J. Dwight Pentecost (1915–2014) was distinguished professor 
of Bible exposition, emeritus, at Dallas Theological Seminary. 
He earned a BA from Hampden-Sydney College, and both a 
ThM and ThD from Dallas Theological Seminary. His many 
works include The Joy of Living, Design for Discipleship, The Divine 
Comforter, and Thy Kingdom Come.

978-0-8254-4826-3 • $17.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 192 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual 

Warfare
Kregel Classics • Rights: World
Available

• A recognized and revered classic work on 
the devil’s presence and machinations in 
all of life

• Authored by the leading practical theolo-
gian of the twentieth century

• A popular-level and practical guide to 
spiritual understanding and defense 
against Satanic attacks

Answers to Common 
Questions About Angels 
and Demons
978-0-8254-2683-4 • $13.99

40 Questions About 
Angels, Demons, and 
Spiritual Warfare
978-0-8254-4468-5 • $21.99

NEW 
COVER!
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 R E L AT E D  T I T L E S  U N I Q U E  S E L L I N G  P O I N T S

God Is My Delight
W. Phillip Keller

“Keller has a great gift for . . . bringing things of heaven 
down to where people live on earth.”

—Stuart Briscoe

Walking with those who walk with God brings a sense of 
presence that warms our hearts, slows our pace, eases our 

tensions, clears our minds, and inspires our actions. An intimate 
account of W. Phillip Keller’s inner thoughts, God Is My Delight 
is a spiritual autobiography that explores the work of the triune 
God in the author’s life—and how that same God is at work in 
our lives as well.

Writing in the warm, inviting tone loved by his millions of 
readers, Keller reveals what he has learned about God as his 
Father, Jesus as his Friend, and the Holy Spirit as his Counselor 
and Guide. He takes the reader on a spiritual journey as he 
recounts his own experiences as a young boy in boarding school, 
his adult years wandering far from God, and finally the circum-
stances that brought him into the loving embrace of his Father. 
Opening up his heart to nurture the souls of others, Keller 
encourages the reader toward a greater intimacy with God and 
provides practical steps that Christians can take toward a closer 
walk with their Savior.

“Keller is a wonderful man and everything he writes has the 
quality of his greatness attached to it. This book is no exception.”

—Tony Campolo

W. Phillip Keller (1920–1997) wrote more than thirty-five 
books on Christian subjects, including his most popular book 
A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23. The son of missionary parents in 
Kenya, Keller grew up in Africa before becoming a world citizen 
as a photographer, agronomist, and author. His books have over 
two million copies in print.

978-0-8254-3884-4 • $18.99
Paperback • 5.25 x 8 • 256 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / 

Devotional
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
Available

• The spiritual autobiography of a man 
who introduced millions of readers to 
personal intimacy with God

• Presents each person of the Trinity as a 
personal friend and unique contributor 
to the author’s spiritual maturity

• A beloved classic work offering delight to 
a new generation of readers

Getaway With God
978-0-8254-4415-9 • $15.99

What Makes Life Worth 
Living
978-0-8254-2988-0 • $13.99

BACK 
TO 

PRESS!
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Encourages women on a day-by-day journey to find 
their way back to peace

Too often, women feel like their only hope for reducing 
stress is to push through and pray to make it to the other 

side. Well-intended projects to help the family, events to support 
the community, and ministries for church swirl into a cluttered, 
chaotic schedule. Yet worry is eating them alive from within.

Being stressed isn’t the abundant life Christ wants for his 
people. Artist and author Jami Amerine knows the heaviness of 
expectations—both internal and external. And she has discov-
ered how to retrain the mind against the framework worry lays 
down. In easily digestible daily readings, she shares what she’s 
learned and offers the right tools for the job.

Through her witty, friendly words, vibrant original art, and 
rock-solid scriptural truth, Jami invites readers to join her on a 
journey to declutter the mind and uncover a spirit freshly reno-
vated into a truly worry-free existence.

Jami Amerine is a best-selling author, artist, and mom living in 
Hawaii. Her art can be found at Home Goods, T. J. Maxx, and 
Etsy. Jami’s previous books include Stolen Jesus, Sacred Ground, 
Sticky Floors, and Well, Girl. Connect with her at jamiamerine.
com.

90 Days to Stress-Free
Renovating the House that Worry Built

Jami Amerine; foreword by Tracy Steel

978-0-8254-4771-6 • $19.99
Paperback • 6 x 9 • 304 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal 

Growth
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
June 13, 2023

• Original, full-color artwork from profes-
sional artist throughout

• Practical ways to retrain the sub-
conscious and find peace in Christ’s 
promises

• Daily readings and recaps provide 
structureWith Fresh Eyes

978-0-8254-4681-8 • $18.99
Sacred Mundane
978-0-8254-4447-0 • $17.99

Section Two: Scarlet, Burgundy, and Rose     41

40

DAY  E L E V E N

Red Doors, Walls, 
and Letters

We see that God has carefully placed each part of the body right where he wanted it.
1 Corinthians 12:18 msg

Not afraid to stand out? A red door might be the door for you! If you never turn away a guest or hide under the dining room table if someone rings the doorbell, red is your color. In Scotland when a home-owner paid off their mortgage, they would paint their front door red. Because no mortgage means, party! In early American history, a red door was a 
symbol to weary travelers that the 
home was welcoming.

In fact there’s a sign hanging 
on the entrance to your transforma-
tion:

Except it doesn’t feel that way, 
does it? Perhaps your thought is:

And you would be right—it 
is easy for me to say. In fact I say it 
all the time.

And yup, I don’t know your 
trials.

But I am so bold because 

I get it. There are a lot of things in the religions, church words, and Bible that feel 
like doom, gloom, and wrath. But 
Jesus said come. We are here to let 
Jesus be Jesus and do his thing.

So here we stand at his door 
to transformation, to free-
dom, to peace.

It’s unlocked.
You alone decide 

whether to venture inside. But!
Are you deciding?
Will you knock?
My initial response to this ques-tion was, “Of course? If I thought, I’m going to knock, I am the one deciding!” And the next thing that popped into my head was, “So why are you still here, standing at the door and not knocking?”

And I didn’t know.
We are inundated with information. We live in a world of 5G, and we function in a society that often feels more cyber than real. And I have come to understand that so many things were telling me what to think and do. My Google Maps could get me where I needed to go. My Face-book confirmed my likes and established those who opposed them. This tragedy on the news or that story a coworker shared, which I believed had no liability to my physical person, elevated my heart rate and left me in a tailspin.

And that was when I knew for sure I was still standing outside the door to freedom, waiting for someone else to tell me when it was safe to venture into the unknown.
I bet you can identify. We hop from conviction to condemnation and from this belief to that judgment of others. We borrow trouble from people on the other side of the globe, allowing ourselves to be agitated and broken but unchanged. We watch thirty seconds of video blurbs that 

53

52     90 Days to Stress Free

conscious clinging to what’s comfortable, not what’s best.

Besides, it’s wishful thinking to believe that we can confine the 

power of God. However, remember, he is a gentleman who gave us free 

will. And while he will never leave or forsake us, his power won’t flow eas-

ily when we slap our will over him and dictate his character, will, or being. 

And this is where I must tell you, you have to blow that stack.

Let it out. Talk to (or yell at) God. Say all the things out loud while 

looking in a mirror so it is a visual and auditory experience for the heart-

head, or write it all out. Feel and then let go of disappointment, worry, and 

unrest. If you are writing it, sign your full name at the bottom, like you 

are signing something important. This is a controlled, intentional way to 

blow your stack.
Now . . .
Let Jesus be Jesus. Expect him to function and flow, and then 

choose to feel passion, delight, and wonder. That is how it works, and I 

think you’ll be quite pleased with the results.

T H E  F I N I S H I N G  T O U C H 

Thank you, Jesus, for being you. Thank you for your ease. I am 

willing to open my hands, vent the pipes, and watch you flow in and 

push the sewage out! Amen.

DAY  F I F T E E N

Mind Makeover

We’ve explored the process of creating and purposefully 

allowing in new beliefs. This is a significant step to rec-

ognize and blow out our old, established beliefs that limit us and 

lead to worry and stress.

• Make a running list of things that pop into your mind that 

you recognize as limited or unhelpful beliefs.

Function and style aside, we have a culture that is quick 

to tell us who Jesus is and how he moves. In recognition of the 

fact that my style is not yours and my experiences are different 

from what you have experienced, Christ meets us individually 

and uniquely.

• How do you meet with him? What does he sound like? How 

do you feel when he is flowing through you and not being 

held tight within the confines of what you think is possible?

Use one of the statements below as a breath prayer for the 

next few days as you allow him to step into your life and fulfill his 

promises to you.

Jesus is working in my life.

Jesus always finishes what he starts.

My passion for Jesus is without measure.

Jesus flows continuously in my life.
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“Personal and deeply human stories . . . showing how 
the gospel is good news for life as well as mind.”  
—Ian Hutchinson, MIT

For most, Richard Dawkins and “Christian evangelist” are 
polar opposites. Yet for these twelve essayists, that’s exactly 

what the father of New Atheism was. Powerhouses Denis 
Alexander and Alister McGrath gather scientists, theologians, 
and philosophers from around the world to tell their faith 
stories. In fascinating, often moving essays, the contributors 
explain how the arguments of Dawkins and fellow New Atheists 
were instrumental in converting them to Christianity, rather 
than convincing them of its dangers and fallacies.

Contributors include twelve men and women from five dif-
ferent countries across a variety of professions—philosophers, 
artists, historians, scientists, engineers, and more. Despite this 
range of backgrounds and cultures, all are united in the fact that 
they were first enthusiasts for the claims and writings of the New 
Atheists. But each of them became disillusioned by the argu-
ments and conclusions of Dawkins, eventually recognizing the 
more intellectually convincing depth and rationality of authen-
tic Christian faith.

Anyone whose mind is open enough to consider the legiti-
mate and authenticated tenets of Christianity—and those who 
intend to refute the journeys described—will want to spend 
time in this book. Readers will stretch their minds as they dis-
cover that the intellectual case for atheism is more tenuous than 
the New Atheists allege.

Dr. Denis Alexander is Founding Director Emeritus of The 
Faraday Institute for Science and Religion, Cambridge, where 
he is Emeritus Fellow of St Edmund’s College.

Prof. Alister McGrath, in addition to being a prolific author of 
books such as The Dawkins Delusion, is Andreas Idreos Professor 
of Science and Religion, the Director of the Ian Ramsey Centre 
for Science and Religion, and a Fellow of Harris Manchester 
College, at Oxford University.

Coming to Faith Through Dawkins
12 Essays on the Pathway from New Atheism to Christianity

Denis Alexander and Alister McGrath, editors

978-0-8254-4822-5 • $21.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 272 pages
RELIGION / Faith
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
August 29, 2023

• Editors are internationally acclaimed 
theologians and public intellectuals

• Includes essayists from five different 
countries with widely varying cultures 
and backgrounds

• The first book of accounts that claim 
faith journeys began with New AtheismThe Works of His Hands

978-0-8254-4607-8 • $18.99
The Manifold Beauty  
of Genesis One
978-0-8254-4544-6 • $22.99
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A nine-week inductive Bible study on untangling truth 
from assumptions and false teaching

Ideas and information travel at the speed of a click, a send, 
or a share. With so much coming at us all the time, how can 

we separate the gospel from lies and sound teaching from false 
prophets? Biblically, how can we examine the texts that confuse 
us with discernment in order to gain new understanding?

Nearly two thousand years ago, even without the scourge of 
social media, Paul faced similar problems. False teachers threat-
ened the faith of new believers in a city known for its pagan rites 
and upside-down gender roles. He wrote this letter to instruct 
his young protégé on how to create order out of the chaos. But 
despite the timeless truths he shares, some of our own culture 
has infected his words with confusion and buried hope.

Join Sue Edwards and Rebecca Carrell—two seminary 
professors of different generations—as they delve into this 
sometimes-baffling book to unearth the solid foundation we 
can stand on today. Packed with scholarship and deep theol-
ogy in an accessible format, 1 Timothy continues the popular 
Discover Together series in a nine-week study for women of all 
spiritual maturity levels.

Sue Edwards (MA, Dallas Theological Seminary; DMin, 
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary) is associate professor 
of educational ministry and leadership at Dallas Theological 
Seminary. She has more than twenty-five years of experience 
teaching, pastoring, and directing women’s ministries. Sue 
speaks at retreats, conferences, and seminars across the country.

Rebecca Carrell is a former radio host, current host of the 
Honestly, Though podcast, Bible teacher, speaker, and faith 
leader. Her other books include Holy Jellybeans: Finding God in 
Everyday Things. 

1 Timothy
Discovering Clarity in a World That Can’t Agree

Sue Edwards and Rebecca Carrell

978-0-8254-4827-0 • $15.99
Paperback • 7 x 10 • 128 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New 

Testament / General
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
August 29, 2023

• Nine-week structure perfect for group 
or individual studies

• Offers both biblical scholarship and 
real-life application

• Focuses solely on 1 Timothy, rather 
than combining it with 2 Timothy and 
TitusProverbs Vol. 1

978-0-8254-4705-1 • $15.99
1 and 2 Thessalonians
978-0-8254-4711-2 • $15.99

DISCOVER TOGETHER SERIES
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Timeless Wisdom on Prayer
compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe

Prayer is the lifeline of the Christian. In fact, it’s only through 
an active prayer life that real spiritual growth is attained.

Fourteen pulpit giants come together to share classic sermons 
that will energize any prayer life, inspire daily mountain-mov-
ing prayer, and communicate the strengthening power of God.

Contributors include such famed preachers as Dwight L. 
Moody, Charles H. Spurgeon, and Alexander Whyte.

978-0-8254-4854-6 • $15.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 160 pages
RELIGION / Sermons / Christian
Kregel Classics • Rights: World
September 19, 2023

Timeless Wisdom on 
Overcoming Fear

compiled by Warren W. Wiersbe

978-0-8254-4855-3 • $15.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 160 pages
RELIGION / Sermons / Christian
Kregel Classics • Rights: World
September 19, 2023

Intellect isn’t enough to overcome the paralyzing effect of 
fear—and every church’s pews are filled with Christians 

who live in anxiety. Here masters of preaching share their hard-
won wisdom on positive approaches to offer serenity to any 
congregation.

With contributions from such preaching greats as Charles H. 
Spurgeon, Alexander Maclaren, Hugh Black, and G. Campbell 
Morgan, Timeless Wisdom on Overcoming Fear is a powerful 
resource.

Warren W. Wiersbe (1929–2019) was a popular Bible teacher, 
frequent conference speaker, and former director of the Back to 
the Bible radio broadcast. He wrote more than 170 books, includ-
ing the popular BE series and the Kregel Classic Sermons series.
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Scripture with classic artwork for a keepsake 
families will read every Christmas

Like Kregel’s Treasury of Illustrated Bible Stories, this new 
volume combines actual Scripture with stunning, high-

quality traditional artwork, bringing the timeless Christmas 
story to life in a presentation that will delight young and old.

Matt Lockhart gathers classic illustrations to illuminate 
eighteen passages surrounding the advent of the birth of 
Christ, including the meeting of Mary and Elizabeth, the 
revelation to the shepherds, Simeon in the temple, and many 
more.

A beautifully illustrated book, this treasury also includes 
an Advent Bible reading plan, ideas for celebrating the season, 
and an invitation for children to receive God’s gift of Jesus.

This beautiful keepsake is the perfect present for Christmas 
and for generations to come.

Matt Lockhart has been a part of bringing Bible-based books 
and resources to life throughout nearly three decades in min-
istry and Christian publishing. He has a heart for engaging 
children and adults with the life-giving message of God’s 
Word. Matt and his wife live in Colorado in a nearly empty 
nest.

Kregel’s Christmas Treasury of Illustrated Bible Stories
Matt Lockhart, general editor

978-0-8254-4832-4 • $17.99
Hardback • 8 x 10 • 48 pages
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religious / 

Christian / Holidays & Celebrations
Kregel Children’s • Rights: World
September 19, 2023

• Beautifully illustrated classic Christmas 
book true to Scripture

• Includes simple ways to celebrate the 
season as a family

• Perfect traditional holiday present that 
can be used year after year

Kregel’s Treasury of 
Illustrated Bible Stories
978-0-8254-4646-7 • $27.99

Ishtar’s Odyssey
978-0-8254-4393-0 • $18.99

8
•••

8
•••

The Promise of a Savior
“The days are coming,” declares the Lord,

“when I will raise up for David a righteous Branch,

a King who will reign wisely

and do what is just and right in the land.

In his days Judah will be saved

and Israel will live in safety.

This is the name by which he will be called:

The Lord Our Righteous Savior.”

Jeremiah 23:5–6 (niv)

As you count down the days until Christmas, consider incorporating the 

Advent Bible reading plan on page 45 into your daily routine. There is a 

short reading for each day from December 1 to Christmas Day.

34

•••

The Child of 
Promise Proclaimed

In Jerusalem there was a man named Simeon. He was a good and godly man. He was waiting for God’s promise to Israel to come true. The Holy Spirit was with him. The Spirit had told Simeon that he would not die before he had seen the Lord’s Messiah. The Spirit led him into the temple courtyard. Then Jesus’ parents brought the child in. They came to do for him what the Law required. Simeon took Jesus in his arms and praised God. He said,

“Lord, you are the King over all.
Now let me, your servant, go in peace.
That is what you promised.

My eyes have seen your salvation.”

There was also a prophet named Anna. She was the daughter of Penuel from the tribe of Asher. Anna was very old. After getting married, she lived with her husband seven years. Then she was a widow until she was 84. She never left the temple. She worshiped night and day, praying and going without food. Anna came up to Jesus’ family at that moment. She gave thanks to God. And she spoke about the child to all who were looking forward to the time when Jerusalem would be set free.

Luke 2:25–30, 36–38 (nirv)
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“Amy is a gifted teacher and her words are just the right 
mix of clever, funny, and profound.”  
—Peggy Bodde, founder of Sacred Work

When the pain and problems of life barge in, hopes and 
dreams run out.  In these uncertain seasons of personal 

crisis, national chaos, and global catastrophe, it’s easy to wonder 
if life will ever be anything but sorrow and despair.

The apostle Peter knows exactly what it’s like when hope is 
gone. He watched as the Messiah was arrested, crucified, and 
buried. And Peter himself failed almost every test of his faith, 
even with Christ right in front of him. But he also knows that 
God is faithful and true, carrying us through our harshest suf-
fering and redeeming our heaviest regrets.

Bible teacher, author, and speaker Amy Lively dives into 
Peter’s first epistle, a short letter with a lot of power, to light the 
way for today’s struggling Christian. In this daily Bible study, 
she guides readers through the beautiful story of Peter and 
shows how he embodies the way to set our hope fully in Christ 
alone. With gentle honesty and a touch of helpful humor, Amy 
helps readers understand that when it feels like the end of the 
world to them, it’s just the beginning of the power of Jesus.

“A beautiful, honest, and in-depth journey into 1 Peter. . . . You’ll 
come away a little more humble, a little more thoughtful and 
introspective, and best of all, a whole lot more able to set your 
hope fully on Christ.”

—Jennifer Hayes Yates, author of Just Like Us 

Amy Lively is a writer and speaker with a degree in Christian 
Ministry. Her previous work includes How to Love Your Neighbor 
Without Being Weird. She has been featured on Focus on the 
Family, FamilyLife Today, and many other programs. Amy’s 
passion is teaching God’s Word as a “how-to” manual for loving 
him and loving others. She splits her time between her homes in 
Colorado and Florida. Visit her online at amylively.com.

Can I Borrow a Cup of Hope?
How to Find Faith for Hard Times in 1 Peter

Amy Lively

978-0-8254-4785-3 • $18.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 272 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual 

Growth
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
September 26, 2023

• Hybrid format with each chapter 
divided into five daily lessons for easy 
Bible study

• Includes relatable personal testimo-
nies from contemporary women

• Reframes anxiety and uncertainty into 
hope and purposeTrust

978-0-8254-4672-6 • $16.99
Comparison Girl
978-0-8254-4621-4 • $17.99
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A biblical and practical guide on how to replace false 
identities with the healthy truth

Seeking fulfillment, many Christians turn to identities that 
promise to give their lives meaning: profession, roles as 

spouse or parent, personality types, even sexuality—anything 
that can be held up to others as the empowering core of who they 
are. But when these new labels don’t give them any real founda-
tion for hope, they end up feeling disappointed, directionless, 
and defeated. Those false identities turn out to be only sand.

John and Angel Beeson have seen this problem again and 
again in their respective roles as pastor and counselor. And 
they want searching Christians to know the truth—a fulfilling 
understanding of self can only be found by rooting one’s iden-
tity in the unchangeable and nonnegotiable acknowledgment of 
who we were created to be.

This husband-and-wife team considers ten identities that 
masquerade as truth and challenges readers to trade those 
labels for the ones Christ offers. They explain why true identity 
matters, how our masks can suffocate us, and how substitute 
identities can become idolatry. They share real struggles from 
real people. And they offer hope in a comprehensive index of our 
identities in Christ, both individual and the collective identity 
of the church.

John Beeson is co-lead pastor at New Life Bible Fellowship in 
Oro Valley, Arizona. His previous work includes Blogging for 
God’s Glory in a Click-Bait World with Benjamin Vrbicek. Angel 
Beeson is founder of and a counselor at Whole Hope Christian 
Counseling. The Beesons blog together at thebeehive.live.

Trading Faces
Removing the Masks That Hide Your God-Given Identity

John and Angel Beeson

978-0-8254-4784-6 • $17.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 224 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal 

Growth
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
October 17, 2023

• First book on identity written by 
a husband and wife, pastor and 
counselor

• Features real struggles from real 
people

• Tackles ten specific false identities 
familiar to any readerControl Girl

978-0-8254-4429-6 • $17.99
Exceedingly
978-0-8254-4564-4 • $16.99
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What happens when the author of happily-ever-after 
romances gets divorced? 

As a divorce survivor and single mom, Betsy St. Amant 
Haddox—known for her charming rom-coms—shares her 

own raw, unfiltered story of what happens after the fairy tale 
ends. Complete with plenty of what-not-to-do tales, Once Upon 
a Divorce features what she learned on her bumbling journey to 
wholeness. 

In her humorous, vulnerable, and authentic way, Betsy re-
counts how she navigated her ex-husband’s abandonment and 
the seeming silence from heaven that followed. She takes readers 
through the thorny path of figuring out life as a single mother, 
healing from loss, and finding God to be faithful through it all. 
Once Upon a Divorce proves that the end of a marriage isn’t the 
end of the story.

Christian women will embrace this book because it helps 
them feel seen and validated amid their own relationship 
storms. And they will appreciate the biblical perspective Betsy 
brings as she tackles divorce and its aftermath from a Christian 
perspective, not a “girl power” one. 

Join Betsy as she shares heartfelt advice for the “now what?” 
chapter—advice learned firsthand on acceptance, forgiveness, 
and the hard-won truth of hoping for more, while being content 
right where you are. 

Betsy St. Amant Haddox is the multi-published, award-winning 
author of many romantic comedies, including Tacos for Two, The 
Key to Love, and over twenty other romance novels and novellas. 
This is her first nonfiction book. She has a degree in communica-
tions and a passion for seeing women restored to truth. Betsy is 
remarried and lives in north Louisiana with her family. Find out 
more at betsystamant.com. 

Once Upon a Divorce
Walking with God After “The End”

Betsy St. Amant Haddox

978-0-8254-4798-3 • $17.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 192 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / Love & 

Marriage
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
January 16, 2024

• Unique perspective on broken relation-
ships from a romance writer

• Tips for navigating divorce from a bibli-
cal, Christian perspective

• Honest, real talk that doesn’t pull 
punches

Marriage Off Course
978-0-8254-4540-8 • $17.99

Spouse in the House
978-0-8254-4678-8 • $18.99

Cairnedge
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Rather than discord between science and Christian 
faith, there is a harmony as grand as any choral 
masterpiece

The idea that Christianity and science are inextricably in 
conflict is a relatively recent conception. However, with 

each new scientific discovery and scriptural insight, it’s an idea 
that’s being proved to be insupportable. 

Sy Garte has immersed himself in both science and faith and 
knows they work beautifully together to sing of the greatness 
of God. Now this respected scientist shares how God’s world 
(nature and science) and God’s word (made flesh in Christ) are 
bound together in loving harmony. 

In Science and Faith in Harmony, Garte examines modern sci-
entific concepts and what they can teach us about theological 
truths, such as the dual nature of Christ. He explores the ways 
in which the terminology and language of science and faith con-
sistently match each other. Despite his deep dives into theology 
and science, Garte does not get overly technical in his writing. 
Instead, he is personal and passionate, speaking directly to 
readers with a tone of joy and wonder, inviting them to join the 
chorus of praise to the Lord. 

Readers still wondering whether the truths of science and 
Christian faith are in conflict need this book. Following the 
path of Christ and holding a scientific worldview at the same 
time is not only possible but also leads to a fuller, richer life of 
harmony and truth. 

Dr. Sy Garte is a biochemist and has been a professor at New York 
University, University of Pittsburgh, and Rutgers University. 
He has authored over two hundred scientific publications and 
four previous books and has served as division director at the 
National Institutes of Health. Sy is also the editor in chief of God 
and Nature magazine and vice president of the Washington, DC, 
chapter of the American Scientific Affiliation. He is a lay leader 
in the United Methodist Church.

Science and Faith in Harmony
Contemplations on a Distilled Doxology

Sy Garte, PhD; Foreword by Sean McDowell, PhD

978-0-8254-4815-7 • $21.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
RELIGION / Religion & Science
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
January 23, 2024

• Author is both a longtime scientist and 
a lay church leader

• Passionate, evangelical, and informal 
tone, appealing to both secular and 
Christian readers

• Can be used in personal devotional 
study or group discussion The Works of His Hands

978-0-8254-4607-8 • $18.99
Coming to Faith Through 
Dawkins
978-0-8254-4822-5 • $21.99
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Discover the particular way God designed you to 
connect with prayer

You should pray in the morning. You should write out your 
prayers. You should make prayer lists and pray through them 

every day. You should pray with others or out loud. We’ve all heard 
the “you shoulds” of prayer from pulpits, presenters, and well-
meaning friends. But when none of these ways to pray feel 
natural, what’s next?  

Janet Holm McHenry has studied prayer extensively, and the 
one thing she knows for sure is that there’s no one-size-fits-all 
way to pray. Instead, there are different styles of prayer—and 
by discovering the style most instinctive to each individual per-
sonality, staying in touch with God throughout the day becomes 
simple and all the more joyful. 

In this book, the author helps readers determine their partic-
ular praying personality by examining the praying styles of bib-
lical people, spiritual gifts, and various ideas about personality, 
including the classic temperaments, the Enneagram, and more. 
McHenry includes scores of bulleted suggestions for develop-
ing a praying lifestyle that works for individuals. She has also 
created a Praying Personality Quiz for readers (available in the 
book and online) to help narrow down the style that will most 
naturally fit into how they process a prayer life. 

Whether a longtime Christian who has tried various prayer 
strategies but can’t keep up or a new believer looking to learn 
about this spiritual discipline, every reader who dives into this 
book will come away with a renewed prayer life and a greater 
understanding of who God created them to be. 

Janet Holm McHenry is a national speaker and author of more 
than twenty-five books, including the best-selling PrayerWalk 
and The Complete Guide to the Prayers of Jesus. She is a member 
of the leadership team of the California National Day of Prayer, 
the director of prayer ministries at The Bridge Church in Reno, 
Nevada, and the creator of Prayer School, an online teachable 
course. Janet lives in small-town California. Learn more about 
Janet and her ministries at janetmchenry.com. 

Praying Personalities
Finding Your Natural Prayer Style

Janet Holm McHenry; Foreword by Geoff Eckart

978-0-8254-4818-8 • $19.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
RELIGION / Christian Living / Prayer
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
February 13, 2024

• Includes a specially designed Praying 
Personality Quiz

• Author has written many popular books 
on prayer

• Considers the prayer styles of 22 bibli-
cal figures

Praying the Attributes 
of God
978-0-8254-4553-8 • $17.99

Simply Pray
978-1-910012-65-9 • $13.99
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Released in the UK May 2023
Released in the US May 2023

Large trade hardback | 160
Pages
9781527109919 • £15.99
$22.99

BISAC – BIO018000

Susannah Spurgeon
Lessons for a Life of Joyful Eagerness in Christ
Mary K. Mohler

Biography of Charles Spurgeon’s wife
Written for ministry wives
Includes reflection questions

Charles Spurgeon: preacher, evangelist and stalwart patriarch
of the Modern Western Church today. If the cliché ‘behind
every great man is a strong woman’, is true, then Susannah
Spurgeon remains one of the matriarchs of the same tradition.
She was the bone companion of her husband. As a pastoral
assistant, as Charles’ wife and support through trials, this
woman’s biography has been a long time coming. Mary
Mohler has gathered information on Susie from sources
spanning letters, devotionals and biographies. The result is a
thoughtful, sympathetic and endearing epitaph to a sister in
Christ, whose voice can no longer be ignored.

Mary K. Mohler
Mary K. Mohler is wife of Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary president R. Albert Mohler, Jr. and the director of
Seminary Wives Institute. She is also the author of ‘Growing in
Gratitude’. The Mohlers lives in Louisville, Kentucky and are
the parents of two adults children and three grandchildren.

RELATED TITLES

9781527102668
£9.99 $14.99

9781781915837
£9.99 $15.99

9781527109728
£9.99 $14.99

9781527106482
£9.99 $14.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

I think it is exactly what Mrs. Spurgeon
would have hoped to be done with God’s
work in her life. This is my favourite book
on Susannah Spurgeon. 
Connie Dever
Wife of Mark Dever, Senior Pastor, Capitol
Hill Baptist Church, Washington D.C.

… fabulous … bears out the truth of the
remark, ‘Christian churches little know
what they owe to the wives of their
pastors’. Well–researched and well–
written, this new study offers both a fresh
reflection on the way a great leader is
shaped but also on how God uses the gifts
of all of his people. 
Michael A. G. Haykin
Professor of Church History and Biblical
Spirituality, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky

… lucid, informative, and faith–inspiring. …
Her devotion, perseverance, and humble
gratitude are portrayed as reflections of the
grace of God.
Megan DeVore
Associate Professor of Church History and
Early Christian Studies, Colorado Christian
University, Colorado

As Susie’s great–great–granddaughter, I
am deeply grateful to Mary Mohler who
has used writings about and by Susie,
together with her own personal insight, to
draw out indispensable lessons for us
today in how we can honour God and our
husbands as we live ‘a life of joyful
eagerness in Christ’.
Susannah Spurgeon Cochrane
Great–great–granddaughter of Charles
and Susannah Spurgeon

www.christianfocus.com • info@christianfocus.com • tel 01862871004
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Large trade hardback | 176
Pages
9781527109926 • £15.99
$22.99

BISAC – REL012120

A Good Return
Biblical Principles for Work, Wealth and Wisdom
John C. Lennox

Biblical principles of work and money management
Renowned author, speaker and apologist
50.6K twitter followers

It is easy to complain about work, drag one’s feet while getting
out of the door, and face daily tasks with apathy. A Good
Return is a book that encourages Christians to view their
workspace as an avenue of worship. John C. Lennox has
crafted a book with thoughtful, biblical and evangelical
deliberation on our attitude in, and towards, our work. With his
trademark clarity, faithfulness and wisdom, Lennox curates
room for a wider discussion on Christian approaches toward
salaries, time management, motivation and attitudes.

John C. Lennox
John C. Lennox is Professor Emeritus of Mathematics at the
University of Oxford and Emeritus Fellow in Mathematics and
the Philosophy of Science at Green Templeton College. He
has written many books, including on the relationship between
science and Christianity. He has lectured internationally and
participated in a number of televised debates with some of the
world’s leading atheist thinkers.

RELATED TITLES

9781527108455
£9.99 $14.99

9781781917442
£7.99 $12.99

9781527106987
£9.99 $13.99

9781527108028
£8.99 $12.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

This book is dripping with wisdom gleaned
both from biblical insights and life
experience. It will provide great help,
encouragement and joyful inspiration to all
who are seeking to apply the Lordship of
Christ in all these vital areas of life.
Lindsay Brown
Former General Secretary of IFES and
International Director, Lausanne
Movement

The dividends one will add from reading
this will multiply business success
exponentially. My word of advice: read this
book and take its messages to heart!
Mark Lanier
Owner, The Lanier Law Firm and Found,
Lanier Foundation, Houston, Texas

Foundational, humbling and searing …
here’s the handbook for the Scriptural
principles for your work.
Rico Tice
Author, Christianity Explored & Associate
Minister at All Souls Church, Langham
Place, London
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Released in the US May 2023

Large trade paperback | 232
Pages
9781527109766 • £11.99
$15.99

BISAC – REL012110

Christ and the Culture Wars
Speaking for Jesus in a World of Identity Politics
Ben Chang

Addresses the top ‘woke’ topics
Better ways for Christians to tackle identity politics
Opportunities for the gospel

In our modern world the gospel of Jesus is seen by many less
as good news for all humanity, and more as the bigoted edicts
of a bygone era. Benjamin Chang explores the stories of the
revolution, tracing the trajectories of four of the biggest social
justice movements – feminism, racial justice, gay pride and
the trans movement – before looking at the ways Christians
usually engage with these arenas of cultural conflict (mirror,
argue, ignore) and identifying a better way forward.

Ben Chang
Ben Chang is a speaker and writer, as well as working full–
time in the health sector. He speaks regularly at conferences,
universities and churches on a range of issues including
medical ethics, mental health, identity politics and cultural
engagement. He blogs at www.benchangblog.com.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106475
£7.99 $12.99

9781527107960
£9.99 $14.99

9781527107748
£8.99 $12.99

9781527106949
£3.99 $4.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

Informed and informative, readable and
engaging, this book is a handbook for
those who not only want to understand the
world around us, but are striving for a more
effective missional engagement with it. 
Chris Wright
Langham Partnership and author of ‘The
Mission of God’s People’

… will greatly help us fulfil the Great
Commission to our generation.
Rico Tice
Author and Founder of Christianity
Explored Ministries

Ben carefully upacks the origins and
evolution of the social justice movements
and how they are shaping the cultural
landscape in the global west. He looks at
how Christians are responding. But, more
importantly, he points to how we might tell
a better story of redemption and liberation.
Ken Wright
Former Chair, British Youth for Christ

Ben Chang has done us all a service in
this clear and simple introduction to one of
the most powerful trends in West at the
moment. … Only in the gospel of Jesus
Christ – shared in word and deed – can
the true identity, justice and hopes of the
West be found.
Stephen Nichols
Vicar, All Saints Church, Lindfield
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Trade paperback | 224 Pages
9781527109773 • £9.99 $14.99

BISAC – REL012020

Bless–ed
52 Weekly Blessings You Have as a Believer and How to
Help Your Lost Friends Find Theirs
Larry Dixon

Blessings believers enjoy in Jesus
Short chapters
Includes action steps with each chapter

When we think about blessings, we often think about material
gifts that God has provided. These are indeed things to be
grateful for, but these are things that God has given to all
people – what are the additional blessings we receive
because we are his? With one chapter for every week of the
year, Larry Dixon looks at a different blessing that we have in
our Christian life. He explains the blessing, gives Bible
passages to examine, encourages us to take action with three
action points, and also provides a guide for praying for
unsaved friends to also know this blessing.

Larry Dixon
Dr. Larry Dixon is Professor Emeritus at Columbia
International University, South Carolina. The author of over a
dozen books, he and his wife Linda have been married 51
years and have seven grandchildren. He blogs at
larrydixon.wordpress.com

RELATED TITLES

9781527106970
£8.99 $12.99

9781527100428
£7.99 $12.99

9781781918890
£5.99 $8.99 9781527105591

£10.99 $14.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

Here is good book to use for devotions that
will stimulate the head, heart, and hands
and feet!
Robert A. Peterson
Theologian, editor, and co–author, ‘Jesus
In Prophecy: How Christ’s Life Fulfills
Biblical Predictions’

Larry’s writing is both doctrinal and
practical; it’s convicting and encouraging. If
you’re like me, you won’t be able to wait
and read only one chapter per week; you’ll
want to read the whole book much more
quickly than that because of its edifying
and equipping contents.
George W. Murray
Former President & Chancellor of
Columbia International University,
Columbia, South Carolina

This book will give you joy in your faith
and, at the same time, give you a passion
to see others get the t–shirt and to join you
in the dance.
Steve Brown
Founder and Bible Teacher, Key Life
Network, author, ‘Laughter and Lament:
The Radical Freedom of Joy and Sorrow’

Using profound quotes, gentle humor,
extensive biblical passages, along with
recommended readings and suggestions
for prayer, these readings will not only be a
strong reminder of what we have, but if
lived out will make your Christianity
contagious to those without Christ. 
Allan McKechnie
Professor Emeritus Columbia International
University, Columbia, South Carolina
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Trade hardback | 104 Pages
9781527109780 • £11.99
$15.99

BISAC – REL012010

Jonathan Edwards and the Christian Pilgrim
Our Journey Towards Heaven
Deborah Howard

Observations on Jonathan Edwards’ sermon
Living with the end in sight
Reflection questions at end of each chapter

Death is something we never get used to. But it is something
that we can get ready for. Deborah Howard has taken
Jonathan Edwards’ intensely encouraging sermon on the
Christian Pilgrim and, drawing on her own experiences as a
hospice nurse, has written this book to encourage us to live
with our final destination in mind. Focussing on scripture truth,
the reader is encouraged to think about the journey that leads
us towards our final destination. This combination of classic
sermon and modern application makes this book an essential
addition to any Christian’s bookshelf.

Deborah Howard
Deborah Howard lives and writes from her home outside Little
Rock, Arkansas. Her books are designed to come alongside
those who are suffering and point them to the comfort only
God can provide. A self–proclaimed “sovereignty–of–God–
girl,” Deborah’s love for the Lord and His word is the
motivation for everything she writes.

RELATED TITLES

9781527100244
£9.99 $14.99

9781527106352
£4.99 $6.99

9781781919859
£9.99 $14.99

9781527105560
£8.99 $12.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

Imagine, though, sitting with a friend,
reading a page or two of Edwards, and
talking together about what it means and
how it applies. That is the sweet
experience of reading this book, with
Deborah Howard as our person guide to
one of the greatest preachers of all time. 
Joel R. Beeke
President, Puritan Reformed Theological
Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Deborah Howard has done it again. She’s
written another compassionate work that
points us to our Savior, Jesus Christ.  My
wife and I think it’s fantastic. God has
given her a gift which she uses to
encourage, inform and inspire. What she
has done with this Jonathan Edwards
sermon is very fine, indeed. We heartily
recommend this book to all believers.
Wayne Mack
ACBC Academy member; Director, ACBC
Africa; elder and pastor, Lynnwood Baptist
Church, Pretoria, South Africa

Deborah has done us a great service with
this book for the hurting, the struggler, and
the biblical counselor. 
Dave Jenkins
Executive Director, Servants of Grace
Ministries

Howard uses her personal experience as a
hospice nurse to her advantage as she
brings Edwards’ treasures alive for our
day. She uses the Scripture well and adds
helpful discussion questions at the end of
each chapter.
Michael Brunk
Pastor, Kathorus Bible Church,
Johannesburg, South Africa
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BISAC – BIO018000

David Livingstone
Missionary, Explorer, Abolitionist
Vance Christie

Most in–depth biography of Livingstone ever written
Tackles some of the charges unfairly levelled at him
Balanced look at his great qualities and his flaws

David Livingstone was one of the most consequential
individuals who lived in the nineteenth century. An
unpretentious Scottish missionary doctor, explorer and
abolitionist, he opened the door for Christianity in southern
Africa. He overcame many deprivations and discouragements,
and displayed the utmost measure of courage, self–control,
faith, wisdom and ingenuity. Christie takes a balanced look at
Livingstone’s amazing achievements, but also at his very real
flaws. This gripping in–depth biography is a must–read insight
into a fascinating man.

Vance Christie
Vance Christie served as a pastor for thirty–six years and to
date has authored nine books in the field of historical Christian
biography. He and his wife Leeta live in Aurora, Nebraska and
are blessed with three adult daughters, their husbands and
five grandchildren. His writing website is
www.vancechristie.com.
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£9.99 $14.99
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£9.99 $14.99
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Comprehensive and judicious, intended for
edification, it is now the best place to start
for people looking for a detailed description
of this titan’s life and work interpreted in
relation to the history of the modern British
Empire and Western colonialism.
Douglas A. Sweeney
Dean, Beeson Divinity School, Samford
University, Birmingham, Alabama

David Livingstone was truly one of the
towering figures of his time. And though
the times have changed, his name lives
on. That makes him a fitting subject for a
biography of this magnitude—one that
recounts his story and considers his
impact on his nation, on this world, and on
the history of Christian missions.
Tim Challies
Blogger at www.challies.com

For all the faults of Livingstone and those
around him, the story speaks of a man
who sought to serve God faithfully and the
impact that his life had on Africa.
Alistair Wilson
Lecturer in Mission and New Testament,
Edinburgh Theological Seminary, Scotland

By setting Livingstone in the context of his
times and through exhaustive, scrupulous
reliance on well–attested primary sources,
Christie brings “the Doctor” to life as a
historical figure, but also as a worthy
example for our times as well.
Mark A. Noll
Author of ‘America’s Book: The Rise and
Decline of a Bible Civilization, 1794–1911’
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BISAC – REL012120

Intentional Interruptions
Learning to be Interrupted the Way God Intended
Jonathan Thomas

Exposing unhelpful interruptions in life
Allowing God to refocus our hearts on Him
Includes ‘Selah’ sections with each chapter

We are busy, and constantly bombarded. We are struggle to
be fully present, always thinking ahead to the next thing,
distracted by an email, playing worries over in our minds. But
what effect is this having on our lives, relationships and, most
importantly, our spiritual health? This book will not simply to
get you off your phone, make more time to stop, or help you
simplify and digitally detox. The aim is to invite you into the
greatest life imaginable, one where we have the openness to
be Interrupted by God and used in a way that will bring glory
to Him.

Jonathan Thomas
Jonathan Thomas is married to Rebecca and they have 3
boys. He is the pastor of Cornerstone Church, Abergavenny;
author of ‘Thomas Charles: God’s gift to Wales’
(EMW/DayOne), and broadcaster with BBC Radio Wales
where he is one of the presenters on ‘All things considered’.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107236
£8.99 $12.99

Seeing the
Unseen God
9781527110014
£11.99 $15.99

9781527108578
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BISAC – REL067030

Why Does the God of the Old Testament Seem so
Violent and Hateful?
Richard P. Belcher, Jr.

One of the top questions asked of Christianity
Tackles issue head–on
Part of the Big Ten series

Atheists often level charges at the God of the Bible as being
angry and hateful. They claim that God is a cruel and
oppressive megalomaniac. But does this match what
Christians claim about Him being a God of love? Belcher’s
addition to the Big Ten series addresses this commonly asked
question and shows how the God of the Old Testament is the
same loving, generous, gracious God that we meet in the
person of Jesus Christ. An excellent read for any who struggle
to answer questions about the character of God and for those
looking to bolster their faith in the God of the Bible.

Richard P. Belcher, Jr.
Richard P. Belcher, Jr. is the John D. and Frances M. Gwin
Professor of Old Testament and the Academic Dean at
Reformed Theological Seminary Charlotte. He is the author of
‘The Messiah and the Psalms’, as well as commentaries on
Genesis, Job and Ecclesiastes and has a decade of pastoral
experience.
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The Good Influencer
A Guide to Christian Mentoring
D. Eryl Davies

Short introductory guide
Includes testimonies from mentors and mentees
Further reading, including Bible passages to study

Eryl Davies’ short guide to mentoring answers all the most
common questions people have about being a mentor.
Including the biblical examples of Jesus and Paul, Davies
shows how a mentoring relationship is a close, real–life
relationship that can supply us with the wisdom and
encouragement we need. A mentor helps to apply biblical
wisdom to family and work tensions, suffering,
disappointments, difficult choices, bereavement, personal
development, spiritual growth.

D. Eryl Davies
Eryl Davies is an elder at Heath Evangelical church, Cardiff
and a member of the Management Board of the Evangelical
Movement of Wales. He pastored churches in South and
North Wales before becoming the first principal of what is now
Union School of Theology. He continues to serve churches,
supervise research students and to write. He enjoys family,
sport and reading, including Intelligence history .
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Large trade paperback | 208
Pages
9781527110021 • £11.99
$15.99

BISAC – REL012170

Memorable Loss
A Story of Friendship in the Face of Dementia
Karen Martin

Memoir of experience with dementia
From point of view of friendship
Faith and hope in the face of disease and death

With nearly 10 million new cases diagnosed every year,
dementia is something many people face. Karen Martin’s story
about her friend Kathleen, however, is overwhelmingly one of
love and persistence. Their genuine friendship and faith,
despite their half–century age difference, is at the heart of this
story. Charting highs and lows from pre–diagnosis to
Kathleen’s eventual passing, this moving tale highlights the
difficulties and joys of facing dementia, through the lens of
friendship.

Karen Martin
Karen began writing in earnest after winning the Henley
Literary Festival prize for a short story whose central character
was living with Alzheimer’s. She went on to achieve a
distinction in her Writing MA at Warwick University where the
seeds of this book were sown. Karen has recently returned to
her roots in the Cotswolds following thirty–years in
Maidenhead.
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BISAC – REL012120

Seeing the Unseen God
John Davis

What it means to see God
What happens when we do
A devotional theology

No one has ever seen God. In fact, the Bible says it’s
impossible. And yet, to live the Christian life, you must see
God. If we can see God, the very sight of Him will fuel and
motivate all the other aspects of our lives. When we behold
God’s glory it changes everything about us. John Davis invites
us to join him in fixing our eyes on the One who is invisible.

John Davis
John Davis began full–time ministry in 2011 and currently
serves as the Senior Minister at Columbia Christian Church in
Columbia, Kentucky, where he lives with his wife, Jennifer,
and two kids, Owen and Jordyn. He has a bachelor’s degree
in Business Management from the University of Kentucky and
a master’s in Theology from Cincinnati Bible Seminary. John is
also the author of ‘God–Centered Christianity: the Bible’s
Antidote for Self–Centered Religion’, published by the
Christian Restoration Association.
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I do not usually read former students’
manuscripts, but this time I’m glad I did. I
sincerely appreciate what John has done
on this seldom–addressed subject. He
found many relevant angles to develop
and unfolded them in ways that are very
relevant to Christian thinking and living. I
believe it will be a great help for all
Christians in our pursuit of sanctification–
trying to be perfect as God is perfect
(Matthew 5:48). I was quite moved many
times as I was reading it.
Jack Cottrell
(1938–2022) Author, pastor, theologian
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BISAC – BIO018000

Broken Children, Sovereign God
Rejoicing in God’s Goodness in the Midst of Childhood
Mental Illness
Leslie Schmucker

Writing to encourage other families who find themselves
dealing with mental health disorders, Leslie Schmucker
explores different aspects of her and her family’s experience
with their daughter, Jackie. Through violence and mayhem, joy
and hope, intense isolation, shame and confusion, Leslie’s
honest testimony to the goodness of God is humbling.
Whether you are raising a child with a mental health disorder
or not, this book will challenge your comfortable Christianity
and show you a love beyond measure.

Leslie Schmucker
Leslie Schmucker worked for over a decade with mentally ill
children. She directs the special needs program at Dayspring
Christian Academy in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. She has
written for The Gospel Coalition and Desiring God, and blogs
at leslieschmucker.com. She and her husband Steve have
three grown children and eight grandchildren.
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… a story of courage and trust that all
parents would benefit from, not just
adoptive parents. The story is not sugar–
coated. Disney would never consider an
ending like theirs. Brace yourself, reader,
and learn from experience to rest in the
Lord.
Matt Schmucker
Elder, Capitol Hill Baptist Church,
Washington, DC; Director, CROSS
Conference

… an accessible, authentic, hopeful book
about clinging to God and His promises in
the midst of some of the hardest, most
painful circumstances a family could face.
John Knight
Donor Officer, Desiring God

If you have a child struggling with mental
illness, this book will be like sitting down
with a good friend who can relate to what
you’re going through and has much
wisdom to share. 
Keri Folmar
Author, Delighting in the Word Bible Study
series and ‘The Good Portion: Scripture’
and co–host of Priscilla Talk

Never have I read a book that so
powerfully owns the heart–wrenching
realities of raising a child with severe
mental illness, while simultaneously and
fervently pointing the reader to truths of
Scripture, the power of the gospel, and the
love of God in Christ.
Stephanie O. Hubach
Author, ‘Same Lake, Different Boat:
Coming Alongside People Touched by
Disability’; Research Fellow, Disability
Ministries, Covenant Theological
Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri
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BISAC – REL012020

Meeting Christ in the Garden
A Devotional of Classic Writings on the Song of Songs
Tim Chester

90–day undated devotional
Commentary on every verse of Song of Songs
Includes Richard Sibbes, Hudson Taylor, C.H.
Spurgeon

The Song of Songs paints in our imaginations a physical place
where we may spend time with Christ and enjoy his love. The
language of human longing is intended to evoke an
experience of divine affection and channels our desires to
their true end, our Creator and Redeemer. In this ninety–day
devotional Tim Chester has curated a selection of writings
from classic authors such as Gregory the Great, Richard
Sibbes, Hudson Taylor, Charles Spurgeon, and many others,
that will help readers better know the love of Christ.

Tim Chester
Tim Chester is a senior faculty member of Crosslands Training
and the author of over 40 books. He has a PhD in theology
and PgDip in history. He is married to Helen and has two adult
daughters.
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… Tim delves into the writings of Gregory
of Nyssa and Charles Spurgeon, Martin
Luther and J. C. Ryle, Ambrose and
Matthew Henry, as well as many others, to
help us think about Solomon’s most
famous Song with the cloud of witnesses
who have gone before us. An enriching
and fascinating read!
Mitchell L. Chase
Preaching Pastor, Kosmosdale
Baptist Church, Louisville, Kentucky and
author, ‘Short of Glory’

This collection contains some genuine
Gospel gold. Let these writings not only
push you into the biblical text, but may
they push you prayerfully closer to our
wonderful bridegroom too!
Peter Mead
Director, Cor Deo; Author, ‘Lost in Wonder:
A Biblical Introduction to God’s Great
Marriage’

This book takes us back to the beautiful
and tender tradition of the classical,
christological interpretation, which makes
the modern interpretation seem shallow
and boring. Highly recommended!
Craig Carter
Professor of Theology, Tyndale University,
Toronto, Ontario

Tim Chester has compiled a treasure trove
of writings on the ‘most biblical’ of all the
books in Scripture, so called because of
what it is ultimately about: God’s love for
his people; Christ’s love for the church; the
love of the saved for the savior.
Kevin J. Vanhoozer
Research Professor of Systematic
Theology, Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, Deerfield, Illinois
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BISAC – BIO018000

10 Dead Gals You Should Know
Leaving an Indelible Legacy
Ian J. Maddock and Rachel Ciano

10 fascinating bite–sized biographies
A variety of eras, locations and denominations
Follow–up to ‘10 Dead Guys You Should Know’

Spanning two millennia and multiple continents, these stories
will introduce you to great women in the history of the
Christian faith. For some of these women their faith cost them
their lives, for some their call was to a long life of service. For
all their differences, each one of these women has left an
indelible legacy on our collective intergenerational Christian
consciousness. Each are worth knowing. 

Ian J. Maddock
Ian J. Maddock (PhD, University of Aberdeen) serves as
Senior Lecturer in Christian Thought at Sydney Missionary
and Bible College. He is author of ‘Men of One Book: A
Comparison of Two Methodist Preachers, John Wesley and
George Whitefield’ and is a Fellow of the Royal Historical
Society.
Rachel Ciano
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Only One Life
Missions Stories from Around the World
Paul M. Harvey

Short stories of God at work
Written by WEC members
Inspirational

People throughout history have shared stories to entertain, to
inform, to inspire. Christ’s people do this, but even more than
that, they tell stories to testify to the mighty acts of their God.
The stories in this book testify to God’s protection in times of
war, on journeys, from enemy attacks and in every life. They
tell of prayers answered. They proclaim the Father’s care,
providing what His people need at the very moment they need
it. Each written by an ordinary Christian, in their own words,
these stories will challenge and encourage you. You will find
yourself asking what might happen if you stepped out in faith.

Paul M. Harvey
Paul M. Harvey has been a member of WEC International
since 1992, serving in Central Spain for fifteen years, then in
the UK. He and his wife Rose are presently on the pastoral
care team for WEC UK’s retired members. Paul loves to make
the Bible known through original songs, storytelling and
poetry.
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BISAC – REL012020

Daily Readings – William Wilberforce
Michael D. McMullen and William Wilberforce

Leader of campaign to abolish slave trade in UK
From a cross–section of Wilberforce’s writings
365 daily readings

William Wilberforce is best known as the leader of the
campaign to abolish the slave trade in the United Kingdom.
Behind his heart for justice lay a desire to serve God that
permeated not only his life, but also his writings. Michael D.
McMullen has worked extensively on the life and manuscripts
of Wilberforce and has carefully selected these readings.
Taken from his spiritual journals and his one published book,
as well as his unpublished works, letters and recorded
reflections on scriptures, we meet a man who is introspective
and self–deprecating. But his devotion to the God who called
him to be an ‘Agent of Usefulness’ is abundantly clear. 

Michael D. McMullen
Dr. Michael D. McMullen is Professor of Church History at
Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Kansas City.
William Wilberforce
William Wilberforce (1759 – 1833) was a British politician,
philanthropist and a leader of the movement to abolish the
slave trade.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106932
£22.99 $29.99

9781527107205
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9781527100435
£16.99 $22.99

9781845509781
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We can benefit greatly from taking
unhurried time to reflect on these daily
extracts. May our desire be as
Wilberforce’s expressed in this book: ‘I
would grow in grace, and labour to live a
life more honourable to God and more
useful to man.’
Marylynn Rouse
Director, John Newton Project

William Wilberforce is known as the leader
of the Evangelicals in parliament who were
responsible for the abolition of the British
slave trade. Blessed with a sunny
personality, he was also a genuinely
humble man who laid out his inner
thoughts in written musings on his faith.
Michael McMullen has selected some of
the best of them as daily readings. Each
extract is given under a verse from
scripture, the source of his reflections. 
David Bebbington
Professor of History, University of Stirling,
Stirling

What a wonderful opportunity we now
have daily to be getting to know
Wilberforce through his letters and
writings… I am grateful to Professor
McMullen for this service to the church. 
Ben Virgo
Director, Christian Heritage London

What a gem this is and what thanks we
owe Prof McMullen for his fine editorial
skills.
Michael A. G. Haykin
Professor of Church History and Biblical
Spirituality, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky
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Trade paperback | 96 Pages
9781527110403 • £8.99 $12.99

BISAC – REL067040

Christ & Creed
The Early Church Creeds & their Value for Today
Nate Pickowicz

Early major ecumenical creeds
Highlights distinctives and historical context
Creeds for the church today

From the Latin word credo, meaning ‘I believe’, creeds are
statements of personal belief. They have been used
throughout the history of the church to helpfully condense the
fundamental beliefs of the Christian faith. In Christ & Creed
Nate Pickowicz helpfully examines the early major ecumenical
creeds, providing historical context and highlighting the
distinctives in the Apostles’ Creed, the Nicene Creed, the
Definition of Chalcedon and the Athanasian Creed. He shows
how these statements are still invaluable for the church today.
It also includes a glossary and recommended further reading.

Nate Pickowicz
Nate Pickowicz is the teaching pastor of Harvest Bible Church
in Gilmanton Iron Works, New Hampshire. He is also the
author of several books including ‘Why We’re Protestant’, ‘The
American Puritans’, and ‘How to Eat Your Bible’. He and his
wife, Jessica, have three children.
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When I was saved out of false doctrine it
was the gospel that did it, but once saved I
faced the tall task of sifting through the
wreckage of twisted beliefs. Faithful
forerunners have fought the fight, run their
race, and left helpful doctrinal ‘checkpoints’
for us today. My friend Nate Pickowicz has
put them all in this book for you. I know
you’ll be blessed!
Costi W. Hinn
Teaching Pastor, Shepherd’s House Bible
Church, Chandler, Arizona; Founder and
President, For the Gospel

… Pickowicz ably expounds the subject
without swamping interested newbies.
Having read it closely, I heartily commend
it to you with expectant prayers for your
edification in our most holy and ancient
faith. 
D. Scott Meadows
Pastor, Calvary Baptist Church
(Reformed), Exeter, New Hampshire

… outlines the historical context, the
theological import, and the biblical roots of
the affirmations of these time–honoured
and normative texts. And it does all of this
in language that is easy to grasp, which is
no small feat… A great tool for both
individual study and corporate reflection.
Michael A. G. Haykin
Professor of Church History and Biblical
Spirituality, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky

… helpfully brings ancient truth to the
modern reader for the glory of God the
Trinity and for the buttressing and
augmenting of our faith.
Joel R. Beeke
President, Puritan Reformed Theological
Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan
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BISAC – BIO018000

Letters and Travels By C. H. Spurgeon
Kevin Belmonte

Personal notes to his wife, Susannah
Includes sketches and etchings

This collection of C. H. Spurgeon’s travel letters offers a rare
insight into a different side of the famed preacher. We see him
at rest, refreshing himself in the glories of nature and
connecting with the wonders of the Creator. With a painter’s
gifts, set amid the countryside of England, or places of
Europe, Spurgeon’s Travel Letters are eloquent, and many
times moving. Now, we ourselves may travel with Spurgeon—
discovering the world that he knew. And we may bless God for
the privilege given in these letters. 

Kevin Belmonte
Award–winning author Kevin Belmonte holds a BA in English
Literature from Gordon College, an MA in Church History from
Gordon–Conwell Seminary, and a second master’s degree in
American and New England Studies from the University of
Southern Maine. He has twice been a Finalist for the John
Pollock Award for Christian Biography, and in 2003, he won
that award for his biography of William Wilberforce. With his
wife Kelly, and son Sam, he lives in a seaside village in New
England.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107199
£11.99 $15.99

9781527106482
£9.99 $14.99

9781527109919
£15.99 $22.99

9781781911228
£29.99 $49.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

The picture we get of Spurgeon from this
collection is of an affectionate husband, a
lover of nature, a faithful friend, a happy
Christian, and a devoted worshipper of
God. … a unique and welcome addition to
the growing corpus of published material
on the Prince of Preachers.
Alex DiPrima
Pastor, Emmanuel Church, Winston–
Salem, North Carolina; Author, ‘Spurgeon
and the Poor: How the Gospel Compels
Christian Social Concern’

The Prince of Preachers’ sense of humor
comes through loud and clear … as he
meticulously noted the beauty of The
Artist’s created world everywhere he
traveled.
Mary K. Mohler
Director, Seminary Wives Institute, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky

In a day when pastors are burned out and
Christians are weary, these letters are a
reminder that rest is God’s good gift. In his
travels, Spurgeon models for us how we
can enjoy God’s world in our rest with
childlike faith and wonder, and so, be
energized and equipped for faithful
service.
Geoffrey Chang
Assistant Professor of Historical Theology
and Curator
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Large trade paperback | 304
Pages
9781527110519 • £14.99
$19.99

BISAC – REL108020

Island Aflame
The Famed Lewis Awakening that Never Occurred and
the Glorious Revival that Did (Lewis & Harris 1949–52)
Tom Lennie

From author of Glory in the Glen
Expert on history of revivals
Sorts myth and exaggeration from historical fact

The stories around the Lewis Revival are extraordinary, with
the Spirit working in the lives of many people across this
Scottish island. There have been, however, rumours and
myths that have grown up around the stories of the Lewis
Revival, that did not actually occur. Revival history expert, Tom
Lennie, examines the eye witness accounts and sorts the
amazing true story from the exaggerations that have become
entangled. The story of the revival that truly occurred is based
on overwhelming evidence, and is every bit as exciting as the
myths it displaces.

Tom Lennie
A native of Orkney, Tom Lennie serves as Executive Editor of
Prophecy Today UK. With a longstanding fascination with
revival history, he is the author of ‘Glory in the Glen’, ‘Land of
Many Revivals’, and ‘Scotland Ablaze’.

RELATED TITLES

9781845503772
£12.99 $19.99

9781781915202
£19.99 $29.99

9781527102675
£14.99 $19.99 9781857929539

£9.99 $15.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

A must read for anyone seeking to
understand genuine revival. I pray that
‘Island Aflame’ will set your own heart
aflame.
Shane Idleman
Lead Pastor, Westside Christian
Fellowship, Leona Valley, California

The beautiful thing that comes from Tom
Lennie’s book is that, although some of the
well–known stories may not have been
entirely factual, many of them were true
indeed! I was left being greatly edified and
encouraged.
R. T. Kendall
Previous minister of Westminster Chapel,
London

This book contains careful research,
fascinating history and, above all, a
wonderful reminder of the mighty works
done by God in the Outer Hebrides.  
Thomas Davis
Minister, Carloway Free Church, Isle of
Lewis, Scotland

Tom Lennie … has rightly focused on the
revival of hungry hearts through the
ministry of God’s word and the power of
the Holy Spirit, and he has done an
excellent job – providing a most accurate
account.  
Donald John Smith
Ballantrushal, Isle of Lewis, Scotland
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Trade hardback | 96 Pages
9781527110526 • £9.99 $13.99

BISAC – BIO018000

Dietrich Bonhoeffer
Dayspring MacLeod

Part of new Hall of Faith series
Short introductory biography
Written in story form

Dietrich Bonhoeffer is one of the heroes of World War II. Not
only did he preach God’s word fearlessly, he spoke and
actively resisted the evil of the Nazi regime. Discovered to be
one of the people behind the plot to assassinate Hitler he was
arrested and eventually martyred. Not long before his death
he was engaged to be married, and this unfulfilled marriage is
one of the bittersweet notes to his story, written here by skilled
storyteller Dayspring MacLeod.

Dayspring MacLeod
Dayspring MacLeod splits her heart between her home
country of America and her newer home of Scotland. She is
the author of ‘10 Women Who Overcame Their Past’ and ‘10
Women Who Were Spiritual Mothers’. She is also an editor
and writes fiction in her spare time. Find her blog at
mostreliable.wordpress.com.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107878
£8.99 $12.99

9781527109728
£9.99 $14.99

9781527110410
£8.99 $12.99

9781527105874
£8.99 $12.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

Christian Focus Publication’s Hall of Faith
biographies … are highly accessible
through their abbreviated length and
engaging style. They will doubtless whet
the appetite of many readers to learn more
about these noteworthy Christians.
Vance Christie
Pastor and author specialising in
missionary biographies

Dayspring MacLeod’s new book on
Dietrich Bonhoeffer is a welcome event. In
these days of challenge, and the need for
Christian fidelity, there is much in
Bonhoeffer’s story that reminds us of the
ways faith can inspire courage and
steadfast resolve—even in the face of
greatest sacrifice. To read this intuitively–
written book is to hear a call—to live a life
of faith, courage, and resolve. May it find a
wide, and well–deserved readership.
Kevin Belmonte
Historian; Author, ‘Beacon–Light: The Life
of William Borden (1887–1913)’
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Trade hardback | 128 Pages
9781527110533 • £9.99 $13.99

BISAC – BIO018000

Joni Eareckson Tada
Catherine MacKenzie

Short introductory biography of Joni Eareckson Tada
Part of new Hall of Faith series
Written in story form

Joni Eareckson Tada is a Christian author, speaker and artist
whose life was turned upside down at the age of seventeen
when a serious diving accident meant she was paralysed from
the shoulders down. Catherine MacKenzie skilfully shows how
Joni’s story is a story of God’s goodness in the face of
extreme suffering. Her testimony is one that has encouraged
and moved people around the world. Read it here and see
how the God of love is working for the good of those who love
him, even in the most challenging circumstances.

Catherine MacKenzie
Catherine MacKenzie comes from Scotland and has written
several biographies for young teens in the Trailblazers series
as well as other titles for younger children. She is Editor for
Christian Focus’ children’s imprint, CF4Kids.

RELATED TITLES

9781527110526
£9.99 $13.99

9781527109919
£15.99 $22.99

9781527109155
£12.99 $17.99

9781527107878
£8.99 $12.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

Christian Focus Publication’s Hall of Faith
biographies … are highly accessible
through their abbreviated length and
engaging style. They will doubtless whet
the appetite of many readers to learn more
about these noteworthy Christians.
Vance Christie
Pastor and author specialising in
missionary biographies

When a sterling biography meets the
reader, it’s the start of a wider, lifelong
conversation—about times, people, and
things that matter. It opens a window on a
world we do well to know better. Over
many years, Christian Focus has crafted a
special tradition for books about men and
women of faith. They teach, inspire, and
inform—in ways that enrich, and lend
meaning. 
So with this book, about Joni Eareckson
Tada, insightfully written by Catherine
Mackenzie. To turn its pages is to find the
story of a remarkable woman—whose
courage, amid great challenges and
adversity, was born of deep Christian belief
—a story that has touched the lives of
millions around the world. This is a book to
take up and read—and return to—with
gratitude for the journey.
Kevin Belmonte
Historian; Author, ‘Beacon–Light: The Life
of William Borden (1887–1913)’
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Trade paperback | 160 Pages
9781527110687 • £9.99 $14.99

BISAC – REL006770

My Exceeding Joy
Psalms 38–51
Dale Ralph Davis

4th Psalms exposition by popular author
Includes Davis’ own translations
Humerous and engaging

Filled with the characteristic warm humour and biblical clarity
that readers have come to expect, Dale Ralph Davis’
exposition of Psalms 38–51 will help readers to get to know
God’s Word better. Each chapter begins with Davis’ own
translation of the Psalm from the Hebrew, before delving into
his exposition. For those who enjoyed Davis’ previous works,
this will not disappoint. For those who are unfamiliar with his
writings, allow this book to direct your eyes to the God of the
psalmist and find your exceeding joy in him.

Dale Ralph Davis
Dale Ralph Davis was Minister in Residence, First
Presbyterian Church, Columbia, South Carolina. Prior to that
he was pastor of Woodland Presbyterian Church, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi and Professor of Old Testament at Reformed
Theological Seminary, Jackson, Mississippi.

RELATED TITLES

9781781918616
£9.99 $14.99

9781781913048
£8.99 $14.99

9781527104792
£9.99 $14.99

9781527108974
£9.99 $14.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

All of God’s Word is food for our souls and
Dr. Davis is not afraid to give it to us. In
‘My Exceeding Joy’, this beloved expositor
continues to show us in the Psalms how
the Word is made fresh through the work
and personality of an unashamed and
approved workman.
Brent Sadler
Army Chaplain, 7th Special Forces Group,
Florida

Dale Ralph Davis belongs to the rarest
tribe of commentators: clearly
communicating biblical truth with
simultaneous theological depth and
engaging devotional impact. The genuine
love for Yahweh which oozes from these
pages—not overly demonstrative but
irresistibly contagious—enables readers to
share both that same love and
the Exceeding Joy it produces.
Mike Biggs
Senior Pastor, Christ the King Presbyterian
Church, Norman, Oklahoma
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F A C I N G  O U R  F E A R S :  F I N D I N G  
H I M  F A I T H F U L  
 
WRITTEN BY 
NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH 
 
What does a life fully surrendered to Christ look 
like? Often it involves overcoming fears and 
trusting in the promises of God. 
 
In Facing Our Fears, discover how following Christ 
with abandon actually frees you from your fears 
and equips you to step out in faith. You’ll consider 
different areas of your life and reflect on the ways 
fear holds you back from surrendering. Take an in-
depth look at promises from God’s Word with 
content taken from Nancy’s popular book 
Surrender, plus exclusive new bonus material. 
 
Audience 
—Women who want to overcome their fear with 
faith and learn what it means to practically 
surrender every area of life to Christ.  
 
Unique Features 
— Includes a section of Scriptures to pray for 
various categories of fears. 
—Features practical tips on how to pray Scripture. 
—Offers reflection questions to consider and 
respond to.  
 
Marketing 
—Features promises from Scripture that Nancy 
DeMoss Wolgemuth has returned to over and 
over. 
 

7” x 4.5” softcover (saddle stitch) 
56 pages 
ISBN: 9781934718889 
Category: Revival / Biblical Womanhood 
 
Related Resources 
—Surrender: The Heart God Controls 
—Brokenness: The Heart God Revives 
—Holiness: The Heart God Purifies 
—You Can Trust God to Write Your Story 
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( U N ) R E M A R K A B L E :  T E N  O R D I N A R Y  
W O M E N  W H O  I M P A C T E D  T H E I R  
W O R L D  F O R  C H R I S T  
 
Read the powerfully true stories of ten women who 
likely felt less than remarkable—but through their 
faith and obedience, glorified God in remarkable 
ways.  
 
The Lord used each of these women to change their 
worlds for Christ and touch countless lives. Discover 
how ordinary faith and obedience can lead to an 
extraordinary impact. 
 
Learn about women throughout history, including 
Harriet Tubman, Corrie Ten Boom, Phillis Wheatley, 
and more in these inspiring stories written by a 
variety of authors.  
 
Audience 
—Women who want to learn from the examples of 
godly women and grow in their faith, obedience, love, 
and service to the Lord.    
 
Unique Features 
—Each chapter focuses on the story of one woman 
from Christian history. 
—Each chapter includes questions to consider 
followed by response lines for personal application. 
—This book can be used for individual study or in a 
group setting. 
 
Marketing 
—Foreword by Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth. 
—First volume of its kind with plans to feature more 
women of faith in the future. 
 

8.5” x 5.5” softcover (perfect bound)  
84 pages 
ISBN: 9781934718872 
Category: Biblical Womanhood / Living 
Out Christianity  
 
Related Resources 
—Adorned: Living Out the Beauty of the 
Gospel Together 
—You Can Trust God to Write Your Story 
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5” x 7” Paperback / 148 pages
Paperback: 978-1-934718-73-5
Category: Advent / Devotional / Holidays

Related Books
The First Songs of Christmas
Born a Child and Yet a King

C O N S I D E R  J E S U S
A 31-Day Advent Devotional
NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH

The message of Christmas—hope in Jesus—is God’s greatest
gift to us.

In the midst of our own gift-giving traditions this Advent
season, may we remember the Gift of all gifts—God sent His
Son to save us from our sins—bringing hope and eternal life
for all who believe.

Prepare your heart to respond to God’s greatest gift with
Consider Jesus, a new 31-day Advent devotional from Nancy
DeMoss Wolgemuth.

Audience
 Christian men and women who want to mediate on

Jesus during the Advent season
 Families looking for a short, daily Advent devotional
 Revive Our Hearts readers, listeners, partners

Unique Features
 This is the second of three Advent devotionals by

Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth.
 Each day features a key verse and Advent meditation,

a prayer guide, a list of Scripture readings to
encourage deeper study, and questions to consider.

Marketing
 Featured resource on radio, podcasts, blogs
 Seasonal favorite, eagerly anticipated by followers

NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH has touched the lives of millions of women through Revive
Our Hearts and the True Woman movement, calling them to heart revival and biblical
womanhood. Her love for Christ and His Word is infectious and permeates her online
outreaches, conference messages, books, and two daily nationally syndicated radio
programs—Revive Our Hearts and Seeking Him. Her books have sold more than four
million copies and are reaching the hearts of women around the world. Nancy and her
husband, Robert, live in Michigan.
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8.5” x 11” Paperback / 126 pages
Paperback: 9781934718209
Category: Bible Study / Gospel / Joy / Philippians

Related Books
Esther: Trusting God’s Plan Bible Study
30 Days of Choosing Gratitude

J O Y  I N  T H E  M I D S T :  A  S T U D Y  O F
P H I L I P P I A N S
CARRIE GAUL

In this eight-week interactive study of Philippians, you’ll
learn the connection between joy and the gospel. Gain
practical help in applying the gospel to your daily life as
you observe the life of the apostle Paul, a man who
experienced joy in the midst of hardship and adversity.
Discover how to navigate the challenges of uncertain
times while living a life that powerfully proclaims Joy in
the Midst of every circumstance. Great for group studies!

Audience
 Christian men and women experiencing hardship

and adversity
 Church Bible study leaders and attendees
 Individuals looking for a walk through Philippians

Unique Features
 Eight-week study format is great for group

studies.
 Contains worksheets with printed Scripture for

marking and personal study and discussion
questions for reflection.

Marketing
 Author is a popular women’s retreat and

conference speaker in the U.S. and abroad
 Evergreen message for seasons of suffering and

trials

CARRIE GAUL serves on staff with Revive Our Hearts as Liaison for International Outreach
and Staff Care. Her desire is to help women across the globe experience more of Jesus
and His ways through discipleship and focused retreats. Carrie’s love for connecting
gospel truths to the realities of daily life led her to author Joy in the Midst, a study of
Philippians. Her heart for the Muslim world helped to initiate the translation of Revive
Our Hearts resources into Farsi. Carrie and her husband Dennis have been married
thirty-nine years. They have two married children and are Grammy and Papa to Joshua
and Jackson.
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5.5” x 8.5” Paperback / 136 pages
Paperback: 978-1-934718-77-3
Category: Biblical Womanhood / Christian Living /
Marriage & Family / Encouragement

Related Books
The Power of Words
30 Days of Choosing Gratitude

T H E  3 0 - D A Y H U S B A N D
E N C O U R A G E M E N T  C H A L L E N G E

Get ready for God to work in your marriage! Through the 30-
Day Husband Encouragement Challenge, you’ll utilize a
powerful tool in your relationship with your husband—
encouragement. Whether your marriage is going great or
you’re experiencing some struggles, this challenge can help
you breathe new life into your relationship.

Watch what happens when you commit to spending 30 days
intentionally building your husband up. Daily readings include
reflection questions and activities to help make the day’s
thought practical. As you choose to encourage your husband
(and avoid any critical speech), be prepared for God to work
in your relationships … and in your own heart.

Audience
Women who are married and want to breathe new life into
their relationship with their husband

Unique Features
 Daily readings include reflection questions and

activities to help make the day’s thought practical.
 Foreword by Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth
 Includes real-life reflections from women who have

taken the challenge and opportunities to go deeper
each day.

Marketing
 Most successful Revive Our Hearts challenge to date
 Promoted across social media platforms; participants

can interact with and encourage others in online
group
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4.5” x 7” Booklet / 36 pages
Paperback: 978-0-940110-20-5
Category: Mary of Nazareth / Womanhood /
Devotional

Related Books
Biblical Portrait of Womanhood
Becoming a Woman of Discretion

P O R T R A I T  O F  A  W O M A N  U S E D  B Y  G O D :
L E S S O N S  F R O M  T H E  L I F E  O F  M A R Y  O F
N A Z A R E T H
NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH

Mary was a young woman whose world was turned upside
down by a message sent from heaven. Her story shows us
that God can use anyone to fulfill His redemptive purposes.
These 18 devotionals will help you to dig into the life of Mary,
encourage deeper understanding of biblical womanhood, and
equip you to say “yes” to God.

Audience
 Women who want to be used by God, to understand

biblical womanhood, and to know what it means to
say “yes” to God

 Women’s small groups

Unique Features
 Eighteen devotional entries with questions for

“Making it Personal”
 Suitable for individual or small group study
 A dive into the life of Mary of Nazareth as found in

Scripture
 Accompanied by downloadable bookmark

Marketing
 Offered with companion books as the “True Woman

Essentials Set”
 Frequently promoted in conference resource centers

and on ReviveOurHearts.com

NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH has touched the lives of millions of women through Revive Our
Hearts and the True Woman movement, calling them to heart revival and biblical
womanhood. Her love for Christ and His Word is infectious and permeates her online
outreaches, conference messages, books, and two daily nationally syndicated radio
programs—Revive Our Hearts and Seeking Him. Her books have sold more than four
million copies and are reaching the hearts of women around the world. Nancy and her
husband, Robert, live in Michigan.
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W O M E N  O F  T H E  B I B L E
A SERIES OF STUDIES BASED ON THE TEACHINGS OF NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH
Journey with Revive Our Hearts as we explore the lives of various women of the Bible. Each study focuses on
a different biblical truth as participants review the lives of women like Elizabeth, Abigail, Esther, and more.

Titles
Abigail: Living with the Difficult
People in Your Life

Esther: Trusting God’s Plan

Elizabeth: Dealing with
Disappointment

Rahab: Tracing the Thread of
Redemption

Audience
Women who want to engage in
deep-dive studies of women of
the Bible

Unique Features
 Coloring/Doodling pages

with key verses for each
week

 Biblical text included,
probing questions,
suggestions for
Scripture memory and
study application

Marketing
 Each series features

accompanying weekly
podcast

 Splashed across all
media platforms

 Promoted in Revive Our
Hearts ministry leaders
group for study by
churches, small groups
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R A H A B :  T R A C I N G  T H E  T H R E A D  
O F  R E D E M P T I O N  
 
A STUDY BASED ON THE TEACHINGS OF  
NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH 
 
Rahab was known as a prostitute. A sinner—just 
like us. Yet God was faithful to rescue and restore 
her, showcasing His redemption through her story. 
 
In this new Women of the Bible study, Rahab’s life 
reminds you of God’s redemptive work in your life. 
No matter your past or your current situation, 
hope is possible. Discover the beauty of God’s 
saving grace as you study the life and legacy of 
Rahab in Joshua 2.   

 
Audience 
—Women who want to dig deep into Scripture, 
particularly the life of Rahab and how God 
redeems His people. 
 

Unique Features 
—Six-week study format is perfect for personal or 
group studies 
—Contains coloring/doodling pages with key 
verses to focus on each week 
—Includes daily study, biblical text, and discussion 
questions 
 

Marketing 
—This study features an accompanying weekly 
podcast 
—Rahab is the newest Women of the Bible study. 
This series explores the lives of various women 
throughout the Bible, using their stories to show 
God’s power and presence and the application in 
our own lives. 

7” x 9” softcover / 136 pages 
ISBN: 9781934718780 
Category: Women of the Bible 

 
Related Studies 
—Abigail: Living with the Difficult People 
in Your Life 
—Esther: Trusting God’s Plan 
—Elizabeth: Dealing with Disappointment 
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R U T H :  E X P E R I E N C I N G  A  L I F E  
R E S T O R E D  
 
A STUDY BASED ON THE TEACHING OF  
NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH 
 
Ruth was a poverty-stricken widow with no hope 
for the future. Yet God brought restoration, even 
in the most desperate circumstances. 
 
In this new Women of the Bible study, Ruth’s story 
depicts our need for God and the restoration and 
redemption we find in Christ. As you study the life 
of Ruth, you’ll watch how a glimmer of hope turns 
into a dazzling display of grace. Discover how 
every story is really God’s story, even yours.  

 
Audience 
—Women who want to dig deep into Scripture, 
particularly the life of Ruth and how God brings 
restoration for His people. 
 

Unique Features 
—Six-week study format is perfect for personal or 
group studies. 
—Contains Scripture memory pages and key 
verses to focus on each week. 
—Includes daily study, biblical text, and discussion 
questions. 
 

Marketing 
—This study features an accompanying weekly 
podcast. 
—Ruth is the newest Women of the Bible study 
from Revive Our Hearts. This series explores the 
lives of various women throughout the Bible, using 
their stories to show God’s power and presence 
and the application in our own lives. 

7” x 9” softcover / 148 pages 
ISBN: 9781934718797 
Category: Women of the Bible 

 
Related Studies 
—Abigail: Living with the Difficult People 
in Your Life 
—Esther: Trusting God’s Plan 
—Elizabeth: Dealing with Disappointment 
—Rahab: Tracing the Thread of 
Redemption 
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5.5” x 8.5” Paperback / 44 pages
Paperback: 9781934718810
Category: Christian Living / Compassion

Related Books
Living Out the One-Anothers of Scripture:
A 30-Day Devotional
Women of the Bible Series

U N C O M M O N  C O M P A S S I O N : R E V E A L I N G
T H E  H E A R T  O F  G O D
ERIN DAVIS

In this short book, you’ll trace the compassion theme of Jesus
through all of the Bible. Beginning in Genesis and ending in
the book of Revelation, this resource will help you look into
Scripture and see that the Lord is indeed compassionate and
His mercies toward you are tender.

Each short chapter includes reflection questions designed to
help you consider Christ’s compassion toward you with
renewed wonder and to equip you to demonstrate
uncommon compassion toward others.

May Christ’s uncommon compassion move you to worship
and inspire you to respond to the needs of others by putting
your love into action.

Audience
 Christians who desire to show compassion toward

others
 Fans of Erin Davis

Unique Features
 Foreword by Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth
 Includes reflection questions with each chapter
 Traces the theme of compassion in Scripture from

Genesis to Revelation

Marketing
 Introduced on Grounded videocast with cohost

Dannah Gresh
 Promoted via companion blog posts on the Revive Our

Hearts True Woman blog

ERIN DAVIS is a writer and teacher passionately committed to getting women of all ages to the
deep well of God's Word. She is the author of more than a dozen books and Bible studies,
including Connected, Beyond Bath Time, and 7 Feasts. Erin serves as content manager for Revive
Our Hearts and hosts the Women of the Bible podcast and Grounded videocast. When she’s not
writing, you can find Erin chasing chickens and children on her small farm in the Midwest.
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5.5” x 8.5” Paperback / 144 pages
Paperback: 978-1-934718-75-9
Category: Bible / Christian Living/ Devotional Life /
Relationships

Related Books
Abigail: Living with the Difficult People in your
Life
The Lord’s Prayer: A 30-Day Devotional

L I V I N G  O U T  T H E O N E  A N O T H E R S O F
S C R I P T U R E :  A  3 0 - D A Y  D E V O T I O N A L

They are the people you brush past in the grocery store, the
co-workers in your office, and the faces around your
breakfast table. How has God called you to interact with the
“one anothers” all around you?

You’ll learn how to apply the love God has shown to you to
your relationships in four areas: attitude, presence,
communication, and actions. Each day’s reading contains one
of the “one another” commands to ponder, a devotional to
help you capture the idea of the command, and some
practical questions and steps to make it personal.

Audience
Christian men and women who want to actively learn about
living in community with others

Unique Features
 Foreword by Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth
 Each day’s entry contains four doable action points:

Consider, Pray, Trust, and Do

Marketing
 Promoted on two related podcast series
 Fresh, bright graphic representation with new,

engaging content

ERIN DAVIS is a writer and teacher passionately committed to getting women of all ages to the deep
well of God's Word. She is the author of more than a dozen books and Bible studies,
including Connected, Beyond Bath Time, and 7 Feasts. Erin serves as content manager for Revive
Our Hearts and hosts the Women of the Bible podcast and Grounded videocast. When she’s not
writing, you can find Erin chasing chickens and children on her small farm in the Midwest.
HAYLEY MULLINS manages the True Woman blog for Revive Our Hearts. When she’s not writing, you
can find Hayley chasing adventures in libraries, on hiking trails, and through deep conversations.
She lives in the South Bend, Indiana area, where she worships with a small PCA congregation.
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Pocket folder with two 5” x 7” booklets / 24 pages
and 12 pages
Paperback: 978-1-934718-83-4
Category: Christian Living / Spiritual Formation /
Devotional Life

Related Books
My Personal Petitions Prayer Journal
How to Fall & Stay in Love with Jesus

F L O U R I S H :  A  P L A N  F O R  P E R S O N A L  A N D
S P I R I T U A L  V I T A L I T Y

Do you want to be more intentional about growing your
faith? This two-part resource will remind you of the
importance of continually growing spiritually and help you
assess your spiritual health—mind, body, and soul. The first
resource will strengthen your faith with biblically based
reminders. The second resource is a practical tool that will
help you consider various areas of your life and put together
a plan of action for growth.

Audience
Christian men and women who want to assess the state of
their personal and spiritual vitality and set a plan for future
growth

Unique Features
 Two-booklet resource in coordinating folder
 Includes charts, grids, and other resources to assess

spiritual growth
 Asks “what’s going well” and “what’s being neglected”
 Suggests seven graces to add to your faith

Marketing
 Offered as a premium for donors
 Splashed throughout podcasts, app, videocast, and

social media channels

NANCY DEMOSS WOLGEMUTH has touched the lives of millions of women through Revive Our
Hearts and the True Woman movement, calling them to heart revival and biblical womanhood.
Her love for Christ and His Word is infectious and permeates her online outreaches, conference
messages, books, and two daily nationally syndicated radio programs—Revive Our Hearts and
Seeking Him. Her books have sold more than four million copies and are reaching the hearts of
women around the world. Nancy and her husband, Robert, live in Michigan.
DEL FEHSENFELD III is the editor of Revive magazine and directs media and Internet outreaches for
LifeAction Ministries. He also chairs the Pastoral Services Council, which oversees pastoral care
for employees, and provides theological, messaging, and counseling oversight for the ministry.
He and his wife, Debra, live in Buchanan, Michigan, and are the proud parents of four children.
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Faith That Endures
A Practical Commentary on the Book of Hebrews

J. Dwight Pentecost

Guides the reader through the rich historical meaning 
and contemporary applications of Hebrews

While the details of our lives may differ from those of 
the people to whom the book of Hebrews was written, 

there are some things that never change. We live in a hostile, 
unredeemed world, in an unredeemed body, and have an 
unredeemed nature within us. Because we belong to Christ, we 
are targets of the Enemy’s attacks . . .

“The help the author of Hebrews gave to those in circumstances 
similar to ours will provide the help we need to live victoriously 
by faith. His exhortations to patiently endure and his warnings 
against moving backward in our spiritual experience are still 
valid. They show us the importance of walking by faith.”

—from the Preface

This verse-by-verse study of one of the New Testament’s most 
challenging books not only provides helpful insights into the 
structure and meaning of Hebrews, but also emphasizes the prac-
tical application of its truth in numerous “mini-commentaries” 
located throughout the book.

J. Dwight Pentecost (1915–2014) was distinguished professor 
emeritus of Bible exposition at Dallas Theological Seminary 
where he taught for fifty-eight years. He was also senior pastor of 
Grace Bible Church in Dallas. His over twenty books include Thy 
Kingdom Come: Tracing God’s Kingdom Program and Covenant 
Promises Throughout History; The Parables of Jesus: Lessons in Life 
from the Master Teacher; and Design for Discipleship: Discovering 
God’s Blueprint for the Christian Life.

978-0-8254-4777-8 • $17.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 224 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New 

Testament / General
Kregel Classics • Rights: World
Available

• Practical lessons for every Christian on 
the source and power of persistent faith

• Expert exposition from one of the twenti-
eth century’s leading Bible scholars

The Joy of Fellowship: A 
Study in First John
978-0-8254-3468-6 • $12.99

Hebrews
978-0-8254-4660-3 • $17.99

NEW  
COVER!
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Kerux Commentaries enables pastors and teachers 
to understand and effectively present the main 
message in a biblical text

Each Kerux volume enhances the reader’s ability to deliver a 
message that is biblical, cohesive, and dynamic.

Here Schreiner and Compson discuss reading and teach-
ing from Old Testament historical books, including how Old 
Testament history relates to drastically different communities. In 
the case of 1 and 2 Kings, the historical players in Israel’s divided 
monarchy are distinct from the Babylonian exiles for whom the 
text was compiled and even further removed from present-day 
readers. The biblical author of 1 and 2 Kings clearly teaches that 
human choice and divine sovereignty are not in conflict, nor do 
either absolve individual actors of the consequences they must 
face for their choices and actions. 

1 and 2 Kings present an overarching view of Judah and 
Israel as kingdoms in both their glory and their degradation. By 
examining these books and presenting thorough exegesis within 
preachable units of text, Schreiner and Compson guide preachers 
and teachers in articulating biblical—and therefore eminently 
meaningful—applications for Christians.

David B. Schreiner (PhD, Asbury Theological Seminary) is an 
associate professor of Old Testament at Wesley Biblical Seminary 
in Ridgeland, Mississippi. He is the author of Pondering the 
Spade and publishes widely on issues of biblical history and 
interpretation.

Lee Compson (MDiv, Grace Theological Seminary) is senior pas-
tor at Milford First Brethren Church in Milford, Indiana. He is 
also the Regional Resource Coordinator for the Midwest Region 
of The Brethren Church. He is a contributing author to Glimpses of 
the Christ: Sermons from the Gospels.

1 & 2 Kings
A Commentary for Biblical Preaching and Teaching

David B. Schreiner and Lee Compson

978-0-8254-2558-5 • $29.99
Hardback • 7.5 x 9.25 • 272 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old 

Testament / Historical 
Kregel Ministry • Rights: World
July 27, 2022

• A unique commentary series spe-
cifically designed for all preaching 
situations

• Provides the central message of each 
passage, expert theological insight, 
and practical tools for communication 
to contemporary audiences

• Written by a team with expertise in 
both exegesis and homiletics 

Philippians 
978-0-8254-5835-4 • $27.99

Psalms, vol. 1: The Wisdom 
Psalms
978-0-8254-5846-0 • $27.99

KERUX COMMENTARIES
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Numbers
A Commentary for Biblical Preaching and Teaching

Joel Barker and Steven D. West

Kerux Commentaries enable pastors and teachers to 
understand and effectively present the main message in 
a biblical text

Based on the Big Idea preaching model, Kerux volumes 
enhance the reader’s ability to deliver a message that is 

biblical, cohesive, and dynamic.
In Numbers, Joel Barker and Steven West illuminate the endur-

ing importance of this notoriously difficult text for preachers. 
God’s commitment to both his people and his promises claims 
center stage in understanding this Old Testament record of the 
covenant people. Through the lens of an ancient time and faraway 
culture, Numbers emphasizes God’s overwhelming holiness 
and the proper human responses of worship and trust. Barker 
and West guide expositors in shepherding their congregations 
through the book of Numbers and its themes of worship; disobe-
dience and grumbling; judgment and restoration; anticipation of 
promises; and even leadership, all of which relate to God’s people 
today.

Joel Barker (PhD in Christian Theology from McMaster 
Divinity College) is Associate Professor of Biblical Studies at 
Heritage College and Seminary in Cambridge, Ontario. He is 
the author of Joel: Despair and Deliverance in the Day of the Lord 
in the Zondervan Exegetical Commentary of the Old Testament 
series.

Steven D. West (PhD, North-West University) is Provost and 
Professor at Heritage College and Seminary in Cambridge, 
Ontario, and the Lead Pastor of Madoc Baptist Church. Steve 
has preached, lectured, and taught in North and South America, 
Africa, Asia, and Europe. He has also authored or contrib-
uted to several books, including A Contemporary Handbook 
for Weddings & Funerals and Other Occasions, rev. ed., and the 
monograph Resurrection, Scripture, and Reformed Apologetics in 
the McMaster Theological Series.

978-0-8254-5852-1 • $37.99
Hardback • 7.5 x 9.25 • 480 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old 

Testament / Pentateuch
Kregel Ministry • Rights: World
August 29, 2023

• Provides biblical and theological insights 
to Hebrew narrative

• Collaborative work with both scholars 
working at the same institution so that 
the big idea of each text is harmonious

• Illuminates an oft-ignored book in the 
pulpitJeremiah and 

Lamentations (Kerux)
978-0-8254-2567-7 • $38.99

Preaching Old Testament 
Narratives
978-0-8254-4258-2 • $18.99

KERUX COMMENTARIES
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Enables pastors and teachers to deliver biblical, 
cohesive, and dynamic messages

Each Kerux volume uniquely combines the insights of an 
experienced Bible exegete (trained in interpretation) 

and a homiletician (trained in preaching). These two authors 
work together to explain the essential message for the original 
listeners or readers, unpack its timeless truth, and then provide 
a contemporary restatement and communication insights for 
the key biblical concept. Every book is a resource designed and 
written with the real needs of the pastor and teacher always in 
sight, providing many ways to creatively express the principal 
thought in a biblical passage.

In 1 Peter, Timothy E. Miller and Bryan Murawski 
de monstrate how the activity of the triune God provides both 
encouragement and exhortation to the first-century readers 
of 1 Peter. The God who created and called believers has both 
redeemed them and empowered them to stand firm in the face 
of the world’s rejection. Such theological realities apply also 
to today’s believers, those who are the elect of God yet exiles 
in the world. Miller and Murawski infuse textual, canonical, 
historical, and rhetorical insight to support the preaching 
preparation of expositors eager to share the relevance of 1 Peter 
with their congregations.

Timothy E. Miller (PhD in Historical Theology, Westminster 
Theological Seminary, PhD in Biblical Studies, Midwestern 
Baptist Theological Seminary) is associate professor of New 
Testament at Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary. He is the 
author of The Triune God of Unity in Diversity and Translating  
1 Peter Clause by Clause.

Bryan Murawski (PhD, Westminster Theological Seminary) 
teaches Bible and ministry courses at Cairn University. He is the 
author of Preaching Difficult Texts of the Old Testament.

1 Peter
A Commentary for Biblical Preaching and Teaching

Timothy E. Miller & Bryan Murawski

978-0-8254-5841-5 • $32.99
Hardcover • 7.5 x 9.25 • 296 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New 

Testament / General Letters
Kregel Ministry • Rights: World
January 10, 2023

• Thorough exegetical analysis of the 
first of Peter’s epistles

• Exegetical author is a scholar who has 
championed research on the Petrine 
literature

• Emphasis on the new identity God 
gives believers and how such holiness 
ought to be exemplified in real life

Jeremiah and  
Lamentations
978-0-8254-2567-7 • $38.99

Ephesians
978-0-8254-5834-7 • $29.99

KERUX COMMENTARIES
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Enables pastors and teachers to deliver biblical, 
cohesive, and dynamic messages

In Acts, John D. Harvey and David Gentino tease out the 
multifaceted yet compatible purposes apparent in Acts: 

showing God the Holy Spirit in action as Jesus’s disciples 
undertook the commission that he gave them; presenting Jesus 
as Messiah and the source of salvation for all people groups; 
addressing objections to and accusations against the Christian 
movement; validating the Gentile mission; and providing 
models for public proclamation and apologetical defense. Their 
preaching commentary explores contrasts and corollaries 
between the church in Acts and the church today, encouraging 
believers who have the same commission, same empowering 
Spirit, and same challenges of opposition to the faith and 
cultural boundaries as did the early church.

John D. Harvey (ThD, Wycliffe College at the University of 
Toronto) is professor of New Testament and director of the 
PhD program at Columbia Biblical Seminary of Columbia 
International University in South Carolina. He is a member of 
the Evangelical Theological Society and is an ordained teaching 
elder in the Presbyterian Church in America. He served as the 
dean of the European School of Culture and Theology in Korntal, 
Germany, and has taught in the Netherlands, Moldova, Zambia, 
and South Africa. His publications include A Commentary on 
Romans, Interpreting the Pauline Letters, Listening to the Text: 
Oral Patterning in Paul’s Letters, and many more.

David Gentino (MDiv, Columbia Biblical Seminary) is the 
church planting pastor of Columbia Presbyterian Church PCA 
in South Carolina. David and his wife, Julie, have four children 
and have served in several church plants in the United States and 
in South Asia and are active in training planters in the Middle 
East.

Acts
A Commentary for Biblical Preaching and Teaching

John D. Harvey and David Gentino

978-0-8254-5829-3 • $41.99
Hardback • 7.5 x 9.25 • 576 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New 

Testament / Jesus, the Gospels & Acts
Kregel Ministry • Rights: World
July 18, 2023

• Thorough exegetical analysis of the 
Holy Spirit’s empowerment of the first 
church

• Exegetical author is a recognized and 
leading scholar on the New Testament 
church

• Accompanying practical and timely 
homiletical direction and support by a 
practiced homiletician

Luke-Acts in Modern 
Interpretation
978-0-8254-4569-9 • $31.99

Interpreting the Gospels 
and Acts
978-0-8254-2760-2 • $36.99

KERUX COMMENTARIES
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1 & 2 KINGS
David B. Schreiner & Lee Compson
978-0-8254-2558-5 • $32.99
Hardback • 320 pages

1 PETER
Timothy E. Miller &  
Bryan Murawski
978-0-8254-5841-5 • $32.99
Hardback • 296 pages

ACTS
John D. Harvey & David Gentino
978-0-8254-5829-3 • $41.99
Hardback • 576 pages

COLOSSIANS AND PHILEMON
Adam Copenhaver &  
Jeffrey D. Arthurs
978-0-8254-5836-1 • $30.99
Hardback • 336 pages

EPHESIANS 
Gregory S. MaGee &  
Jeffrey D. Arthurs 
978-0-8254-5834-7 • $29.99
Hardback • 288 pages 

HEBREWS
Herbert W. Bateman IV &  
Steven W. Smith
978-0-8254-5839-2 • $36.99
Hardback • 432 pages

JEREMIAH AND LAMENTATIONS
Duane Garrett & Calvin F. Pearson
978-0-8254-2567-7 • $38.99
Hardback • 504 pages

PHILIPPIANS
Thomas S. Moore &  
Timothy D. Sprankle
978-0-8254-5835-4 • $27.99
Hardback • 304 pages

PSALMS, VOL 1:  
THE WISDOM PSALMS
W. Creighton Marlowe &  
Charles H. Savelle Jr.
978-0-8254-5846-0 •$27.99
Hardback • 232 pages

ZEPHANIAH-MALACHI
Gary V. Smith &  
Timothy D. Sprankle
978-0-8254-2573-8 • $32.99
Hardback • 384 pages

Also Available in the Kerux Series

Each volume uniquely combines the insights of an experienced Bible exegete (trained in 
interpretation) and a homiletician (trained in preaching). These two authors work together 

to explain the essential message for the original listeners or readers, unpack its timeless truth, 
and then provide a contemporary restatement and communication of insights for the key 
biblical concept. Every book is a resource designed and written with the real needs of the pastor 
and teacher always in sight, providing many ways to creatively express the principal thought in 
a biblical passage.
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What can we know about the apostle Paul, and what 
difference does it make?

Paul of Tarsus was an undeniably forceful presence in the 
early Christian church, instructing fledgling congrega-

tions of believers throughout the Mediterranean in person and 
by letter and authoring about half of the New Testament in the 
process. But who was this powerful personality? And how can 
students most benefit from the extensive studies on Paul avail-
able today?

New Testament scholars Miguel Echevarría and Benjamin 
Laird provide an invaluable foundation for students beginning 
their investigations into the apostle Paul, Paul’s theology, and 
Pauline studies, addressing orienting questions such as these:

• What do we know about Paul’s family?
• How did Paul’s companions assist in the composition and 

distribution of his letters?
• Did Paul think his letters were authoritative Scripture?
• Is there a center to Paul’s theology?
• What is Paul’s Christology?
• Does Paul address slavery and racial division?

Through its question-and-answer format, 40 Questions About 
the Apostle Paul provides a succinct introduction and entryway 
to more advanced study of Paul and the Pauline letter corpus. 
Additional resources are available at 40questions.net.

Benjamin P. Laird (PhD, University of Aberdeen) serves as 
Associate Professor of Biblical Studies at the John W. Rawlings 
School of Divinity of Liberty University. His recent publications 
include Five Views on the New Testament Canon, The Pauline 
Corpus in Early Christianity, and Creating the Canon. He lives in 
Lynchburg, Virginia, with his wife and five children. 

Miguel G. Echevarría (PhD in New Testament from The 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) serves as Associate 
Professor of New Testament and Greek at Southeastern Baptist 
Theological Seminary and is the author of The Future Inheritance 
of Land in the Pauline Epistles.

40 Questions About the Apostle Paul
Benjamin P. Laird & Miguel G. Echeverría 

978-0-8254-4752-5 • $24.99
Paperback • 6 x 9 • 376 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New 

Testament / Paul’s Letters
Kregel Academic • Rights: World
October10, 2023

• Offers a great starting point for any of 
Paul’s letters

• The first of the 40 Questions series that 
surveys a singular biblical character

• Collaborative work from scholars sea-
soned in studying Pauline literature

Studying Paul’s Letters 
with Mind and Heart
978-0-8254-4472-2 • $23.99

40 Questions About the 
Historical Jesus
978-0-8254-4284-1 • $27.99

40 QUESTIONS SERIES
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Nearly all believers read a translated Bible, yet few 
understand the complex art and scholarship unique to 
Bible translation

The importance of Bible translation in historic and contem-
porary Christianity cannot be overstated, with millions 

around the globe reading and studying the Bible in their own 
language. Notable translation expert Mark Strauss answers 
a wide range of questions about this essential reality of the 
Christian faith.

40 Questions About Bible Translation addresses questions 
related to the process and history of Bible translation; Bible ver-
sions and international translation efforts; and the multifaceted 
challenges in translating the Bible, such as:

• What makes Bible versions different from one another?
• What should be the goal of translation?
• When, why, and how were chapters and verses introduced 

into the Bible?
• How did the King James Version come about?
• How do international Bible translators go about their 

work?
• What is the difference between grammatical and biologi-

cal gender, and how does this affect translation?

40 Questions About Bible Translation utilizes an accessible 
question-and-answer format so readers can better understand 
the Bibles they rely upon. Additional resources available at 
40questions.net.

Mark L. Strauss (PhD, University of Aberdeen) is University 
Professor of New Testament at Bethel Seminary, where he has 
served since 1993. His books include Four Portraits, One Jesus; 
How to Read the Bible in Changing Times; The Essential Bible 
Companion; and commentaries on Mark and Luke. He also 
serves as Vice Chair of the Committee on Bible Translation for 
the New International Version.

40 Questions About Bible Translation
Mark L. Strauss

978-0-8254-4750-1 • $24.99
Paperback • 6 x 9 • 352 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Exegesis 

& Hermeneutics
Kregel Academic • Rights: World
September 19, 2023

• Accessible understanding of the issues 
without the need for Hebrew or Greek 
studies

• Provides insight into the various lexical 
and cultural issues that are the most 
challenging for Bible translators

• Author is Vice Chair of the Committee 
on Bible Translation for the New 
International Version (NIV)

The Hermeneutics of 
the Biblical Writers
978-0-8254-4324-4 • $24.99

40 Questions About 
Interpreting the Bible, 
2nd ed.
978-0-8254-4666-5 • $25.99

40 QUESTIONS SERIES
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40 Questions About the Text and Canon  
of the New Testament

Charles L. Quarles and L. Scott Kellum

How did the New Testament come to be?

The writings that comprise the New Testament are critical 
for understanding the life, teachings, and impact of Jesus 

of Nazareth, all of which are central to Christianity. But how 
were these texts circulated, collected, and given their canonical 
status? Is the New Testament a trustworthy source for learning 
about Jesus and the early church?

New Testament scholars L. Scott Kellum and Charles L. 
Quarles address the most pressing questions regarding the 
study of New Testament texts, their transmission, and their col-
lection into the canon, such as: 

• What happened to the original manuscripts of the New 
Testament?

• With all the variants, can we still speak of inspiration and 
inerrancy?

• What are the competing views on canon?
• Did the apostles recognize contemporaneous books as 

Scripture?
• Did the early councils decide the canon?

40 Questions About the Text and Canon of the New Testament 
uses a question-and-answer format so readers can pursue the 
issues that interest them most with additional resources at 
40questions.net.

Charles L. Quarles (PhD, Mid-America Baptist Theological 
Seminary) serves as research professor of New Testament and 
biblical theology at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary 
and is the author of Matthew in the Evangelical Biblical Theology 
Commentary series.

L. Scott Kellum (PhD, Southeastern Baptist Theological 
Seminary) is currently senior professor of New Testament and 
Greek at SEBTS. He is a coauthor of The Cradle, the Cross, and the 
Crown: An Introduction to the New Testament. He has also writ-
ten Acts in the Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament 
series and Preaching the Farewell Discourse.

978-0-8254-4275-9 • $28.99
Paperback • 6 x 9 • 416 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & 

Interpretation / New Testament
Kregel Academic • Rights: World
June 20, 2023

• Latest addition to the best-selling 40 
Questions series

• Answers forty of the most pertinent and 
often-asked questions about biblical 
inclusion

• Provides accurate, specific, systematic, 
and academically sound responses for 
all readers

40 Questions About 
Interpreting the Bible, 
Second Edition
978-0-8254-4666-5 • $25.99

Five Views on the New 
Testament Canon
978-0-8254-4727-3 • $24.99

40 QUESTIONS SERIES
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978-0-8254-4622-1 • $21.99

978-0-8254-4277-3 • $23.99 978-0-8254-4666-5 • $25.99

978-0-8254-3896-7 • $24.99978-0-8254-4656-6 • $23.99 978-0-8254-4448-7 • $24.99

978-0-8254-2941-5 • $27.99

OTHER POPULAR TITLES IN THE 40 QUESTIONS SERIES

978-0-8254-4276-6 • $27.99

978-0-8254-3364-1 • $19.99
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We cannot love others well without speaking the truth

Loving our neighbors well includes engaging in robust 
conversations that destabilize false belief systems. In 

addressing the mind, will, and emotions of actual, complex 
people, Christian believers must develop various approaches to 
meet diverse personalities and multiple connection points.

In Persuasive Apologetics, pastor and professor Jeffrey M. 
Robinson explores what’s below the surface of intellectual- 
sounding objections to Christianity. He shows what it means to 
contend for the truth through real-life examples of communicat-
ing with those who hold differing beliefs. Robinson covers foun-
dational and practical issues, such as:

• the importance of demeanor in being persuasive
• various apologetic approaches
• the influence of worldview presuppositions
• using undercutting defeaters to expose faulty thinking
• causes of nonbelief
• the historical Jesus compared with figureheads of com-

peting belief systems
• the hope that Jesus offers

Persuasive Apologetics will challenge serious seekers to peel 
back the layers of skeptical arguments and equip committed 
Christians looking to hone their apologetics skills.

Jeffrey M. Robinson (PhD, Apologetics, Liberty University) is 
the lead pastor of Grace Fellowship: A Church for All Nations, 
a large multicultural church in West Palm Beach, Florida. Jeff 
also serves as a subject matter expert in apologetics for the Lee 
Strobel Center for Evangelism and Applied Apologetics. Jeff 
resides in South Florida with his wife, Jenn, and their children. 
You can find further resources at www.jeffreyrobinson.org and 
gograce.church.

Persuasive Apologetics
The Art of Handling Tough Questions Without Pushing People Away

Jeffrey M. Robinson

978-0-8254-4830-0 • $21.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 152 pages
RELIGION / Christian Theology / 

Apologetics
Kregel Ministry • Rights: World
September 19, 2023

• Simultaneously thorough and concise

• World-class apologist with train-
ing under David Baggett and Gary 
Habermas

• Pastoral and missional with evangelism 
at its foreground

Urban Apologetics
978-0-8254-4290-2 • $17.99

The Qur’an and the 
Christian
978-0-8254-4708-2 • $19.99
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Are multisite churches a healthy model for corporate 
worship? 

The multisite church model has been consistently challenged 
by those who deem it unbiblical and incompatible with 

God’s design for the local church, but does Scripture support 
this claim? In Multisite Churches, pastor and church vitalist 
Dustin Slaton posits that congregational polity is compatible 
with the multisite model, dismantling critiques with both 
urgency and care for the local church’s future. At a time when 
church fostering and church adoption are predicted to increase 
significantly, the multisite church model is a solution that can 
support the adoption of churches.

Bringing in personal experience and erudite research, Slaton 
heuristically demonstrates a methodological approach of eccle-
siology with a theological framework for the multisite model, 
fairly addressing both critics and supporters. Faithful to the 
biblical examples provided, he evaluates the marks of a healthy 
church and how they can be applied to the multisite model. 
Attributes include, but are not limited to:  

• Preaching and Teaching • Leadership and Discipleship
• Baptism and the Lord’s Supper • Stewardship Accountability
• Church Membership • Evangelism and Missions

Multisite Churches is a resource for biblical ecclesiology with 
wide-ranging benefits for both clergy and congregant. Those 
prayerfully discerning whether they can transition to a mul-
tisite church in a biblical way and those who are interested in the 
topic will benefit from the guidance and insight provided in this 
timely resource.  

Dustin L. Slaton (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary) is Lead Pastor at First Baptist Church in Round 
Rock, Texas. He served for more than ten years in youth minis-
tries in Arkansas, Colorado, and Texas before serving six years 
as the campus pastor at Green Acres Baptist Church in Tyler, 
Texas. In addition to a PhD, Slaton has a BA in Theology from 
Ouachita Baptist University and an MDiv from Southwestern 
Baptist Theological Seminary.

Multisite Churches
Biblical Foundations and Practical Answers

Dustin L. Slaton

978-0-8254-4829-4 • $22.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 312 pages
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / 

Pastoral Resources
Kregel Ministry • Rights: World
January 16, 2024

• Provides an experiential perspective on 
the multisite model 

• Bridges the gap between the early 
church and the church of today

• Practical resource for churches facing a 
digital, post-pandemic world

Church Revitalization
978-0-8254-4753-2 • $23.99

The Mentoring Church 
978-0-8254-4464-7 • $20.99
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Discover the beauty of theological institutions and 
churches working with and for one another

Theological Education demonstrates how churches and semi-
naries can cooperate through a competency-based learning 

approach to ministry preparation—that is, competency-based 
theological education (CBTE). CBTE focuses on the mutual 
mission of the church and theological education: developing fol-
lowers of Christ who flourish in their vocations.

This first book-length treatment of CBTE lays the ground-
work for expansion and refinement as theological schools and 
churches move together in partnership, exploring:

• principles that ground successful CBTE cooperation, 
such as collaborative mission, contextualized disciple-
ship, and holistic assessment; and

• practices that a CBTE approach requires, such as afford-
able programs, flexible technology, and continuous 
improvement.

Using the CBTE model means seminaries can provide prac-
tical ministry training together with churches who invest in the 
theological education of those who minister among them.

Kenton C. Anderson serves as President of Providence 
University College and Theological Seminary. He is the author 
of Integrative Preaching and Choosing to Preach. He is the founder 
of Immerse, the first fully competency-based master’s degree 
accredited by the Association of Theological Schools.

Gregory J. Henson (DMin, Sioux Falls Seminary; MBA, 
Benedictine University) serves as President of Kairos University. 
His work on innovation, theological education, organizational 
transformation, and governance has been used by seminaries, 
universities, churches, and nonprofits on six continents. Greg’s 
most recent book, The Council, offers an alternative view on 
organizational governance.

Theological Education
Principles and Practices of a Competency-Based Approach

Kenton C. Anderson and Gregory J. Henson

978-0-8254-4844-7 • $21.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 144 pages
EDUCATION / Teacher & Student 

Mentoring
Kregel Academic • Rights: World
March 19, 2024

• Provides guidance for moving from 
CBTE theory to practice

• Authors are experienced organizational 
leaders

• Provides transitional steps, challenging 
readers to reassess student engage-
ment in the classroomInvitation to Educational 

Ministry
978-0-8254-4444-9 • $44.99

Generational Leadership
978-1-946707-55-0 • $11.99
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

A New Testament commentary steeped in the Old 
Testament

Through Old Testament Eyes is a new kind of commen-
tary series that illuminates the Old Testament back-

grounds, allusions, patterns, and references that saturate the 
New Testament. These links were second nature to the New 
Testament authors and their audiences, but today’s readers 
often cannot see them. Bible teachers, preachers, and students 
committed to understanding Scripture will gain insight through 
these rich Old Testament connections, which clarify puzzling 
passages and explain others in fresh ways.

The Gospel of Matthew contains both overt and subtle con-
nections to the Old Testament, capitalizing on the scriptural lit-
eracy of the work’s original, first-century Jewish audience. These 
complex and multifaceted connections are not always recog-
nized by today’s readers, meaning significant ideas can be easily 
missed or misappropriated. David B. Capes elucidates these ex-
tensive backgrounds, echoes, quotations, ways of thinking, and 
patterns of living, showing how God’s plan—introduced in the 
Hebrew Scriptures—is revealed through the very person, work, 
life, and ministry of Jesus.

Avoiding overly technical discussions and interpretive 
debates to concentrate on Old Testament influences, this book 
combines rigorous, focused New Testament scholarship with 
deep respect for the entire biblical text.

David B. Capes (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary) is the executive director of the Lanier Theological 
Library (Houston, Texas). He taught for more than thirty years 
in various colleges and graduate schools around the coun-
try. He earned his PhD in New Testament. He is the author, 
coauthor, editor, or coeditor of a number of books including 
The Divine Christ: Paul, the Lord Jesus, and the Scriptures of Israel 
and Rediscovering Paul: An Introduction to His World, Letters, and 
Theology.

Matthew Through Old Testament Eyes
A Background and Application Commentary

David B. Capes

978-0-8254-4478-4 • $30.99
Paperback • 6 x 9 • 400 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New 

Testament / Jesus, the Gospels and 
Acts

Kregel Academic • Rights: World
March 26, 2024

• Written by an esteemed New Testament 
scholar highly respected by both 
academy and church

• Fourth book in this unique series 

• Packed with insightful, devotional, and 
practical application

Revelation Through Old 
Testament Eyes
978-0-8254-4473-9 • $29.99

John Through Old 
Testament Eyes
978-0-8254-4508-8 • $29.99

THROUGH OLD TESTAMENT E YES
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

According to Paul, it is by the Spirit, through Christ, 
that God transforms people, communities, and the 
cosmos

Prominent recent studies elevate the themes of “Christo-
formity” and “Cruciformity” in Paul, but few sufficiently 

account for how a believer is actually transformed into the 
image of Christ. Pneumaformity fills the gap in Pauline studies 
by surveying Paul’s letters for teachings on the Spirit’s agency in 
the life of God’s people. This study aptly demonstrates that the 
Holy Spirit is the instrument through whom such radical living 
is possible. This study dives into Paul’s teachings on the follow-
ing aspects of the Spirit’s agency and more:

• the Spirit’s participation in conversion
• the Spirit’s role in forming Christian character
• the Spirit’s integrating work within the Christian 

community
• the Spirit and missional engagement
• the Spirit’s place in the believer’s final eschatological 

transformation

Keown shows how Paul infuses his christological language 
with pneumatological realities, offering readers a fuller under-
standing of the Spirit’s work in individuals, the church, and the 
world.

Rev. Dr. Mark J. Keown (ThD, Australian College of Theol-
ogy) received his ThD studying the importance of evangelism 
to the letter of Philippians in 1994. Mark served as a pastor for 
years until taking up the role as Senior Lecturer in New Tes-
tament at Laidlaw College, New Zealand, in 2005. His publi-
cations include Philippians (2 vols.) in the Evangelical Exegeti-
cal Commentary series and Discovering the New Testament: An 
Introduction to Its Background, Theology, and Themes (3 vols.). 
He is also a singer-songwriter and an avid spin instructor and 
cyclist.

Pneumaformity
Transformation by the Spirit in Paul

Mark J. Keown

978-0-8254-4726-6 • $33.99
Paperback • 6 x 9 • 512 pages
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New 

Testament / Paul’s Letters 
Kregel Academic • Rights: World
March 26, 2024

• Calls the church to holistically embody 
a life led by the Spirit in accordance 
with Scripture

• Written by a scholar with a pastor’s 
heart and calling

• Underscores the necessity of God’s Holy 
Spirit in the work and life of the believer 
and church 

40 Questions About the 
Apostle Paul
978-0-8254-4752-5 • $24.99

Studying Paul’s Letters with 
Mind and Heart
978-0-8254-4472-2 • $24.99
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New Release—November 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Plato
Great Thinkers
DAVID TALCOTT 
A surprising intellectual ally to Christians, Plato critiqued the 
relativism, materialism, and hedonism of his day. However, 
Talcott shows that he fell short in notable ways—making our 
discernment vital.
David Talcott Assistant Professor of Philosophy to Associate Professor of 
Philosophy (The King’s College), Program Manager for TruthXchange Ministries.

Endorsements
“In his contribution to the Great Thinkers series, David 
Talcott asks: “Shall we love Plato or scorn him?” In an age 
so engrossed in the plenty and passions of this world, to the 
neglect of the eternal things that do not change, Talcott 
insists that Plato’s defense of reality that transcends this 
world—apart from which this world makes no sense—can, 
despite the great philosopher’s pagan limitations, aid us in 
our disputes with the materialists and relativists of our day. 
But in so doing, the book is also useful in repreparing our 
neighbors for the gospel by providing a fuller view of 
ourselves and the universe.”
—David C. Innes, Professor of Politics, The King’s College; 
minister, OPC

“In effortless prose, David Talcott achieves what I would 
have thought impossible in such a thin volume: he gives 
readers a taste of the insights and delights Plato offers, while 
weaving in contemporary secondary literature, 
disagreements among specialists, and advice to Christians 
on how to appreciate and critique Plato’s ideas. A splendid 
work on one of the world’s most important philosophers. Very 
well done.”
—James E. Bruce, Professor of Philosophy, John Brown University; 
Director, Center for Faith and Flourishing; teaching elder, PCA

“David Talcott has given Christians an excellent introduction 
to Plato’s thought and significance. This bite-sized book is 
perfect for the average interested layperson at church or 
young person engaging with philosophy for the first time. 
Both appreciative and critical, Plato will help believers 
understand and evaluate the thought of one of history’s 
greatest philosophers.”
—Steven Wedgeworth, Rector, Christ Church Anglican, South Bend, 
Indiana: a founder of the Davenant Institute; regular contributor to Desiring 
God and World Opinions

Category:  Worldviews 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-869-9 

Price: $19.99

Pages: 160 est. 

Binding: Paperback (6” x 9”) 

Available: 11/01/2023 

BISAC: REL067030

Related Titles

PLATO

DAVID TALCOTT
Foreword by Anthony Esolen

Immanuel Kant,
978-1-62995-701-2,
$15.99

Alvin Plantinga, 
978-1-62995-853-8,
$15.99
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New Release—November 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Concise Systematic 
Theology
An Introduction to Christian Belief
John M. Frame
Writing both to the beginner and to anyone reviewing core 
biblical doctrines, John Frame presents a brief but 
comprehensive introduction to Reformed systematics. This 
enhanced edition of Salvation Belongs to the Lord (2006) 
provides readers with study questions, memory verses, and 
additional resources to help them to grasp the general shape 
and content of Scripture’s teaching.

John M. Frame (BD, Westminster Theological Seminary; AM, 
MPhil, Yale University; DD, Belhaven College) is J. D. Trimble 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Philosophy, Emeritus, 
Reformed Theological Seminary, Orlando. He is the author of 
many books, including the four-volume Theology of Lordship 
series, and previously taught theology and apologetics at 
Westminster Theological Seminary (Philadelphia) and at 
Westminster Seminary California.

Endorsements
"This is an excellent introduction, an appetizer for further 
reading and feasting on the riches of Scripture. Frame’s writing 
is always stimulating and accessible. I hope that many will be 
encouraged to read theology, think about it, and develop a 
lasting taste for disciplined theological study, properly 
understood as focused exploration of the Christian faith."
–Robert Letham, Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology, 
Union School of Theology, Wales

"There’s no one I trust more as a teacher of theology than John 
Frame. His unwavering commitment to the authority, clarity, 
and sufficiency of Scripture is coupled with a brilliant intellect, 
not to mention an enviable ability to communicate profound 
truths in ways that impact both mind and heart. I have 
enthusiastically recommended the original edition of this book 
on many occasions. With the enhancements in the new edition, 
Concise Systematic Theology will continue to be my first 
recommendation as an introduction to Christian doctrine."
–James N. Anderson, Carl W. McMurray Professor of Theology and 
Philosophy, Reformed Theological Seminary, Charlotte

"John Frame is the most creative conservative evangelical 
theologian of his generation, and I am delighted to recommend 
to another generation this excellent summary of what 
Christians believe. Here is the perfect combination of biblical 
fidelity, pedagogical utility, prose clarity, doctrinal profundity, 
and spiritual fecundity. Five out of five stars!"
–Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Research Professor of Systematic Theology, 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

Category: Theology

ISBN: 979-8-88779-018-3

Price: $39.99

Pages: 544

Binding: Hardcover (6” x 9”)

Available: 11/08/2023

BISAC: REL067110

Related Titles

An Introduction to Systematic Theology,
978-0-87552-789-5
$27.99

Systematic Theology,, 
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New Release—April 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

The Gospel of Jesus
The Four Gospels in a Single 
Complete Narrative
LORAINE BOETTNER  
In the mid-100s, Tatian the Syrian assembled the Diatessaron—the 
gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John arranged in a single 
narrative. In 1933, Reformed theologian Loraine Boettner created his 
own diatessaron—a gospel harmony that can be used with benefit as 
a Bible study aid. The Gospel of Jesus is one continuous, highly 
readable gospel account that is, so far as is possible, placed in 
chronological order with locations and dates. With marginal 
references and clear indications of all editorial changes, this new 
giftable edition features the modern Christian Standard Bible 
translation and includes maps.
Loraine Boettner (ThB and ThM, Princeton Theological Seminary; also received 
honorary degrees in DD and LittD) is best known as the author of The Reformed 
Doctrine of Predestination, The Millennium, and Roman Catholicism. 

Endorsements
"We learn much about our Lord by listening to the distinctive 
witness of each of the four Gospels—Matthew, Mark, Luke, and 
John. Their complementary perspectives paint a three-
dimensional portrait of Jesus the Messiah. But we also benefit 
from hearing the Gospels' united witness, their four voices 
confessing together about Christ's words and works. Loraine 
Boettner's integration of the fourfold canonical Good News helps 
new generations of Christians encounter the testimony of "the 
original eyewitnesses and servants of the world," deepening our 
certainty in what we have been instructed (Luke 1:2-4). The use 
of the Christian Standard Bible (2017), which happily combines 
accuracy with readability, makes this new edition of Boettner's 
harmony both edifying and pleasurable to read."
—Dennis E. Johnson, Professor Emeritus of Practical Theology, Westminster 
Seminary California

"Loraine Boettner was truly a phenomenal theologian, and I 
cannot suppress my excitement at the opportunity to 
recommend his work The Gospel of Jesus. Enjoy this volume and 
then share it with someone!"
—Harry L. Reeder III, Senior Pastor, Briarwood Presbyterian Church, 
Birmingham, Alabama

Category: Biblical Studies

ISBN: 978-1-62995-023-5

Price: $24.99

Pages: 224 est.

Binding: Hardback (5 1/2” x 8 1/2”)

Available: 4/19/2023

BISAC: REL006710

Related Titles

Divine Providence,
978-1-62995-016-7
$27.99

The Reformed Doctrine of Predestination
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$19.99
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New Release—May 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

The Person and Work of 
Christ
Revised and Enhanced
The Classic Warfield Collection
BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD
edited by John J. Hughes
Princeton theologian B. B. Warfield was a watchman on the wall of 
orthodoxy. His temperament, training, and talent—together with his 
deep love for Christ and amazing breadth of knowledge—shaped 
him into the twentieth century’s greatest defender of the faith. His 
writings have been studied with profit for well over a hundred years—a 
tribute to his clear, careful, cogent, gospel-centered exposition of 
orthodox Christianity, which he called “the redemptive religion” and 
which he fearlessly defended.

In The Person and Work of Christ, Warfield demonstrates that "it is no 
more possible to have a Christianity without an atoning Christ than it is 
to have a Christianity without a divine Christ." Warfield's incisive 
scholarship shines in this new and enhanced edition, which has been 
edited, formatted, and retypeset for modern readers. Its carefully 
prepared aids include fulsome abstracts at the beginning of each 
chapter, intelligent headings, smart paragraph breaks, explanatory 
notes, definitions of obscure terms, discussion questions, 
recommended reading, complete footnotes and bibliographies, and 
more.
Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield (1887–1921) was professor of didactic and 
polemic theology at the Theological Seminary of Princeton. 

Endorsements
“The Old Princetonians have received renewed attention today, as 
their theological method, doctrine of Scripture, and Reformed 
soteriology are resurrected. But they are not often analyzed in the 
domain of Christology. This new edition of B. B. Warfield’s works on 
Christology is therefore an invitation full of potential. Here is an 
opportunity to consider the variety of ways in which Warfield 
articulated Christology in an age still influenced by the effects of 
modernity. In view of today’s rising interest in retrieval, this volume 
should reenter the conversation as the next generation examines 
Warfield’s Christology in light of our church fathers and their famous 
definition of Christology at Chalcedon.”
—Matthew Barrett, Associate Professor of Christian Theology and Director of The 
Center for Classical Theology, Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

“The Person and Work of Christ gathers seventeen extraordinary essays 
on Jesus in himself, Jesus as atoning sacrifice, and Jesus as the one we 
believe and follow. B. B. Warfield’s work always merits reading for its 
superb harmony of exegesis, systematic reflection, and personal 
devotion. Any number of Warfield’s articles are priceless for their 
unique contribution (see ‘The Emotional Life of Our Lord’), for their 
contribution of foundational theology (see ‘The Chief Theories of the 
Atonement’), or for their clear call to discipleship (see ‘Imitating the 
Incarnation’).”
—Daniel M. Doriani, Professor of Biblical Theology, Covenant Theological Seminary; 
Founder and Director, Center of Faith and Work, St. Louis

Category: Biblical Studies 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-897-2 

Price: $49.99

Pages: 800

Binding: Hardcover with 

Imitation Leather (6” x 9”) 

Available: 5/10/23 
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New Release—May 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

The Inspiration and
Authority of the Bible
Revised and Enhanced
The Classic Warfield Collection
BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD
edited by John J. Hughes
Princeton theologian B. B. Warfield was a watchman on the wall of 
orthodoxy. His temperament, training, and talent—together with his 
deep love for Christ and amazing breadth of knowledge—shaped him 
into the twentieth century’s greatest defender of the faith. His writings 
have been studied with profit for well over a hundred years—a tribute to 
his clear, careful, cogent, gospel-centered exposition of orthodox 
Christianity, which he called “the redemptive religion” and 
which he fearlessly defended.

In The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible, Warfield says that the Bible is 
"an oracular book . . . the Word of God in such a sense that whatever it says 
God says" that all its affirmations are "to be esteemed as the utterance of 
God, of infallible truth and authority." Warfield's incisive scholarship shines 
in this new and enhanced edition, which has been edited, formatted, and 
retypeset for modern readers. Its carefully prepared aids include fulsome 
abstracts at the beginning of each chapter, intelligent headings, smart 
paragraph breaks, explanatory notes, definitions of obscure terms, 
discussion questions, recommended reading, complete footnotes and 
bibliographies, and more.

Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield (1887–1921) was professor of didactic and 
polemic theology at the Theological Seminary of Princeton.

Endorsements
“Few theologians of the last century can match the biblical faithfulness, 
theological depth, wide-ranging scholarship, and warm piety of B. B. 
Warfield. In particular, Warfield's writings on revelation and inspiration 
set the mark for a Reformed exposition and defense of the doctrine of 
Scripture. So we may be grateful for this new and enhanced edition of 
The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible. With full and updated 
bibliography, helpful editorial notes, and reader-friendly abstracts and 
study questions, The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible is poised to 
inform the minds and stir the hearts of a new generation of readers.” —
Guy Prentiss Waters, James M. Baird Jr. Professor of New Testament and Academic 
Dean, Reformed Theological Seminary, Jackson, Mississippi

“I cannot overstate the timeliness, the thoroughness, the importance of 
the helpful study guides, and the amazing bibliographies of the volume. 
What an achievement. Van Til’s appendix alone is worth the price of the 
volume.”
—William Edgar, Professor of Apologetics, Westminster Theological Seminary; Associate 
Professor, Faculté Jean Calvin, Aix-en-Provence, France

“B. B. Warfield’s meticulous exegesis of biblical texts in support of 
systematic theology has had a lifelong impact on my life, both in the 
example of his careful method of argument and also in the way in which 
his Inspiration and Authority of the Bible deepened my conviction of the 
complete divine authorship and unfailing truthfulness of the entire Bible. 
I highly recommend this new edition of Warfield’s work.”
—Wayne Grudem, Distinguished Research Professor of Theology and Biblical Studies, 
Phoenix Seminary

Category: Biblical Studies 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-896-5 
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New Release—June 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

The Shepherd's Toolbox
Advancing You Church's Shepherding 
Ministry
Timothy Z. Witmer
In The Shepherd Leader, pastor and professor Tim Witmer laid out seven 
elements of an effective shepherding plan, showing church leaders how 
to minister to their congregations in practical, pastoral ways. Now, in 
this standalone but complementary volume, he gathers seven church 
leaders to show how they and their churches have addressed specific 
challenges in innovative ways. How do you adapt a shepherding plan to 
a large congregation? How do you fine-tune or revise plans that aren’t 
working? How do pastors get reluctant elders on board? How do male 
leaders make sure the women of the congregation are receiving 
adequate care? Randy Schlichting, Bijan Mirtolooi, John Barrett, Ken 
Jones, Mark Hallock, Gary Smith, and Sue Harris contribute.      

Timothy Z. Witmer is pastor emeritus at Crossroads Community Church, Upper Darby, 
Pennsylvania, having served there for more than twenty-five years. A former professor of 
practical theology at Westminster Theological Seminary, he works with churches to 
establish or fine tune their shepherding ministry.

Endorsements
“Tim Witmer’s The Shepherd Leader was so good for my heart. Now 
comes the sequel, The Shepherd’s Toolbox, which is so good for 
getting my hands around the practical aspects of church 
leadership—verything from church planting, to technology uses, 
to how to endure in the hard times. Very helpful for the plumbing, 
ploughing, and carpentry of everyday ministry.”
—Bryan Chapell, Stated Clerk, Presbyterian Church in America

“Tim Witmer has long served the church by helping pastors 
understand and live out their God-given roles. In this valuable  
book, Witmer orchestrates a team of leaders who answer pressing 
questions such as the best way to set up effective shepherding 
structures and wise ways to care for women.”
—Daniel M. Doriani, Professor of Theology and Vice President, Covenant 
Theological Seminary

“Concerning the church, the heart of Christ, who calls himself our 
Good Shepherd, is people and communities that provide hands-on 
care for his sheep. The One who is gentle and lowly in heart wants 
to be experienced as such through the hearts and hands of his 
people. The authors of this book do an excellent job helping us 
form ministry that makes such realities not only possible, but 
likely.”
—Scott Sauls, Pastor, Christ Presbyterian Church, Author

“If you were helped in the last 10 years by reading The Shepherd 
Leader by Timothy Witmer, then you are going to love this follow 
up to that important work, The Shepherd’s Toolbox edited by 
Timothy Witmer.  This book is the ideal follow up to Witmer’s 
classic work for two reasons. It takes his biblical principles of 
shepherding and makes them practical. But he also gathers proven 
pastoral voices from a variety of church sizes to prove his 
shepherding convictions are applicable in any church context. 
Every pastor who desires to understand how to shepherd in their 
specific church scenario and how to do so practically need to read 
this book and read it with their fellow elders.”
—Dale Ralph Davis, Minister in Residence, First Presbyterian Church,
Columbia, South Carolina

Category: Church Ministry

ISBN: 978-1-62995-531-5

Price: $16.99

Pages: 176 est.

Binding: Paperback (5 3/8” x 8 1/2”)

Available: 6/21/2023

BISAC: REL074000

Related Titles

The Shepherd Leader,
978-1-59638-131-5,
$17.99

Pastors and Their Critics,
978-1-62995-752-4,
$15.99
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New Release—August 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

Reformed Worship
Blessings of the Faith series
JONTY RHODES  
Have you ever woken up on a Sunday morning and wondered if it 
was worth getting out of bed? Have you wondered why you should 
bother to attend corporate worship every week? 
Unfortunately, it can be easy to miss the excitement of corporate 
worship—but the excitement is there. Because God is all-sufficient, 
he commands worship for his glory but our gain! A Reformed view of 
worship is shaped by God’s Word, with the gospel as its context: God 
desires to meet with his people, and that meeting comes only in and 
through Christ, by the Holy Spirit. Jesus is our worship leader, and as 
our prophet, priest and king he teaches us what worship should look 
like. Writing with winsome enthusiasm, Jonty Rhodes celebrates the 
simplicity and freedom of Reformed worship and shows readers the 
joys of meeting with God in the means and manner he promises to 
bless. 
Jonty Rhodes (MTh, Oakhill Theological College) is minister of Christ Church 
Central Leeds (International Presbyterian Church) in the United Kingdom. In his spare 
time he enjoys watching or playing a good game of cricket. 

Endorsements for other books in the 
Blessings of the Faith series

“Biblically enlightening, doctrinally sound, experientially 
balanced, and practically helpful. The Q&A section is superlative
—so  succinct, so wise, so ‘spot-on.’ . . . Highly recommended!” 
—Joel R. Beeke, President, Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary

“A thoughtful, engaging, stimulating primer. . . . Strain 
understands how vital it is for church members to hear God’s 
Word rightly and have it shape how they think and live.”
—Ian Hamilton, Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology, Greenville
Presbyterian Theological Seminary

“A book written with ‘wisdom from above’ on hearing the Word 
preached. . . . Biblical, readable, and engaging.”
—Harry L. Reeder III, Senior Pastor, Briarwood Presbyterian Church,
Birmingham

“How refreshing to read a work that insists on the supremacy of 
preaching in the local church.”
—Dale Ralph Davis, Minister in Residence, First Presbyterian Church,
Columbia, South Carolina

Category: Theology 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-907-8 

Price: $15.99

Pages: 140 est.

Binding: Hardcover (5” x 7”) 

Available: 6/21/2023 

BISAC: REL055020

Related Titles

Covenantal Baptism, 
978-1-62995-727-2,
$14.99

Persistent Prayer,
978-1-62995-872-9,
$14.99
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New Release—April 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

Reformed Theology
Blessings of the Faith series
JONATHAN MASTER 
What is Reformed theology? For some, it's all about the covenants. 
Others think of the Five Points of Calvinism or doctrines such as 
election and predestination. 

If you're looking for more clarity on the topic, or if you're hoping to 
provide an explanation for someone else, this brief book serves as a 
helpful primer and quick reference tool for anyone who wants a well-
rounded overview. Learn what makes Reformed theology distinctive, 
delve into its historic context and biblical support, and get a better 
grasp of the meaning of the terminology involved.

Informative and reverent, this short book provides church leaders, 
study groups, and individuals with discussion questions and 
extensive Q&A on related topics.

Jonathan L. Master (MDiv, ThM, Capital Bible Seminary; PhD, University of 
Aberdeen) is president of Greenville Presbyterian Theological Seminary. 

Endorsements
“Reformed Theology is a school of historic, orthodox, 
confessional, Christianity in which the sovereignty of God, the 
authority of Scripture, God’s grace in salvation, the necessity 
and significance of the church, and covenant theology are 
maintained and emphasized. Dr. Jonathan Master clearly, 
briefly, and helpfully discusses the nature and definition of 
Reformed Theology in these pages, and thus helps students, 
pastors, and church members think through its content and 
implications. This is a welcome introduction and reflection.” 
—Ligon Duncan, Chancellor and CEO, Reformed Theological Seminary

“Jonathan Master’s Reformed Theology, is a joy to read. At once 
crystal clear and scripturally faithful, it covers the landscape 
theologically and practically without getting sidetracked in 
minutia or bogged down in complexity. Like the other volumes 
in this series, this new volume helps address many of the 
questions people who are new to a Reformed church often 
have, but Master's volume in particular should awaken readers' 
appetites for still more of the riches of biblical doctrine well 
taught. This book made me freshly grateful for the soul-
nourishing, intellectually satisfying, and worship-inspiring 
truths of Reformed theology, and for that I am deeply grateful.”
—David Strain, Senior Pastor, First Presbyterian Church, Jackson, MS

“Jonathan Master is a thoughtful and gracious churchman and 
this volume gives ample testimony to that. In brief compass, 
Dr. Master sets forth the basic principles of the Reformed faith, 
culminating, as all theology should, in doxology. For any who 
associate Reformed theology with dry intellectualism or self-
righteous pedantry, this little volume will be a welcome 
corrective. Ideal for new Christians, small group discussion, and 
anyone wanting a brief account of why the Reformed faith is so 
important.”
—Carl R Trueman, Professor of Biblical and Religious Studies, Grove City
College

Category: Theology 

ISBN: 978-1-62995-409-7 

Price: $15.99

Pages: 112

Binding: Hardcover (5” x 7”) 

Available: 4/26/2023 

BISAC: REL093000

Related Titles

Covenantal Baptism, 
978-1-62995-727-2,
$14.99

Persistent Prayer,
978-1-62995-872-9,
$14.99
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Released in the UK March 2023
Released in the US March 2023

Large trade paperback | 144
Pages
9781527110281 • £11.99
$15.99

BISAC – REL074000

Challenging Leaders
Preventing and Investigating Allegations of Pastoral
Malpractice
Graham Nicholls

Multiple authors with relevant experience
Highlights ways malpractice can occur
Practical ways to develop healthy procedures

Good spiritual leadership is vital to the health of a church.
When leaders misuse their position and are controlling,
egotistical and proud, they abuse the trust they have been
given by the Lord. Abuse of power is not a new phenomenon
however, it is an ancient biblical category, and must be
addressed. Edited by Graham Nicholls, this practical guide for
church leaders brings together a variety of authors with
relevant experience.

Graham Nicholls
Graham Nicholls is Director of Affinity, an organisation seeking
to promote Christian unity and partnership throughout the
British Isles. Graham provides strategic leadership of the
ministry teams, and he regularly writes and speaks in the
media. He is also one of the Pastors of Christ Church
Haywards Heath and preaches there regularly. He is married
to Caroline and has three grown up children.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107229
£12.99 $16.99

9781527103313
£9.99 $12.99

9781527100039
£7.99 $9.99

9781527103825
£8.99 $12.99

CHRISTIAN FOCUS

… a wise and biblical resource that not
only helps Christian institutions understand
spiritual abuse, but provides practical
steps to address it. May God use it to
protect and purify his church
Michael J. Kruger
President and Professor of New
Testament, Reformed Theological
Seminary, Charlotte, North Carolina

I pray that this book will help us, by God’s
grace, to prevent the trauma of abuse by
and of pastors from ever occurring in the
culture of our churches but also to handle
this sin in a healthier way, with the godly
seriousness it deserves, when it does rear
its ugly, gospel–denying head.
Lee Gatiss
Director of Church Society, and Adjunct
Lecturer in Church History, Union School
of Theology, Bridgend, Wales

This book is full of practical advice on
creating a church culture that is healthy,
positive and safe. I’m especially pleased to
see it coming from the independent church
community, but there is valuable guidance
here for churches more widely.
Marcus Honeysett
Director of Living Leadership and author,
Kent, England

This book ought to be essential reading for
the leaders of churches and organisations,
and will challenge and encourage them to
foster a healthy culture in which everyone
can flourish.
John Stevens
National Director, Fellowship of
Independent Evangelical Churches,
Market Harborough, Leicestershire

www.christianfocus.com • info@christianfocus.com • tel 01862871004
Christian Focus Publications, Geanies House, Fearn by Tain, Ross-shire IV20 1TW Scotland, UK, Christian Focus Publications Ltd. is registered in Scotland Reg. SC059686
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Released in the UK September 2023
Released in the US September 2023

Royale Hardback 234 X 156 |
416 Pages
9781527110120 • £29.99
$39.99

BISAC – REL006810

Expository Outlines and Observations on Romans
Hints and Helps for Preachers and Teachers
Rob Ventura

Homiletic outlines for every passage
Greek exegesis helpful but not too technical
Applications for believers and non–believers

The book of Romans is rich in doctrinal truth. Rob Ventura
mines these truths and offers quick, accessible, expository
nuggets for preachers and teachers. Taking a Reformed view,
Ventura helps pastors prepare sermons that will allow
congregations to dig deep into this excellent book. Readers
are aided on their journey by some of church history’s finest,
including Luther, Calvin, Spurgeon, and Lloyd Jones.

Rob Ventura
Rob Ventura (MDiv, Reformed Baptist Seminary) is one of the
pastors of Grace Community Baptist Church of North
Providence, Rhode Island. He is a co–author of ‘A Portrait of
Paul’ and ‘Spiritual Warfare’, and is the general editor of
‘Going Beyond the Five Points’, ‘Lectures in Systematic
Theology’ and ‘A New Exposition of the London Baptist
Confession of Faith of 1689’. He has also contributed articles
to journals, periodicals, and ‘The Reformation Heritage KJV
Study Bible’.

RELATED TITLES

9781527108905
£29.99 $39.99 9781845506377

£11.99 $19.99
9781845504557
£8.99 $12.99

9781845504564
£8.99 $14.99

MENTOR

… its deep insights and simplicity make it
useful to all believers—the seasoned
expositor, the Sunday school teacher, the
parent leading family devotions, and the
recent convert.
Paul Washer
Founder and Missions Director, Heart Cry
Ministry, Radford, Virginia

This commentary is carefully outlined with
helpful exegetical comments along with
theological reflection. It especially stands
out for its focus on application and for
quotes from luminaries from the past.
Thomas R. Schreiner
James Buchanan Harrison Professor of
New Testament Interpretation and
Associate Dean, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky

Rob Ventura is an author, scholar, and
pastor–preacher with the gift of expressing
New Testament theology in clear, elegant
prose. Reading him in full flow in his new
commentary on Romans affords the simple
pleasure of watching an expert do what
they do best.
Geoff Thomas
Conference Speaker and author,
Aberystwyth, Wales

… exegetical, doctrinal, and warmly
practical, containing helpful applications for
both believers and unbelievers at the end
of every section. This is a reliable and
highly recommended exposition…
Joel R. Beeke
President, Puritan Reformed Theological
Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan

www.christianfocus.com • info@christianfocus.com • tel 01862871004
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Royale Hardback 234 X 156 |
352 Pages
9781527110489 • £24.99
$32.99

BISAC – REL067000

From the Marrow Men to the Moderates
Scottish Theology 1700–1800
Donald Macleod

Follow–up to Therefore the Truth I Speak
Fascinating period of Scottish theological history
By popular theologian and writer

Donald Macleod is our reliable guide through all dissentions
and disagreements of the eighteenth century. Drawing
attention to the major characters of the period and gives a
faithful account of the theological discussions, including the
social, economic, ethnic, and personal factors involved. He
also subjects these discussions to theological evaluation. A
fascinating look at a crucial period for anyone with an interest
in theological history.

Donald Macleod
Donald Macleod (1940 – 2023) was the Principal of the Free
Church of Scotland College, Edinburgh until 2010. Regarded
as one of Britain’s most prominent theologians he wrote
extensively on a wide range of issues.

RELATED TITLES

9781527102415
£24.99 $32.99

9781845504793
£24.99 $39.99 9781527109735

£21.99 $29.99
9781527109018
£15.99 $22.99

MENTOR

Professor Macleod … has a practical
purpose, to expound the teaching of the
eighteenth century about the experience of
grace so as to give insight into the same
experience in the twenty–first century. 
David Bebbington
Professor of History, University of Stirling,
Stirling

Anyone interested in the rich and
consequential history of the Scottish
church will benefit immensely from this
well–written, deeply learned, carefully
judicious, and engrossing work. It is
superb from start to finish. Surely, this
series of volumes is destined to become a
standard work in the field of Scottish
ecclesiastical history and theology.
Kevin DeYoung
Senior Pastor, Christ Covenant Church,
Matthews, North Carolina

This is Scottish Church history and
theology as only the late Donald Macleod
could tell it. In these to–be–treasured
pages his unmatched knowledge of
Scotland’s pastor–theologians combines
with an obvious love for both them and
their theology. And all this is expressed
with the vibrancy and at times sheer
exhilaration of his writing. 
Sinclair B. Ferguson
Chancellor’s Professor of Systematic
Theology, Reformed Theological Seminary,
Jackson, Mississippi

www.christianfocus.com • info@christianfocus.com • tel 01862871004
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Best-selling author of family-tailored Lent and Advent 
books is back with a new adventure

A dding to his widely popular Advent and Lent series, well-
known author Arnold Ytreeide revisits the Jerusalem of 

Jesus in this captivating follow-up to Amon’s Adventure. This 
time, Ytreeide takes families into the life of one of the founders 
of the church.

Thirteen-year-old Amon has just watched Jesus ascend into 
heaven. What will Christ’s followers do now? In the midst of 
Amon’s confusion, the apostle Peter hands him an assignment: 
invent a way for the new Christian church to communicate and 
meet in secret. It must not be noticed by the penetrating eyes of 
Jesus’s enemies who are still looking for anyone who dares to call 
him the Messiah.

Amon’s task quickly turns dangerous. The Sanhedrin, led by 
Saul, begins hunting down believers in “The Way,” even stoning 
some to death. Now Amon must walk a treacherous line between 
finishing the job he was given and working safely around those 
who would kill him if they knew his secret. With the help of his 
family and friends, can Amon dodge cranky Romans and angry 
Pharisees—including his friend Saul—and find a way to help 
the new church survive? 

Thirty-one short, action-filled chapters are followed by reflec-
tions for family devotions and include illustrations that highlight 
key people and events in the story. Amon’s Secret is a fun and pow-
erful way to connect the whole family to the church’s beginnings.

Arnold Ytreeide is a gifted storyteller who cares deeply about 
spiritual growth in families. Ytreeide is the founder of Storyteller 
Productions and lives with his wife and two children in Nampa, 
Idaho.

Amon’s Secret
A Family Story of the First Christians

Arnold Ytreeide

978-0-8254-4770-9 • $18.99
Paperback • 8.5 x 9.25 • 224 pages
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / 

Christian / Historical
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
January 24, 2023

• Best-selling author of family and chil-
dren’s literature

• Includes devotionals for families and 
illustrations that show key people and 
events

• Exciting story based on Acts 1–9 and 
archaeological evidence of the early 
church

Amon’s Adventure
978-0-8254-4171-4 • $18.99

Jotham’s Journey
978-0-8254-4174-5 • $18.99

79
78

Time in the New Testament was a relative thing and changed slightly every day throughout the year. It started 

with the “first hour” of the day, which began with the breaking of dawn. The remainder of the daylight up until 

the third medium-sized star was visible in the evening was broken into twelve equal parts with the “sixth hour” 

being noon. Thus the “third hour” of the day would be a different length in winter than in summer, and from day 

to day. This sounds confusing to those of us with modern timekeepers, but it was just part of life and education 

for the people of the ancient world.

Amon was given the job of deciding, at random, which cisterns would be used each day, so that 

there would never be a pattern that someone could notice.

The meeting had lasted well over an hour by now, and the air inside the cistern was getting thick 

and stale. Because of this, it was decided that congregational meetings should only be about an hour 

long, depending on the size of the chamber and number of people.

There were two days left until the Sabbath, so it was decided those days would be used for explain-

ing the system to all the believers, quietly and mouth-to-ear.

<

On the day after the Sabbath, before dawn, Amon’s mother, Tamar, and two other women each took 

baskets of cloth and walked along the wall toward the gate of the Essenes. When they found a section 

where women had already hung laundry high on the wall, they arranged six strips of cloth for the day, 

then hung them up in the correct order, being careful not to make them look too arranged. Their task 

complete, they walked home quietly, talking among themselves to seem like any group of women on 

any other laundry day. They even stopped and talked with another group of women headed to a well.

Tabitha and Tamar entered their house, where Amon was playing King’s Ransom with Jadon and 

Uri as he anxiously waited, having already made the boys’ breakfast.

“Well?” he asked when he saw the women.

““It went just fine,” Tamar answered. “We acted normal and natural, and simply hung our ‘clothes’ 

to dry.”
The sun was just rising above the horizon now, so Amon went outside and scanned the city. Though 

he had no idea where they had hung the signal, it took his eyes only seconds to locate and read it. 

Grinning, he went back inside. “It works!” he said, as if he really hadn’t thought it would. “I can see 

them and read them easily.”

Late that afternoon, reports were quietly whispered all through Jerusalem: the system worked per-

fectly, and the Clever One was a hero. Jotham invited Peter, Matthew, Bartholomew, Barnabas, and 

James the brother of Jesus to come for the evening meal where they spoke in quiet voices with the 

shutters tightly closed over the glass windows.

“As soon as I awoke this morning, I went outside,” Barnabas said. “I looked across the city and saw 

the strips of cloth. After a bit of figuring, I knew to meet with my congregation at the third hour in 

the cistern of Jubal.” He laughed as he dipped some bread in olive oil. “And at the third hour, all the 

congregation slipped into Jubal’s courtyard from this direction or that, and we had a wonderful hour 

of praise together. You truly can be proud of what you’ve accomplished here, Amon.”

The others echoed the words of Barnabas, but Amon just hung his head. “Even in my short life,” he 

said quietly, “I have learned not to be proud, but to be thankful.” He looked up at the other men. “It is 

not by my wit that these things have occurred, but by the grace of God, and I am thankful for whatever 

small part in it he has granted me.”
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O T H E R  FA M I LY  FA V O R I T E S  F R O M  A M O N ’ S  W O R L D

978-0-8254-4174-5 | $18.99

Meet Amon’s father, the boy who 
started it all! 

978-0-8254-4173-8 | $18.99

On a wild journey to Bethlehem, 
Bartholomew meets young Jotham.  

978-0-8254-4172-1 | $18.99

When Amon’s mother was a girl, she 
met the newly born Messiah!

978-0-8254-4393-0 | $18.99

The son of one of the wise men,  
Ishtar meets Jotham, Tabitha,  
and Bartholomew as he seeks  

a newborn King. 978-0-8254-4171-4 | $18.99

The first adventure for Jotham and 
Tabitha’s young son. 

OVER 
250,000 

SOLD!
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Andi’s adventures don’t stop in her teen years!

Andrea Carter is growing up—but her adventurous spirit 
isn’t going anywhere! Set on a sprawling ranch in the Old 

West of the 1880s, this young adult series by popular author 
Susan K. Marlow is high on action, danger, and drama, and full 
of appealing characters readers love. And now all six books are 
available for the first time in a complete set.

Fourteen-year-old Andi is getting ready for Taffy’s first foal 
in Thick as Thieves. In Heartbreak Trail, she gets to go on her very 
first—and maybe last—cattle drive all the way to California. 
When she turns sweet sixteen in The Last Ride, she gets to work 
full-time on her beloved ranch at long last. And in Courageous 
Love, her stunt-riding practice won’t get in the way of her track-
ing cattle rustlers—or falling in love. With the addition of two 
full-length short story collections following her married life, 
readers will get to grow up with Andi.

Andi’s adventures are perfect for readers who are aging out of 
middle-grade fiction but still want a clean, wholesome read with 
a foundation of faith and fun. And with this complete set, they 
won’t have to wait for the next adventure!

Susan K. Marlow is always on the lookout for a new story, 
whether she’s writing books, teaching writing workshops, or 
sharing what she’s learned as a homeschooling mom. Also the 
author of the Circle C Adventures series and the Goldtown 
Beginnings series, Susan enjoys relaxing on her fourteen-acre 
homestead in the great state of Washington. Readers can find 
supplemental material for the Circle C series and Goldtown 
series at circlecadventures.com and goldtownadventures.com.

Circle C Milestones, 6-Book Set
Susan K. Marlow

Circle C Milestones
978-0-8254-4998-7 • $64.99
Paperback • 5.5 x 8.5 • 1,248 total pages
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Religious / 

Christian / Historical / United States /  
19th century

Kregel Publications • Rights: World
Available 

• Complete adventurous, historical series 
for YA readers

• Author’s website provides free home-
schooling curriculum for each book

• Follows Andi through her teens to mar-
riage and motherhood

Andrea Carter  
6-Book Set
978-0-8254-3888-2 • $44.99
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 R E L AT E D T I T L E S U N I Q U E S E L L I N G P O I N T S

Race into adventure with Andrea Carter!

Meet beloved frontier heroine Andrea Carter—better 
known to her friends as Andi. She’s the spunky youngest 

daughter on the Circle C ranch, and her life is full of adventure!
Now readers ages 6–8 can join in all the fun at once with this 

brand-new set of Andi’s early adventures. Popular author Susan 
K. Marlow introduces first- and second-grade readers to six-
year-old Andi, who is eager to grow up and experience the Wild 
West of the late 1800s.

Proving she’s a pro on a pony in Andi’s Pony Trouble, Andi and 
her best friend Riley then meet their native neighbors in Andi’s 
Indian Summer. Then she heads to the California State Fair in 
Andi’s Fair Surprise. Andi’s Scary School Days introduces her to 
spending days off her home ranch, a change early readers will 
relate to. Andi’s foal Taffy is growing up, too, and changes come 
for them both in Andi’s Lonely Little Foal. And readers will get to 
see a real frontier holiday in Andi’s Circle C Christmas.

It’s a collection full of fun, friends, and excitement!

Circle C Beginnings, 6-Book Set
Susan K. Marlow

Circle C Beginnings
978-0-8254-4997-0 • $32.50
Paperback • 5.25 x 8 • 496 total pages
JUVENILE FICTION / Historical / United 

States / 19th century
Kregel Publications • Rights: World
Available

Goldtown Beginnings 
6-Book Set
978-0-8254-4700-6 • $32.50

17

box. “Right there. That will show you I’m big enough.”
Everybody looked.
Up and down the wall were lines with names next to them: Justin, Chad, Mitch, Melinda, and Andi. Mother drew a new line each year until the children stopped growing. In a few weeks, Mother would draw a new line for Andi.“Watch!” Andi said. 

Quick as a wink, she ran to the wall and backed up. She put her hand on her head and pushed it against the wall. Then she stepped away. “See? See how much I grew this year?”Justin bent down to take a closer look. “Well! It sure does look like you’ve grown.”Andi smiled. She knew she was really close to getting a horse of her own. If Justin said she had grown, then it must be true.
She looked at Mother. “I would like a golden horse, Mother. A horse as shiny as a gold piece.” She dug around in her pocket for her special coin.Andi kept all kinds of treasures in her pock-ets: grasshoppers and string and marbles and rocks. She never knew when something in her pocket might come in handy. If she saw a snake, 

53

Being skinned alive sounded scary—even 

if it was only something grown-ups said when 

they were mad.
Andi should not have left Coco in the 

meadow. She should have ridden him home. If 

Andi was not on Coco’s back making him trot 

fast, her pony walked as slow as a turtle.

But he should have come home by now.

“Where is he?” she asked Midnight.

Midnight blew a hot, horsey breath on Andi 

and snapped up her sugar cookie.

Andi didn’t care. She let Midnight nibble 

the rest of the crumbs from her hand.

A tiny shiver went down Andi’s neck. What 

if Coco was really, really lost? “For sure Mother 

will say I’m not big enough for my own horse. 

I’ll never get one.”
Andi sniffed back a few drippy tears. Then 

she thought about what she should do.

So far, nobody knew Coco was missing—

not even Riley. Andi had time to find Coco and 

bring him home.
But how?
“I’ll go back to the meadow,” she told 

Midnight. “Maybe Coco got tired. Maybe he 

stopped to rest.”

• Complete adventurous, historical series 
for beginning readers

• Author’s website provides free home-
schooling curriculum for each book

• Delightful illustrations for early readers 
in every chapter
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Released in the UK September 2023
Released in the US September 2023

Large trade hardback | 0
Pages
Read Myself: 12+
9781527107052 • £9.99 $13.99

BISAC – YAN048000

S.E.E.K.
David Robertson

Follow–up to popular A.S.K.
Questions asked by real teenagers
Encourages readers to seek God

Lots of people are seeking something. Some that don’t exist
(like the Loch Ness monster), others are simply seeking
happiness. Jesus promises that those who seek God will find
him. And this book will help you on the way to seeking him.
Ask questions. Engage with the answers. Think through these
issues for yourself. 

This engaging follow–up to the popular A.S.K. takes 52 new
questions from real teenagers. Covering issues from society,
education, the Bible, theology, God, each short chapter
contains a question, a Bible passage, a verse, a discussion,
something to consider, further reading and a prayer. 

David Robertson
David Robertson, author of ‘The Dawkins Letters’ and
‘Magnificent Obsession’, is a well–known pastor and apologist
who is passionate about engaging culture with the message of
Christ.

RELATED TITLES

9781527103399
£8.99 $12.99

9781781911433
£9.99 $15.99

9781845502614
£4.99 $7.99

9781781912713
£8.99 $14.99

CF4KIDS
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CHILDREN’S



New Release—June 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

The Illustrated 
Westminster Shorter 
Catechism in Modern 
English
Illustrated by Paul Cox

The Westminster Shorter Catechism is a series of questions and 
answers designed to teach essential Christian doctrines. This 
illustrated edition includes proof texts and the Ten 
Commandments, Lord’s Prayer, and Apostles’ Creed.

Paul Cox is a full-time freelance cartoonist and the creator of RefToons 
(www.reftoons.com). He and his wife, Stephanie, live in southern Wisconsin with 
their four children, three noisy chickens, and a few thousand honey bees. 

Sample Pages

Category: Youth

ISBN: 978-1-62995-974-0

Price: $24.99

Pages: 128

Binding: Hardcover (8.5" x 8.5")

Available: 06/28/23

BISAC: JNF049000

Biblical Text is in the ESV 
translation

e ate  it es

Jesus Is Most Special,
978-1-62995-029-7,
$9.99

God's Servant Job,
978-1-59638-734-8,
$9.99
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Trade paperback | 128 Pages
Read to me: 5-7
Read Myself: 8-11
9781527109759 • £7.99 $9.99

BISAC – JNF049130

How to Be a Bible Brainiac
Catherine MacKenzie

Knowing God is better than knowing about God
Turn Bible knowledge into real faith
For 8–11–year–olds

 Are you great at quizzes? Do you know the answers to all the
questions in Sunday School? Can you beat anyone in Bible
trivia? Well, that’s great! But the very best thing that you can
learn from the Bible is how to have a relationship with God. It’s
important to not just know about God, but to know him
personally. Catherine MacKenzie shows us how we can get to
know God as our saviour and friend.

Catherine MacKenzie
Catherine MacKenzie comes from Scotland and has written
several biographies for young teens in the Trailblazers series
as well as other titles for younger children. She is Editor for
Christian Focus’ children’s imprint, CF4Kids.

RELATED TITLES

9781781915783
£5.99 $8.99

9781845508258
£5.99 $8.99

9781781912317
£5.99 $8.99

9781781917848
£5.99 $8.99

CF4KIDS
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Released in the UK November 2023
Released in the US November 2023

Hardback 240 × 170 | 76
Pages
Read to me: 5–7
Read Myself: 8–11
9781527110175 • £12.99
$16.99

BISAC – JNF049080

Is God for Real?
Jeriah D. Shank and Teresa Hemmings

Introduction to apologetics
For 8–11–year–olds
Scripture passage, memory verse and questions
with each chapter

A story–based introduction to apologetics answers some big
questions, and encourages kids to keep asking them. 10–
year–old Samantha and her brother, Joshua, have some big
questions about God, and their parents are ready to help them
explore the answers. Join them as they find out what the Bible
has to say, and what it means for their lives. Each chapter in
this book addresses a big question, like ‘Who is God?’ or ‘Why
does God let bad things happen?’. The conversation between
parents and children makes the explanation easy to read, and
the chapter ends with a passage of Scripture to read, a verse
or two to memorize and a few discussion questions.

Jeriah D. Shank
Jeriah Shank is a pastor, apologist, and theologian. He lives in
Iowa with his wife and two daughters.
Teresa Hemmings
Teresa Hemmings is a wife, mom, and homemaker in Iowa
with an affinity for words and coffee.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106161
£9.99 $12.99

9781527108400
£9.99 $13.99

9781527106154
£13.99 $19.99

9781527108042
£13.99 $19.99

CF4KIDS

… I feel that anyone who picks up this
book will be able to take away truly
meaningful aspects of God’s Word that
relate to their existence
Darci Roorda
Mom and educator

Have you ever wanted to help your
children or grandchildren understand and
defend their faith? This beautifully
illustrated book will be a great resource to
read with them.What a wonderful addition
this book will be to the family library.
Jeannie Vogel
Bible Study Author and Women’s Ministry
Consultant

The most important questions we can ask
are the ones that challenge our faith. This
book asks those questions and sketches
biblically orthodox answers, with
suggested further readings to provide still
fuller answers. I highly recommend this
book.
Bill Dembski
Author of many books on Intelligent Design

Jeriah and Teresa, with the help of some
beautiful illustrations from Emma, help
answer nine of the basic questions that
many children have.  The format is
accessible, the Scripture is taught, and
room is left for further discussion.  What
more could you want?
David Robertson
Well–known pastor and apologist
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Hymns
Tiny Hands Series
Edited by Hannah Duguid Estes
Teach your children eight enduring hymns of the faith while 
enjoying vibrant illustrations that capture the lyrics for little 
hearts.

Edited by Hannah Duguid Estes
Illustrated by Jessica Hiatt

Related Titles

Category:  Youth

ISBN: 978-1-62995-353-3

Price: $12.99

Pages: 16

Binding: Boardbook (5 5/8” x 5 5/8”) 

Available: 10/11/2023

BISAC: JNF049000

Promises,
978-1-62995-430-1,
$12.99

Prayers, 
978-1-62995-385-4,
$12.99

Sample 2-Page Spread
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Prayers
Tiny Hands Series
Edited by Hannah Duguid Estes
Model prayer for your little one using eight beautifully illustrated 
scriptural prayers from Hannah, David, Daniel, Mary, and others.

Edited by Hannah Duguid Estes
Illustrated by Jessica Hiatt

Related Titles

Category:  Youth

ISBN: 978-1-62995-385-4

Price: $12.99

Pages: 16

Binding: Boardbook (5 5/8” x 5 5/8”)

Available: 10/11/2023

BISAC: JNF049000

Promises,
978-1-62995-430-1,
$12.99

Hymns, 
978-1-62995-353-3,
$12.99

Sample 2-Page Spread
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New Release—October 2023
Dedicated to publishing books that promote biblical understanding and godly 

living as summarized in the Westminster Confession and Catechism.

Promises
Tiny Hands Series
Edited by Hannah Duguid Estes
Use eight beautifully illustrated passages to rehearse with your 
little one the covenant promises that God made to his people in 
the Old and New Testaments.

Edited by Hannah Duguid Estes
Illustrated by Jessica Hiatt

Related Titles

Category:  Youth

ISBN: 978-1-62995-430-1

Price: $12.99

Pages: 16

Binding: Boardbook (5 5/8” x 5 5/8”) 

Available: 10/11/2023

BISAC: JNF049000

Prayers,
978-1-62995-385-4,
$12.99

Hymns, 
978-1-62995-353-3,
$12.99

Sample 2-Page Spread
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Released in the UK March 2023
 Released in the US March 2023

Hb Box Set 250 X 178 X 38 |
144 Pages 
Read to me: 4-6 
Read Myself: 7-10 
9781527109438 • £29.99
$39.99 

BISAC – JNF049140

God’s Daring Dozen Box Set 2
Brian J. Wright and John R. Brown

The twelve books between Daniel and Matthew are unfamiliar
to many believers, so this series accurately introduces these
inspired writings with vivid images and simple words that
engage children and adults alike. Each volume both retells the
prophet’s message to his original audience and relates its rich
truths to Jesus and God’s people today.
This second boxed set contains:

Jonah’s Journeys
Malachi’s Final Message
Nahum and the Ninevites
Joel and the Locusts

Brian J. Wright
Brian J. Wright (Ph.D.) serves as an associate pastor at Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas, and has authored
several books, including ‘The Rhythm of the Christian Life’
(2019), and ‘Inspired Questions’ (2019).
John R. Brown
John Brown (Th.M.) is the founding pastor of Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas. Previously he trained
missionaries and taught international pastors.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107021
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527107007
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527107014
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527106994
 £7.99 $10.99

CF4KIDS

What a great resource for families! Kids’
books on individual books of the Bible.
True to Scripture and accessible to little
ones. I can’t wait to read these to my own
children.
Andrew Abernathy
Professor of Old Testament, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois and author of
‘God’s Messiah in the Old Testament’

John and Brian have captured the
message of these books and packaged
them in a form ideal for parents who hope
to train their children up in the faith. 
James M. Hamilton Jr.
Professor of Biblical Theology, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky

With bright illustrations and lots of animal
pictures, God’s Daring Dozen provides a
fun and helpful way to increase biblical
literacy and open some less familiar parts
of Scripture to young listeners.
The Gospel Coalition

Here is a series that introduces small
children to the world and words of biblical
prophets. These books fill a large gap in
the Christian nurture of young children.
Duane A. Garrett
John R. Sampey Professor of Old
Testament Interpretation at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,
Kentucky

www.christianfocus.com • info@christianfocus.com • tel 01862871004
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Released in the UK March 2023
 Released in the US March 2023

Hardback 242 X 172 | 40
Pages 
Read to me: 4-6 
Read Myself: 7-10 
9781527109445 • £7.99 $10.99

BISAC – JNF049140

Malachi’s Final Message
The Minor Prophets, Book 5
Brian J. Wright and John R. Brown

Malachi for 4–6 year–olds
Attractive illustrations
Part of God’s Daring Dozen minor prophets series

God had been so good to Israel, but they kept disobeying Him.
So, God sent Malachi to tell them to turn back to him. He
promises to send His messenger, who will purify the priests
and judge the people who are doing wrong. He promises that
if they will turn their hearts back to God, He will bless them.
And God’s promises came true – he sent John the Baptist to
prepare the way of the Lord, encouraging people to repent,
and he sent his Son, Jesus, to take away the sins of the world.

Brian J. Wright
Brian J. Wright (Ph.D.) serves as an associate pastor at Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas, and has authored
several books, including ‘The Rhythm of the Christian Life’
(2019), and ‘Inspired Questions’ (2019).
John R. Brown
John Brown (Th.M.) is the founding pastor of Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas. Previously he trained
missionaries and taught international pastors.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106994
£7.99 $10.99

9781527107021
£7.99 $10.99

9781527107014
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527107007
 £7.99 $10.99

CF4KIDS

… captures their messages in ways that
young readers can grasp and very
smoothly weaves them into the larger
fabric of the Gospel. An excellent tool for
helping children grasp and retain the
Gospel as promised in these Old
Testament books.
Daniel C. Timmer
Director and Professor of Biblical Studies,
Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary,
Grand Rapids, Michigan and author of
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Tyndale Old
Testament Commentary 26

What a great resource for families! Kids’
books on individual books of the Bible.
True to Scripture and accessible to little
ones. I can’t wait to read these to my own
children.
Andrew Abernathy
Professor of Old Testament, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois and author of
‘God’s Messiah in the Old Testament’

With bright illustrations and lots of animal
pictures, God’s Daring Dozen provides a
fun and helpful way to increase biblical
literacy and open some less familiar parts
of Scripture to young listeners.
The Gospel Coalition

Here is a series that introduces small
children to the world and words of biblical
prophets. These books fill a large gap in
the Christian nurture of young children.
Duane A. Garrett
John R. Sampey Professor of Old
Testament Interpretation at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,
Kentucky
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Released in the UK March 2023
 Released in the US March 2023

Hardback 242 X 172 | 40
Pages 
Read to me: 4–6 
Read Myself: 7–10 
9781527109452 • £7.99 $10.99

BISAC – JNF049140

Jonah’s Journeys
The Minor Prophets, Book 6
Brian J. Wright and John R. Brown

Picture storybook of Jonah
Teaches about compassion and obedience
Points to Jesus

God told Jonah to go to Nineveh and tell the people there to
stop doing bad things and turn back to God. But Jonah took a
boat in the opposite direction, so God sent a big storm and
Jonah ended up in the belly of a big fish. When Jonah finally
told the Ninevites God’s message, they turned away from their
evil ways, but instead of rejoicing, Jonah was angry. Brian
Wright and John Brown show us how Jonah points to Jesus,
and teaches us about compassion and obedience.

Brian J. Wright
Brian J. Wright (Ph.D.) serves as an associate pastor at Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas, and has authored
several books, including ‘The Rhythm of the Christian Life’
(2019), and ‘Inspired Questions’ (2019).
John R. Brown
John Brown (Th.M.) is the founding pastor of Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas. Previously he trained
missionaries and taught international pastors.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107007
£7.99 $10.99

9781527106994
£7.99 $10.99

9781527107779
 £29.99 $39.99

9781527107014
 £7.99 $10.99

CF4KIDS

John and Brian have captured the
message of these books and packaged
them in a form ideal for parents who hope
to train their children up in the faith.
James M. Hamilton Jr.
Professor of Biblical Theology, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky

With bright illustrations and lots of animal
pictures, God’s Daring Dozen provides a
fun and helpful way to increase biblical
literacy and open some less familiar parts
of Scripture to young listeners.
The Gospel Coalition

Here is a series that introduces small
children to the world and words of biblical
prophets. These books fill a large gap in
the Christian nurture of young children.
Duane A. Garrett
John R. Sampey Professor of Old
Testament Interpretation at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,
Kentucky

What a great resource for families! Kids’
books on individual books of the Bible.
True to Scripture and accessible to little
ones. I can’t wait to read these to my own
children.
Andrew Abernathy
Professor of Old Testament, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois and author of
‘God’s Messiah in the Old Testament’
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Released in the UK March 2023
 Released in the US March 2023

Hardback 242 X 172 | 40
Pages 
Read to me: 4–6 
Read Myself: 7–10 
9781527109469 • £7.99 $10.99

BISAC – JNF049140

Joel and the Locusts
The Minor Prophets, Book 7
Brian J. Wright and John R. Brown

Book of Joel in storybook form
Part of God’s Daring Dozen series
Teaches about repentance and renewal

An army of locusts has eaten all the crops in Israel, and a
drought has dried up their streams – what are they going to
do? God had warned Israel long ago that this would happen if
they did not listen to Him. Joel cried out to God, and God told
him about “the day of the Lord”, when God will come with his
angelic army to set things right. He will judge the wicked but
forgive everyone who is truly sorry and turns to Him.

Brian J. Wright
Brian J. Wright (Ph.D.) serves as an associate pastor at Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas, and has authored
several books, including ‘The Rhythm of the Christian Life’
(2019), and ‘Inspired Questions’ (2019).
John R. Brown
John Brown (Th.M.) is the founding pastor of Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas. Previously he trained
missionaries and taught international pastors.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107779
 £29.99 $39.99

9781527107014
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527107021
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527107007
 £7.99 $10.99

CF4KIDS

With bright illustrations and lots of animal
pictures, God’s Daring Dozen provides a
fun and helpful way to increase biblical
literacy and open some less familiar parts
of Scripture to young listeners.
The Gospel Coalition

What a great resource for families! Kids’
books on individual books of the Bible.
True to Scripture and accessible to little
ones. I can’t wait to read these to my own
children.
Andrew Abernathy
Professor of Old Testament, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois and author of
‘God’s Messiah in the Old Testament’

John and Brian have captured the
message of these books and packaged
them in a form ideal for parents who hope
to train their children up in the faith.
James M. Hamilton Jr.
Professor of Biblical Theology, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky

Here is a series that introduces small
children to the world and words of biblical
prophets. These books fill a large gap in
the Christian nurture of young children.
Duane A. Garrett
John R. Sampey Professor of Old
Testament Interpretation at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,
Kentucky
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Released in the UK March 2023
 Released in the US March 2023

Hardback 242 X 172 | 40
Pages 
Read to me: 4-6 
Read Myself: 7-10 
9781527109476 • £7.99 $10.99

BISAC – JNF049140

Nahum and the Ninevites
The Minor Prophets, Book 8
Brian J. Wright and John R. Brown

Learn about the power and mercy of God
Nahum storybook for 4–6 year–olds
Part of God’s Daring Dozen series

God is good, a strong refuge in times of trouble; He cares for
those who trust in Him. But He will sweep away His enemies
and drive them into darkness. In the book of Nahum, God
promises to punish the Assyrians, who had been oppressing
Israel. God’s people can find comfort in Nahum’s message,
which tells how God will defeat all our enemies. He even sent
His Son, Jesus, to defeat sin, death and the devil. Everyone
who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved.

Brian J. Wright
Brian J. Wright (Ph.D.) serves as an associate pastor at Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas, and has authored
several books, including ‘The Rhythm of the Christian Life’
(2019), and ‘Inspired Questions’ (2019).
John R. Brown
John Brown (Th.M.) is the founding pastor of Denia
Community Church in Denton, Texas. Previously he trained
missionaries and taught international pastors.

RELATED TITLES

9781527107014
£7.99 $10.99

9781527107021
£7.99 $10.99

9781527107007
 £7.99 $10.99

9781527107779
 £29.99 $39.99

CF4KIDS

Brian’s and John’s presentation of these
undervalued books captures their
messages in ways that young readers can
grasp and very smoothly weaves them into
the larger fabric of the Gospel. An
excellent tool for helping children grasp
and retain the Gospel as promised in these
Old Testament books.
Daniel C. Timmer
Director and Professor of Biblical Studies,
Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary,
Grand Rapids, Michigan and author of
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Tyndale Old
Testament Commentary 26

What a great resource for families! Kids’
books on individual books of the Bible.
True to Scripture and accessible to little
ones. I can’t wait to read these to my own
children.
Andrew Abernathy
Professor of Old Testament, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois and author of
‘God’s Messiah in the Old Testament’

John and Brian have captured the
message of these books and packaged
them in a form ideal for parents who hope
to train their children up in the faith. 
James M. Hamilton Jr.
Professor of Biblical Theology, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky

With bright illustrations and lots of animal
pictures, God’s Daring Dozen provides a
fun and helpful way to increase biblical
literacy and open some less familiar parts
of Scripture to young listeners.
The Gospel Coalition
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Released in the UK March 2023
Released in the US March 2023

Hardback 279 X 216 | 272
Pages
Read to me: 5–11
Read Myself: 6–12
9781527108943 • £19.99
$29.99

BISAC – JNF049170

66 Books: One Story
A Guide to Every Book of the Bible
Paul Reynolds

Newly illustrated and laid out edition
Outline of every Bible book
Family devotional book

If you’ve read the Bible, you probably know some of the
important battles, a good chunk of the life of Jesus, maybe a
Psalm or two – but what do you know about the minor
prophets and the epistles? Do you have some loose ends that
need tying up? This is where a book like this helps. The Bible
has one author – God – so we need to see the Bible as a
whole, as God’s Word. Every book of the Bible is the breath of
God and the plan of Salvation spans all of Scripture. In this
Bible overview each book of the Bible is summarised;
background given; themes and theology explained.

Paul Reynolds
Paul Reynolds is a member of First Baptist Church of Grand
Cayman. He and his wife Rachael have two children, Jude
and Alice. Paul enjoys photography, and writing about,
watching and coaching baseball.

RELATED TITLES

9781527104280
£12.99 $16.99

9781527106154
£13.99 $19.99 9781527107014

£7.99 $10.99

9781527107045
£13.99 $17.99

CF4KIDS

… a most lively, memorable, and engaging
expedition through every book of Holy
Scripture. Families and small groups,
parishes as well as individuals should use
it to great effect. There is nothing quite like
it.
William Edgar
Professor of Apologetics, Westminster
Theological Seminary, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

I’m thankful for such a well–written
resource that will provide an excellent
supplement both for teaching and family
devotions.
Jared Kennedy
Editor, The Gospel Coalition

Paul Reynolds has written an excellent
resource for children, parents and
churches. This book navigates the 66
books of the Bible, leading always to the
Savior. If you use this book, your children
will hear the gospel to the praise and glory
of God and our Savior Jesus Christ.
John and Keri Folmar
Senior Pastor, United Christian Church of
Dubai; Author
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Released in the UK July 2023
Released in the US July 2023

Pocket paperback | 0 Pages
Read to me: 8–9
Read Myself: 9–14
9781527110298 • £6.99 $9.99

BISAC – JNF049180

Polycarp
Faithful unto Death
David Luckman

Bishop of Smyrna
Martyred in his eighties
Latest in Trail Blazer series

Polycarp was Bishop of Smyrna (a city in modern–day Turkey)
in the days of the early church. He was a disciple of the
apostle John. He was martyred in his eighties for refusing to
burn incense to the Roman emperor. David Luckman’s new
biography in the Trail Blazer series shows readers how this
brave man’s faith was the most important thing to him.

David Luckman
David Luckman is the Church Planter at Hilden Community
Church in Lisburn, Northern Ireland. He is married to Sarah
and has two daughters.

RELATED TITLES

9781527108776
£6.99 $9.99

9781527107922
£6.99 $9.99

9781781916773
£5.99 $8.99

9781781912966
£5.99 $8.99

CF4KIDS
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Released in the UK September 2023
Released in the US September 2023

Hardback | 96 Pages
Read to me: 4–6
Read Myself: 6–8
9781527110083 • £9.99 $13.99

BISAC – JNF053030

The Great Big Sad
Helping Children Navigate Grief and Loss
Christina Fox

Stories to help kids process grief
Follow up to Tell God How You Feel and God Hears
Your Heart
Written by counselor and mom

We all know that loss is the “great big sad” of life. Grief is a
journey we all take in life. How do parents and caregivers help
children navigate grief? The Great Big Sad follows familiar
siblings Josh and Mia (from Tell God How You Feel and God
Hears Your Heart) as they face the death of their beloved
grandmother. It is a discipleship tool for parents and
caregivers in helping children learn that people grieve in
different ways, how to talk about grief, ways to honor and
remember a loved one, and how Jesus knows and
understands their tears. 

Christina Fox
Christina Fox is a counselor, retreat speaker, writer, and
author of several books including ‘Tell God How You Feel:
Helping Kids with Hard Emotions’ and ‘A Heart Set Free: A
Journey to Hope Through the Psalms of Lament’. You can find
her at www.christinafox.com.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106161
£9.99 $12.99

9781527108400
£9.99 $13.99

9781781917282
£8.99 $12.99

9781527105621
£11.99 $17.99

CF4KIDS
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Released in the UK September 2023
Released in the US September 2023

Large trade paperback | 96
Pages
Read to me: 6–8
Read Myself: 9–11
9781527110090 • £6.99 $9.99

BISAC – JNF049180

Who Were the Abolitionists?
Danika Cooley

Highlights key people in abolition movement
From Who What Why series
Great for homeschool

 The abolitionists were a group of people who wanted to get
rid of (abolish) slavery. This book will tell you about some of
them. They came from different places and had different
stories, and God called them to serve him in different ways.
But they each worked to make sure that a human being, made
in the image of God, could not be owned by someone else.

Danika Cooley
Danika Cooley (ThinkingKidsBlog.org) is an award–winning
author and Bible curriculum developer. The homeschool
mother of four graduated from the University of Washington.
Bible Road Trip™ and ‘Help Your Kids Learn and Love the
Bible’ are used by families around the globe.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106505
£6.99 $9.99

9781527106512
£6.99 $9.99

9781527106529
£6.99 $9.99

9781527110113
£6.99 $9.99
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Released in the UK September 2023
Released in the US September 2023

Large trade paperback | 96
Pages
Read to me: 6–8
Read Myself: 9–11
9781527110106 • £6.99 $9.99

BISAC – JNF025200

What Was the Underground Railroad?
Danika Cooley

From Who What Why history series
Great for homeschool
For 9–11–year–olds

The Underground Railroad was a secret system through which
runaway slaves could escape to freedom. Abolitionists hid
fugitives in their houses during the day and sent them to
another home at night. These safehouses became known as
stations, the people who helped were station masters and
conductors, and the paths people took to freedom were lines.
Learn the stories of some of the people who escaped slavery
this way, and the people who ran the Underground Railroad.

Danika Cooley
Danika Cooley (ThinkingKidsBlog.org) is an award–winning
author and Bible curriculum developer. The homeschool
mother of four graduated from the University of Washington.
Bible Road Trip™ and ‘Help Your Kids Learn and Love the
Bible’ are used by families around the globe.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106505
£6.99 $9.99

9781527106512
£6.99 $9.99

9781527106529
£6.99 $9.99

9781527110090
£6.99 $9.99
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Released in the UK September 2023
Released in the US September 2023

Large trade paperback | 96
Pages
Read to me: 6–8
Read Myself: 9–11
9781527110113 • £6.99 $9.99

BISAC – JNF049290

Why Did Slavery End?
Danika Cooley

Great for homeschool
For 9–11–year–olds
Part of the Who What Why series

Slavery has been around for a long time. In the Bible,
Joseph’s brothers sold him into slavery, and the Israelites
were slaves in Egypt until God freed them. Even much more
recently, people were kidnapped and made to work. For a
while, Christians ignored that slavery is wrong and pretended
that enslaved people were not their neighbors. But a lot of
Christians realised they were wrong, and between 1688 and
1888 AD there was a big fight to put a stop to slavery. This is
the story of these Christians who loved their neighbors and
how they fought to free them.

Danika Cooley
Danika Cooley (ThinkingKidsBlog.org) is an award–winning
author and Bible curriculum developer. The homeschool
mother of four graduated from the University of Washington.
Bible Road Trip™ and ‘Help Your Kids Learn and Love the
Bible’ are used by families around the globe.

RELATED TITLES

9781527106529
£6.99 $9.99
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£6.99 $9.99
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£6.99 $9.99
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Pilipinto
The Jungle Adventures of a Missionary’s 
Daughter
Valerie Elliot Shepard
When Valerie’s missionary father, Jim Elliot, and four other men 
were killed by the people they had sought to reach with the 
gospel, the good news did not die with them. Pilipinto’s 
Happiness is an amazing story of courage, redemption, and the 
power of unconditional love. Beautifully illustrated, it is a child-
appropriate introduction to several Christian heroes and 
heroines—powerful models in the faith who demonstrated 
reckless abandon for the kingdom of God.

Valerie Elliot Shepard is the only child of Jim and Elisabeth Elliot, missionaries 
to the Quichua and Auca Indians (now called “Waodani, which means “the 
people”) of the Amazon rain forest. Her father and four other men were speared to 
death in 1956 as they sought to reach the Aucas with the gospel. After Jim’s 
death, Elisabeth and Valerie continued to live with the Quichuas until they were 
invited to live with the tribe that had killed Jim. They ministered to the Aucas for 
two years as Elisabeth and another missionary, Rachel Saint, learned to speak the 
language and shared the story of Jesus with them. Many Aucas converted to 
Christ as a result. 

Valerie returned with her mother to the United States in 1963 and married Walter 
Shepard. Walt and Valerie have eight children. They currently reside in Southport, 
North Carolina. 

Endorsements
“What is it like to be a child growing up in a jungle of parrots, 
monkeys, and an exotic people who don’t speak your 
language? And what if that little girl is the daughter of the 
world-famous missionaries, Jim and Elisabeth Elliott? In this 
delightful account, my friend Valerie introduces young readers 
to a strange, yet wonderful childhood of laughter, love, and 
yes, danger. But there’s more. Young ones will also learn 
about the Elliott family and their global influence, not only 
among the people of an ancient tribe, but of Christians around 
the world. Thank you, Valerie, for telling your family’s 
remarkable story to yet another young, new generation… and I 
give Pilipinto a double thumbs-up!”
—Joni Eareckson Tada, Joni and Friends International Disability
Center

“Walk the trails with danger at every turn, join the tribe along with 
Valerie, and see firsthand how God embraces and encourages 
his loved ones. Valerie shares her heartwarming reminiscences 
with us in an engaging story that is perfect for family reading.”
—Ellen Vaughn, Author, Becoming Elisabeth Elliot

“Pilipinto is a gorgeously illustrated story of God’s presence in 
hard times and his grace in extraordinary jungle adventures, 
infused by Val’s sunny personality and bright faith.”
—Donna Otto, Modern Homemakers

Category: Youth

ISBN: 978-1-62995-025-9 

Price: $19.99
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Related Titles

God's Names
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$16.99
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New Release—August 2023
Reformed Theology for Real Life.

God's Servant Ruth
A Poem with a Promise
Douglas Bond
God's Servant Ruth is a beautifully illustrated children’s story in verse. 
Doug Bond explores the gospel according to the book of Ruth as he 
winsomely reveals the story's essential, foundational theology in a 
poetic introduction for younger children. Although known as 
something of a love story, this tale is most of all a story that reveals our 
glorious Redeemer who provides for his people—showing that our 
children can have hope no matter their fears and struggles in this life.

Douglas Bond is the author of a number of books of historical fiction and biography. 
He is the father of six and the grandfather of eight and counting, as well as an elder in 
the Presbyterian Church of America, a teacher, a conference speaker, and a leader of 
church history tours. Visit his website at www.bondbooks.net.

Sample Page

Category: Youth

ISBN: 978-1-62995-760-7 

Price: 19.99

Pages: 40

Binding: Hardcover 8  x 10  

Available: 8/2/23
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Related Titles

Jesus Is Most Special,
978-1-62995-029-7,
$9.99

God's Servant Job,
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$9.99
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F.J. Rudy and Associates
1132 Del Mar Drive

Palatine, Illinois 60067

Phone:  +1 847 287 9028

Skype: Fred.Rudy37

fred.rudy@fjrudyandassociates.com
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